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Psychology 
worse than 
warranted 
There's still activity here 
By JEFF NAGEL 
BUSINESS is slow. 
Real estate signs dot each street. 
And loggers and mill workers have seen less 
action this year. 
Yes, Terrace is seeing an economic downturn, 
along with much of the province. 
However, contrary to some local opinion, things 
have not yet ground to a complete halt• 
There is still substantial activity in local stores and 
Terrace still draws much of its economic lifeblood 
from neighbours in places like Kitimat, who are rela- 
tively unaffected by forest industry troubles. 
But try telling that to local people, says federal 
labour market analyst James Gilham. 
"The negativity is running wild," Gilham said last 
week. "Everybody seems to think the world is going to 
hell in a handbasket. And once people start to think 
that way watch out, because it starts to become aself- 
fulfilling prophecy." 
He got a dose of the doomsayers' attitude when he 
held a recent garage sale because he's moving to 
Vancouver. 
Visitors were quick to assume job cuts Were respon- 
sible and that his 
destinadotl ,waSi~,-~;,.~/~:~,:,~,:~,~,','.,~'~,~,~ .............. . . . . . . . . .  ::~$~,.~¢>.':~:~::::~'::, ' . . . . . .  
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also moving into 
town," he said. 
"There's always 
movement at this 
time of year. This is the time things like that occur." 
But he has taken a step back from his more optimis- 
tic comments last month, when unemployment seemed 
on the way down. 
A dip to 9.6 per cent in this region in May now 
appears to have been a blip as June figures have put 
the jobless rate back at 10.2 per cent. 
And Giiham says a dizzying array of factors are con- 
spiring against B•C.'s resource-based conomy right 
now. They range from the Asian financial crisis that's 
killing demand for lumber and pulp, to the quota sys- 
tem constricting producers' access to the U.S. market, 
to environmental groups' efforts to keep B.C. wood 
out of Europe. 
Added to that are eoncems about high levels of gov- 
ernment regulation and taxation, decreased tourism b 
ecause of fishing restrictions to save cube, and greater 
land claims uncertainty stemming from the Supreme 
Court's Delgamuukw decision. 
That said, Terrace is in its best position ever to 
weather an economic storm like this. The city's job 
base is less concentrated on forestry, it's been bol- 
stered by recession-proof g vernment jobs and the city 
has become a commercial hub, drawing in spenders 
from around the region. 
"There's till a relatively good level of traffic down- 
town on weekends," notes city economic development 
officer Ken Veldman. 
Even in logging and construction, adds Giiham, 
some firms are finding work outside of this area that 
continues to keep their workers employed and support 
families here. 
[] For more on our local economy, turn to 
Page A5. Next week we look at the state of 
the local forest industry. And, meanwhile, 
tell us what you think. How do you measure. 
the local economy? We'll print a selection 
of responses. Drop them off at our Clinton 
St. office, fax to 638-8432 or small them to 
standard @ kermode.net 
• ::/,:1! \'/ii': 
ing out of town. 
"I feel like I'm gonna be the last one here," 
says Shawn Kluss, of Williams Moving. 
For every one customer moying to Terrace, he 
said, there have been about four moving out so 
far this year. 
Most people seem to be moving south in B.C. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,,,,11 r 
PACKING UP: Bar~dslm worker Howard McBoylo labels a box for the latest family the 
company is moving out of town, They were headed to Kamloops. 
Trend is moving away 
Many more leaving than coming, pro movers say 
MOVING COMPANIES are reporting an in- U-Haul only has lrucks available if they've 
c~ease in eustomers and most of them are head. been driven here by people moving into the 
moving out started last year. 
"People would be moving out a lot more if 
their houses would sell," says Kluss. 
Philip Ridsdale of U-Haul says they have been 
receiving as many as ten calls a day but that 
they don't have the trucks and equipment avail- 
able. 
area. Although Ridsdale says people have been 
moving to Terrace, U-Hanl isn't getting the 
number of trucks they used to. 
Lloyd McGovem, of Bandstrs Transportation, 
agrees with the four to one ratio and says he too 
would see more people moving if the real estate 
market picked up. 
or to Alberta, the movers say. Many people, he says, are leaving without 
"I'd say 70 per cent are go!ng to a job," says having been able to sell thek homes and are 
Kiusa. ~'leaving them behind on the market or renting 
He says the increase in the number of people them out. 
McGovern says his company will likely dou- 
ble last years numbers in freight. 
He says many of the people that are l.eaving 
have been transferred out of Terrace. 
"They're definitely getting a bitter taste that 
they have to leave. They're not chosing to 
leave," he says. 
Construction sag signals time of caution 
Building permits Issued to June 30 
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• CONSTRUCTION stats 
• have taken a nos~-dlve in 
1998 ~ a prime Indicator of potential builders' fears 
the city's economic about the economic 
downturn, downturn and how long it 
Just under $4 millioul, will last. 
woxtb of building pemdts" "People are very con- 
had been issued by the City eemed," G/pps said. "They 
don't want to spend money 
right now." 
the city's risk takers ~ the 
apee house builders ~ for 
the most pitt are not pour- 
tug fonndailons this year. 
of Terrace to the end of 
June, compared to more 
than $14 million for the 
same period tn the last few 
yeam. 
Selilor building I Imll~Cto r 
Paul Gtpps says the tighten. 
/ng up of the construction Gipps says spec houses 
sector stems pflmarily from make up just three or four of 
the 12 homes started this 
year, with the rest being 
custom-builds. 
"Those people are not 
taking any chances," Gipps 
said. " I f  the confidence is 
gone at that end of things 
there's something to be con- 
Even those people who are earned about." 
There's been virtually no 
new commercial conalruc. 
Cont 'dPage  AS 
Tsimshian 
seek control 
I over f ishery 
Position laid out in treaty talks 
THE TSIMSHIAN want a chunk of the recreational sport fish- 
ing industry as part of their eventual treaty settlement. 
And their initial bargaining position is to ask for at least shared 
jurisdiction over virtually all aspects of the Skeena River fishery 
in their territory. 
Tsimshian egotiator Gerald Wesley laid out their demands in 
an open land claim negotiation session here Thursday. 
"Sport fishing is just another example of an industry wl!ere we 
eventually want to become participants" Wesley said. "We want 
a share of that." 
He suggested the Tsimshian will want some areas et aside tbr 
exclusive guiding by them, and that they be allocated either a 
minimum number or percentage oftotal angling guide rod days. 
That's just one facet of the Tsimshian fisheries proposal, which 
calls for if not exclusive Tsimshian management, then at least 
comanagement with the fads and province over the entire lower 
Skeena River fishery. 
That jurisdiction would cover 
cries ov rplans,net jus  on e hancement~but the the ar as fiver.Setting UChand of s control fishing hatch- '!~* :' "~[~ ~l il~3~i :~!;~~:~.~:.~:~"' .:   :,, ..: :. " " .  : ,. .... :~. , 
Any hatcheries operated by i~l~!J 
the  Tsimshian would confer [~i~ 
100 pe~: cent ownership and ii:f~i~i 
harvest fights of those fish to l ~ ~  
them, he said. 
. . . .  ' i".~s:frr ihe' traditional native : ' ~ 
• tio~ially, pr0iected~ tbr food, 1 
- social and ceremonial reasons, 
: Wesley said they'd be seekin g
exclusive areas of operation, 
Closer to salt water, the 
Tsimshian also staked out 
. demands for rights to aquacul- 
i/ tufa, salmon farming, and 
ocean ranching of species like 
geoduck and sea cucumber. Gerald Wesley 
Wesley said they also want to 
have future rights to harvest 
• any other species found in the 
..... area if new markets open up "Sport fishing 
tbr them. ~,~,,,o~, i s  just another ~ The Tsimshian also said they 
want compensation for and a example of all 
"" '~' ~'~'~'~ revenue-sharing agreement for industry where 
a cut of-tees from commercial 
and recreational fishing we eventually 
licences and lodges., want to become 
"We're trying to find means 
to provide economic benefit o participants." 
our communities:' Wesley 
explained. 
It was met by non-committal comments from federal negotiator 
Pauline LeMothe, who said Ottawa would respond tully when 
it's discussed at a working roup level. 
Provincial negotiator Mark Stevenson was more blunt, charac- 
terizing the scope of the Tsimshian fisheries proposals as "som- 
ewhat problematic." 
In particular, he pointed to Tsimshian demands for exclusive 
areas of harvest and the Tsimshian assumption of aboriginal 
fights to I00 per cent of the resources within their traditional 
territory. 
An agreement-in-principle on the Tsimshian land claim is still 
some distance off, and the Tsimshian are stressing their demands 
for interim measures restricting resource xtraction in light of 
• the Supreme Court of Canada's Delgamuukw decision. 
James Bryant attacked Canada fbr refusing to participate in 
negotiating an interim measures package covering the territory 
prior to the agreement-in-principle. 
"It is impeding on our process," Bryant said. "Our table is start- 
ing to list." 
i 
Skeena Cel trims 
work week here 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is cutting production at its 
Terrace sawmill to four days a week for the next four 
weeks. 
The company also announced it will shut the Carnaby 
sawmill for four weeks from July 20 to Aug. 17. 
And the Smithem sawmill will go down for even 
longer ~ from July 20 to SepL 8. 
While workers in Terrace get away without a com- 
plete shutdown, they will be bringing home payche- 
ques 20 per cent smaller during the production scale 
hack. 
Company officials continue to blame disastrous lum- 
ber markets, which were pushed own further this year 
by s collapse in demand from Asia. 
"Global lumber prices are still very weak," said 
solid woods gt'oup general manager Dan Tuomi. "Poor 
prices combined with the U.S. quotas on softwood 
lumber have made the market very difficult." 
"We can only ride out this continued poor market, 
but U.S. quotas hamper our ability to sell more lumber 
into the United States." 
i 
/ 
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STOP Press 
Hit and run 
TERRACE RCMP are looking for the driver of an older 
model mini-van who hit a pedestrian Friday on Keith 
Avenue near the Sandy Overpass. 
The pedestrian, Gloria Brown, sustained aslight injury to 
her hand. 
The driver o1' the white van is estimated to be in her mid- 
thirties, has a mid-to-heavy build and dark, curly hair. The 
three known letters of her license plate are DVT. 
Two injured 
TWO PASSENGERS were taken to Mills Memorial hos- 
pital Friday after two vehicles collided on Highway 37 near 
Krumm Rd. 
A Terrace woman braked to avoid a propane cylinder on 
the highway. The female driver behind her was unable to 
stop and ran into the car. Both drivers escaped unharmed. 
Fires calmed 
THE FIRES that grew steadily last week to threaten the 
Telegraph Creek area have been holding steady, with the 
help of fire crews and cool, wet weather. 
As of Monday afternoon, six fires were still burning in 
the north, but most were being contained. 
Crews have been digging fire guards to contain the two 
largest fires. 
The 4000-hectare fire that grew along the Barrington 
River is still holding at 24 kilometres west of the town. 
Meanwhile, the 7000-hectare fire 20 kilometres outh- 
west of town hasn't seen any growth since late last week. 
Neither fire is currently threatening Telegraph Creek• 
Nisga'a treaty expected today 
A NISGA'A treaty should cost was always to have been Delgamuukw case. • Once negotiators • At that point the final 
be completed this week fol- 
lowing marathon negotia- 
tions over the weekend. 
Forestry, roads, and the 
naming of geographic loca- 
tions were among the last of 
the stumbling blocks being 
resolved. 
Also troublesome have 
been the legal language for 
achieving certainty and the 
deducted from the $190 mil- 
lion final cash settlement of 
the treaty. 
"Issues still need to be 
resolved but there are no 
major items," Nisga' Tribal 
Council president Joe 
Gosnell said Tuesday. "The 
legal wording is time-con- 
suming. It has to be done in 
the proper way." 
Provincial government 
representatives e'mphasize 
that the infortnation cam- 
paign stage will be about 
making the public understand 
the deal - not consulting 
them or creating the possibil- 
ity of changes to the deal. 
"There's been consulta- 
tions on this right from the 
beginning," aboriginal affairs 
emerge with a completed 
agreement, they'll shake 
hands and head for home. 
• • Lawyers for each side 
will spend a week or so 
going through the text to 
check for any final problems. 
Meanwhile, copies of the 
treaty will be printed and an 
electronic version will be 
prepared for access through 
Nisga'a demand that the The February, 1996 ministry spokesman Peter thelnternet" 
nearly $40 .million :bill agreement-in-principle a so Smith said: . . . . .  • An initialing ceremony 
called for transfer of nearly The Nisga'a negotiations will take place in New they've rung up negotiating 
the treaty over 25 years - 
covered so far by federal 
government loans - be 
tbrgiven. 
The  Nisga'a negotiating 
Gunman 
arrested 
A 32-year-old Hyder, 
Alaska man is charged with 
attempted murder and weapons 
offences after giving himself 
up to Stewart RCMP. 
Gary Mason was handed 
over to Alaska State Troopers 
following a Friday night 
shooting. 
Scott Wilkins, 37, of Hyder, 
was airlifted out with shotgun 
wounds to his groin area. 
!Tourist opinion mixer 
l= 
ion Hwy 37 roadwork 
the tourist season but that the summer is the 
only time it can be done. 
The Stewart Chamber of Commerce says 
that, so far, tourist numbers at the info 
centre are identical to last year. 
Angela Brand, of the chamber, has started 
a comment book and says that most of the 
comments from tourists coming from the 
north have been fairly positive about he ef- 
fort to improve the road. 
"The ones that are really mad maybe 
aren't writing it down," says Brand. 
The 32.5 ldlomeUcs from Bell Irving to 
the number one Dcitsie Bridge is being 
gravelled and getting a double layer of seal- 
coating. 
The 152 kilometre stxeteh from Hodder 
Lake to Morchuea Lake is receiving a new 
layer of sealcoating. 
St. Thomas says the work will be com- 
pleted by the August 15 deadline. 
As one araveller wrote in Stewart, "It 
slows you down so you can enjoy the 
scenery." 
p 
'EXTENSIVE PAVING work on Highway 
:37 north of Meziadin has drawn mixed 
h • 
reactions. 
° Road crews are working on over 180 km 
~of the highway through the summer. 
', Tom Wiggins, whose 1LV. park is south 
,of the constuction, says the road work has 
;hurt his business and caused serious delays 
g 
, for travellers. 
g "We have comments in our book that | 
~ they'll never come back here because of the 
mad," says Wiggins. 
', He says his business has lost 50 to 75 per 
~cent of its customers compared to past 
years. 
° "They have so much torn up (that) in the 
tourism booth in Prince George they're tell- 
, mg people to go up over Fort Nelson," 
', Wiggins adds. 
i "It's more like a minor delay for a long 
~rm,  gaini" contends project manager 
David St. Thomas. 
Jane Stead, of the highways ministry says 
it's unfortunate that the work comes during 
A HEARING AID AS EASY ON THE 
EYES A S ! T IS IN THE EAR 
One reason many people ignore 
their hearing problem has more 
to do with sight than with 
sound. 
i : : : :~ i~ i ] : :~! l i i i~ i i~ :~4~!  .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  !: ....... :!~ ...... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  :" . . . . . . . .  ' " ::~:~:~i]i~i}::iii~ :~ 
For a trial period 
with the Starkey 
Tympanette, call: 
THE 
MBKE - -  
2,000 square kilometres o f  
land and a package of self- 
government options. 
If negotiators do emerge 
with a deal today or later this 
week, politics will instantly 
take over as the work shifts 
to selling.the agreement. 
That will be a chore not 
only for the government but 
also for Nisga'a leaders, who 
have encountered internal 
opposition in recent months 
TERRACE HEARING CLINIC 
The Hearing Professionals 
635-HEAR 1 -800-811-1533 
Month ly  v is i ts  to  Smi thers  and  Haze l ton  
Registered under the Hearing Aid Act B.C. 
Your Home or Office May Be Making You SICK! 
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION could be a contributing factor to many allergic conditions. 
The EPA estimates that indoor air pollution is 1,000 times worse than outdoor air pollution. 
Remember this... You are what you breathe. 
Air filters are a thing of the pastln 
Thls Is not a filtering system• Experience a new, state-of-the-art technology which 
produces activated oxygen and radio wave ionization that cleans and purifies the 
air just as nature does duflng a thunderstorm. Thi s amazing system oxidizes harmful 
particulates and contaminates that exist In every home and office. 
• "Indoor airpollution is becoming the #1 ~, ,  
environmental health problem ,nAmer,ca" ~/j ""~: ~.~ 
(U.S. House of Representatives) . . . .  ~: i~!~i : i : : ;~ ; : :  
40% of all buildings pose a serious i ~ ~ ~  e 
hea/th azard ue to indoor air pol/ution .~: : :~! !~%~:~~~; .  • : . , . ~ i ~ . " ~ : ~ ~ ' ~  ~,., 
(World Health Organization, 1992)  ~ ' ~ . . ; i ~  :~ 
This breakthrough technology effectively reduces: 
mold • mildew • pollen • du= • tobacco smoke and odors • chemical gases • pet odors 
dust mite particulate • animal dander * static electricity • cooking odors and much morel 
Independent lab tests have proven these purifiers effectively 
reduce the following forms of bacteria: 
E-COLI4 SALMONELLA, STAPHYLOCOCCUS, CANDIDA, ASPERGILLUS 
A =must have" item for msteuran~, beauty shops, day care centers, paint 8 carpet stores, 
pet stores, vetadnary clinics, night clubs, bowling alleys, medical and dental labs, 
hotels, realtors, auto dealers, printing shops, RV's etc. ' 
Call: Clear Fresh Air (250) 63,5,4311 Cell: (250) 638-7139 
text of the deal would be 
released and an extensive 
public information campaign 
would begin. 
• The Nisga'a will hold a 
ratification vote 90 days 
later. 
• The B.C. legislature 
might hold a special session 
this fall to debate and vote on 
the Nisga'a treaty. 
• Once passed by the 
Nisga'a, B.C. and Canada . . . .  
the implementation phase of 
that they are settling for too 
little in light of the Supreme 
Court of Canada's ruling on 
aboriginal title in the 
have faced steady criticism 
over the years because -
unlike more than ~10 other 
treaty tables now underway - 
they've almost always been 
held in secret. 
The province has tried to 
address that by consulting 
with a range of third party 
interests over the years. 
He said a treaty summary 
will be published and mailed 
to every household in B.C. 
and a toll-free phone number 
will be set up to take inquir- 
ies from the public. 
What happens next? 
Aiyansh. July 24 has been a the treaty begins. 
much-rumoured date for it. 
Tisket A Tasket 
Thank You 
Due to uncontrollable circumstances we regretfully 
have to inform you of our closing July 1, 1998. We 
wish to thank all our friendly & faithful customers• 
We greatfully appreciated & enjoyed your 
patronage. We will miss you all, 
Jodl Belanger 
Gloria Roy 
• , .  ~;~ 
• . ~:~ 
Bug Some Time 
You Bug Carpet. 
NOTl iNG DOllililM. 
l ifo  EIlMT . 
NO IH 'EREST.  
" FOR 112 MONTHS. 
YOUR 
MOVE 
CLEFIRFINCE EVENT !i!~!~i!!~i! :¸~ii!i:i~!:;i:! 
1998 Mazda 
Proteg~ SE 
with convenience 
package 
1998 Mazda B2500 _ , , ~ ~  
SX 4x2 Truck 
with convenience 
package 
1998 Mazda 
626 LX 
1998 Mazda HPV 
4x2 RII Sport 
appearance 
package 
Lease from 
 178 for48mo 
• Here interior space than 
, RH/FH stereo with CD • 6( 
Lease from ' 
.ILAI #~f lk  
I THORNHTLL HRZDFI, 3040Hwy16E • Phone 635-7286 I 
I Lease financing oilers available on felAd purchzses only slartmg July 6 19~8 lot a I~m~led I me OAC ' MIld1 Peilenll tO l l l  f | t l l :  P/oreod SE model (]4XJSPCPO0. To,all°as° obltOatlon $11,294.0own paymenl of $2500 of equivalent 
tlide.ifl, firsl monlh paymenl and secu,tY geposll ol $25O appllcable al llme °l p°r chase O.$eries dx2 #uck nlodel XBGDSBA000 ~a1~ase ~bit~i~n $1~254~ vn  paymen~ $2~5~ ~r equiva~er~t rade~m~ ~it~t m~n~h paymen~ 
andseculltydeposio $250app cable, imeo p chase 626LXnode F4LS78AA00 To1, easeob ga on$ 4704 •••np•ymen••f$25•••Tequiva•enthade••n•f•s•m•nthp•ymen•and•e•u•i•ydepns•t••$3••apphcab•eat 
ttme of purchase MPV dx2 L X A Cpo modelUALY/Bcg33 Tel,lie,scab ga~ ~n $1~54~ Down paymen1of ~35~ ~r equiv` 1Pen~ Iade~n~ hfst m~nth payme~ and ~e~ty  dep~sit ~f ~35~ app1ic~e at time o~ p~t~ha~e Q~ers may 
fl01 be combined wllh any other offer Lease OAC Oeate, map lease Iof less 20 O00K per yea, mdea~e ,°,If lotions apply 84 pc, kilomet~e applies if ezceeded Lease rale includes heighf end PDE. See paltlClpatiflg dealer fol deled, Supply 
and |lock may valy by dealeryhlp Vehicles may not be exactly as shown Licenc~. Insurance, taxes and olhee dea~er charges e xlra, I D 7041 I 
PLERSE VISIT OUR WE•SITE fiT www.mezdo,co. 
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Airshow a,:ts ready to roar 
By ANITA DOLMAN 
THE TERRACE-Kitimat Airshow, 
July 21, is shaping up to be the 
most impressive yet, despite dif- 
ficulties raising money. 
Brian McNair, airshow society 
president, says the response from 
pilots has been phenomenal. 
The show will open with the 
Navy Seals parachute team, the 
Leap Frogs. 
"This will be the first time that 
webve had American military up 
here,,' says McNair. 
Highlights will include the Snow- 
birds flying team, a P3 Orion anti- 
submarine aircraft and a Pavehawk 
THE SNOWBIRDS, Canada's trip flying team, will be getting the crowd going as one of the first acts at 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airshow July 21. The team will be one of the few Canadian acts on hand at show. 
search and rescue helicopter. 
The Canadian military will also 
be showing a T33 Silverstar, f'~t 
introduced 50 years ago. 
CFB Comox will provide both a 
Labrador search and rescue 
helicopter and a Buffalo airplane. 
Bill Carter will provide ntertain- 
ment with his Pitts Special stunt 
biplane while fellow civilian stunt- 
pilot Ken Fowler will put on his 
own show, in his first tour through 
the airshow circuit. 
Other highlights will include fly- 
bys by an American Fl17 Stealth 
F!.ghter and a commercial irplane. 
The show will close out with a 
show by two Canadian CF-18s and 
two American A10 Thunderbirds, 
who will be flying with pyrotech- 
nics on the ground, including a 500 
foot wall of fire. 
~"The finale for this show is just 
going to blow people's minds," 
says McNair. 
Timing has played a large part in 
the overwhelming response from 
pilots. 
The Victoria airshow takes place 
the previous weekend and many of 
the pilots and crew are stopping in 
on their way from there to the 
Prince George show the following 
weekend. 
McNair estimates that about 250 
people, including both pilots and 
ground crew, will be arriving from 
Canada nd the U.S. to help put on 
the event. 
The airshow society is still look- 
ing for money to sponsor the pilots, 
however. 
"Financially we're sort of at the 
balancing point," says McNair. 
"We're not at the point where 
we're bankrupt but we're at a stage 
right now where we're not going to 
be able to pay back the money we 
borrowed front the City of Terrace 
and the City of Kitimat." 
The society is looking for 
businesses who will put up the 
money to pay for metal rooms and 
car rentals for individual pilots, 
who will be here for one or two 
nights each. 
For more information on sponsor- 
ship, call Brian McNair at 635- 
1854. 
The airshow's gates will open at 
2 p.m. and flying demonstrations 
will be held from 4:30 p.m. to 8:45 
p.m. Tickets are available at all 
Copperside Foods locations. 
Alaska to fish threatened coho 
Lodges cry foul after 
salmon talks collapse 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
SPORT FISHING lodge owners say they have 
become the sacrificial lamb after the break 
down of federal fishery negotiations with 
Alaska. 
The collapse of talks Thursday means sport 
and commercial fisheries in Alaska will con- 
tinue Kshing coho and sockeye while their Ca- 
nadian counterparts face federal restrictions. 
" I  don't see why we have to be the ones that i 
have to stop fishing," said Alex Hruby of the 
Skecna River Fishing Lodge in Terrace. 
Federal regulations would lower Canada's 
share of Skeena-bound coho to almost nothing, 
while Alaska traditionally takes 40 per cent. 
Canada's goal is to increase the amount of un- 
caught returning adult coho back to 30 per cent 
of the Skeena's annual run. 
But the effect can mean hard times for local 
businesses. 
Hruby's lodge lost all of its September 
customers due to federal fishery restrictions an, 
! Z ';' 
nounced two weeks ago. 
"We've been sold down the river," he said 
Friday. 
He blames federal mismanagement of 
fisheries for not assuring an international gree-: 
ment was in place before slashing the 
livelihoods of B,C. residents. 
Hmby said local closures are pointless now, 
that Alaskans can fish all season long. 
"We're not prepared to just 
throw up our hands and give up." 
While David Einarson, Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) area chief, recog- 
nized Hruby's fi'ustration, he stressed conserva- 
tion's importance. 
"We're not prepared to just throw up our 
hands ancl give up," Einarson said. 
He said conservation measures would take 
longer to show results without Alaskan coopera- 
tion but they still had to be done. 
"B.C. has taken strong medicine, and we re- 
quire Alaska to do the same." , : 
But all Alaskan proposals m including one 
submitted Friday - -  have been unwilling to 
decrease Skeena river coho catches. 
"Alaska came in with a proposal, that if their 
daily troll catches of upper-Skeena "coho ire 
the range of 1997 levels, then they would take 
action in their southern fisheries," said Lea 
Jantz, DFO salmon biologist for the Skeena 
River. 
Jantz said the proposal was rejected because it
had no dedication to upper Skeena stocks. 
"They would have done that anyway," said 
Jantz. " It 's the natural movement of their 
fishery.' ' 
Both Einarson and Jantz said the impasse is a 
disappointment, but fisheries operations will 
continue as normal. 
Normal to the DFO, who have been without 
an Alaskan agreement for five years, is a pro- 
cuss of regular monitoring and phone calls to 
American fisheries officials in Ketchikan. 
"Alaska says they'll be mananging their 
fisheries in abundance," said Einarson, about 
Alaska's plan to devise their own conservation 
programs. "We'll just have to make sure that 
they do., ,. ~ 1 
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News In Brief 
Talking fish 
THE PROVINCE's new Fish Protection Act and how' 
it should take effect are to be the focus of s publicl 
meeting here next Wednesday. 
The meeting - -  from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. July 22 in the 
east banquet room at the Coast Inn of the West - -  is 
aimed st gauging public opinion on the development of 
the act's regulations for sensitive streams and stream- 
side protection. New rules will require water managers 
consider impact on fish and habitat before approving 
new licences or approvals to work in or near streams. 
Treaty negotiator gone 
THE PROVINCIAL government's lead treaty negoti- 
ator in the northwest isgone. 
Mark Stevenson isoff on a one-year leave of absence 
and there's no indication yet of when or if a temporary 
replacement will be named. 
Stevenson was the pro- 
vince's treaty negotiator in 
talks with the Tsimshian 
around Terrace and Prince 
Rupert, the Haisla in Kitimat, 
the Gitksan, Wet'suwet'en 
and the Gitanyow further east, 
and the Haida on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. 
Aboriginal affairs ministry 
spokesman Peter Smith said 
Stevenson will be back and 
the treaty negotiations he was 
leading won't suffer in the 
meantime. Mark Stevenson 
"We will have full repre- 
sentation from our ministry at those tables," he said. 
Buckle-up posse coming 
ICBC hired 28 students last week to see if noghem 
drivers are wearing their seat belts this summer. 
The checks will be conducted at summer events,' 
fairs, First Nations reserves, rodeos and the Prince 
Rupert ferry terminal in July and August. ! 
ICBC officials say a team of students should be in the- 
Terrace area within the next hree weeks. 
The program concentrates on Northern B.C. became 
they believe 13 per cent fewer northern residents wear' 
seat belts than drivers in the Vancouver area. 
No pay hike for council i 
CITY COUNCILLORS will hold off on giving them- 
selves a pay raise. 
" I  don't think right now is a good time to be doing. 
it," councillor Ron Vanderiee said June 29th. 
The last increase - -  for 1.5 per cent - -  was passed, 
earlier this year but took effect in Jan. 1,1997. 
Council opted to put off any further pay scale review 
until the end of the year. The mayor is paid up to 
$20,560.14 a year. Councillors get up to $8,962.57. 
One third of both amounts are for expense allowances. 
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Failing grade 
DYSFUNCTIONAL. We-they syndrome. Con- 
fusion reigns. Siege-like mentality. 
Words like those are peppered through the 
report of an education ministry efficiency team 
on how the Coast Mountains school district runs. 
The team's $2.3 million worth of suggested 
budget cuts - -  starting with administration 
stand in sharp contrast to the board's •original 
plan to cut primarily school music programs. 
On its own, the apparent failure of our school 
trustees to identify even a fraction of those cuts 
on their own and in particular to silence music 
while preserving a fat administration is a damn- 
ing indictment. 
But the team didn't just let the numbers speak 
for themselves: 
"It is interesting to note there is no reference to 
making reductions as far as way from direct in- 
struction to students as possible as the highest 
priority principle behind budget deliberations." 
How can trustees even stand up and look local 
voters in the eye after that? 
Some trustees ay they have little problem put- 
ting in place most or all of the team's recom- 
mendations. 
Where were they in April when the original 
budget was being thrashed out at the expense of 
music programs? Why did they not speak out 
publicly at that time? The hundreds of parents 
who protested the music cuts then can be ex- 
cused for asking the same questions. 
One final thought. Yes, the province should in- 
sist on efficiency. But if Victoria pushes the 
board to go ahead with all the planned cuts 
right down to chopping music and P.E. programs 
then the NDP can dispense with its bleatings 
about shielding the system from cuts that would 
affect the actual quality of a student's education. 
The . . . . . .  big one 
ROM THE CAP TA 
ANY DAY now, we are told, a hefty document 
called a Nisga'a Treaty will thunk down upon us. 
It will be incomprehensible to all but a very 
select group of lawyers, consultants and govern- 
ment officials. Even those individuals will 
profess working knowledge of just the small sec- 
tion they were responsible for negotiating. 
Yet northwesterners, Nisga'a and British 
Columbians as a whole will somehow be ex- 
pected to digest the whole thing, understand its 
effects for all time, and approve it - -  either 
through direct referendum in the case of the 
Nisga'a or through their elected MLAs and MPs. 
That task is monumental, and so is the require-: 
ment for governments to embark on a truly 
serious effort to inform us. 
It is a project that cannot be rushed through in 
the dog days of summer, lest a century-plus of 
injustice be now replaced with a new eternity of 
misunderstandings, frustration and anger. 
Nisga'a leaders, who have proven themselves 
skilled communicators as well as negotiators, 
must also play a key role in laying out their vi- 
sion for the future if they are to take their seat in 
the arena of governments and begin this new re- 
lationship on sound footing. 
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Big Em was a true champion 
and decency the Emery ex- 
uded. 
When Emery spoke in the 
legislature, he was never heck- 
led, because he didn't make 
po.qtical pronouncements; he 
spoke from the heart. Through- 
out his career as an MLA, 
Emery was a true champion of 
the less fortunate, his compas- 
sion for people deeply rooted 
working on his second univer- " 
sity degree, this one in social ? 
Work. 
It was former premier Dave ": 
Barrett, whom he had met at 
university, who talked Emery ': 
into giving politics a try. He 
ran unsuccessfully in 1969, but ! 
was elected during the NDP • 
sweep three years later. 
In 1986, while the NDP was in his own experience with .: back in , opposition, Emery got 
racism and social injustice in ~e attention of British Colum. 
America's deep south. ~ 
Born the New Orleans in 
1929, Emery's youth was 
marked by the ugliness of 
racism which then was the way 
of life in the south. His mother 
later moved the family north, 
to Oregon, where skin color 
wasn't' such an issue anymore. 
Emery got a degree in history 
at the University of Oregon. 
He also became a track and 
football star. 
• Emery later was recrnite~l by 
the fabled Green Bay Packers, 
but racism, once again reared 
its ugly head. On the road, he 
often wasn't allowed to eat in 
restaurants with his white team 
mates and was sent to eat in 
the kitchen instead. 
To escape racism, Emery 
eventually ended up in British 
Columbia, where he played for 
the B.C. Lions i and began 
h. .  : '  
bians by living on welfare for a 
month. He started out with 
$350, then the welfare rate for 
a single man. He rented a $200 .; 
apartment in east Vancouver, 
bought bus pass, which he • 
would have needed to look for 
work, had he really been on ,, 
welfare, purchased a second- 
¢,  • 
hand hotplate, and tried to sur- 
vive onthe zest. 
After 22 days, he had lost 15- " 
pounds and run out of money. 
He borrowed $20 to make 
through the remaining eight 
days. And nobedy'accnsed 
Emery of having done the ;,; 
whole thing to make political 
points. 
In fact, his experience forced 
the Socred government to , . in -  "' 
crease welfare rates. 
Such was the stuff Emery 
. was made of. I will miss him. "' 
. .  
HUBERTBEYER 
VICTORIA - -  The huge 
smile on the ivory-black face 
with the ebony-white teeth on 
top of a six-foot, six-inch 
frame said: "No matter who 
you are, I love you man." 
One handshake could crush 
your bones, but despite his im- 
posing stature, Emery Barnes 
was always a gentle giant. 
Sense of humor? In spades. 
His real friends could say: 
"what do you mean, black is 
beautiful, you look like a 
pretty ugly cuss to me (a big, 
fat lie, I wish I looked that 
good)," and Big Em would put 
his huge hand on your head 
and say: "careful, white boy, 
or 111 squash it. 
The fact that your head was 
firmly in the grip of Emery's 
gigantic fret, capable of turning 
your gray matter into ham- 
burgerwasn't lost on you. 
.. NoW, you'd think that a six- 
foot-six guy, weighing what 
seems like a gazillinn tonnes, 
would have been intimidating 
at the best of times. Well, you 
never met Emery. He was one 
of the kindest, gentlest people I 
ever met. 
By now, you'll probably 
have read that Emery is dead. 
That he is. And moro's the 
pity, because Big Em's capac- 
ity for making the odd comer 
of this world a better place was 
far from exhausted. 
A couple of months ago, I 
wrote a piece, saying the 
• ': scourge of cancer had invaded 
Emery's body. I said I 
wouldn't just yet put my 
money on the cancer. 
: I f  anyone could beat the Big . 
C it was the Big Em. 
Well, I was wrong. The Big 
C won and the Big Em lost. 
And to preserve his memory, 
• let met tell you about Emery. 
Emery was a social activist; 
long before the term became 
fashionable. He was a member 
of the British Columbia Legis- 
lative Assembly. He became 
its fast black Speaker. But all 
that paled before the humanity 
t *e .  
Teen smoke cops coining it .... 
"A respons~le position 
deaewes a responsible wage." 
That's why Terrsce's health 
unit pays 15 and 16-year-olds 
$14.62 an hour to test whether 
unsuspecting smoke shops will 
sell them cigarettes. 
As smokers, these kids might 
have bought cigarettes illegally 
merely for the thrill of break- 
ing the law. 
At $14.62 these independent 
conlxactors receive the lowest 
BCGEU rate currently paid to 
any Terrace health unit em- 
ployee. 
The union has lower rates, 
it's just that no one is paid so 
little. Other health units pay 
less. 
Their pay comes from a 
budget of $45,000 set aside by 
the ministry of health for to- 
bacco enforcement. From the 
budget, Terrace health unit has 
also hired an additional in- 
spector to assist the tobacco 
enforcement officer. 
No teenager is anticipated to 
earn more than $1,000. 
The teenagers' job entails 
testifying in court if a store up- 
I., 
CLAUDETrE SANDECKI 
• peals its ticket, something ex- 
pected to happen more oIten 
now that the ministry has in- 
creased the fine for a first of. 
fence from $500 to $2,500. 
So far in this area no tickets 
have been appealed although:. 
one appeal is coming up. In the 
lower mainland, about 70% of 
tickets were appealed before 
March 23 when the ministry 
to be available for an hour or 
two per month, in a brief 
career that ends with their 
nineteenth birthday. 
i Working in pairs, teenagers 
arc picked up after school 
neither the buying of cigarettes 
nor testifying in court may in- 
terfere with their school at- 
tendance - -  and driven to a 
neighboring town where they 
will be unknown to store .man- 
ngement. 
They're paid from the time 
they're picked up until they're 
retnmed home, perhaps as late' 
as 9 p.m. 
To avoid any hint of enlxap- 
ment as they test the reliability 
of storekeepers, the kids arc 
coached with s script. When 
the teenagers enter a store, the 
enforcement officer tries to be 
in the store where he can 
watch and hear ~ or lipread 
- -  the conversation with the 
store clerk. This isn't always• 
possible. 
increased fines from $200 to If  a store clerk sells a pack- 
$500. age of cigarettes to an un- 
The teenagers are expected ~.dersge teenager, in a first of- 
• fence the management is given 
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a warning and educated as to " 
the applicable law. Subsequent 
offences draw a ticket and n ' 
fine, or the store can go to 
court o dispute the ticket. 
With our backlogged court : 
system, I 'd bet each teenager 
could collect pay for upwards ? 
of twelve hours waiting time '~ 
for every ten minutes he's on 
the witness tand. .. 
KJds are chosen after con- ., 
facts with RCMP and school 
counsellors. Some are ex- 
cellent students. Some are ex- 
smokers. They may be from an 
ethnic backgrounds. All must "' 
be trustworthy, know the dif- 
ference between telling a lie 
and the truth, yet not be goody- 
two-shoes. They're asked to 
dress in typical garb so they .,, 
don't stand out. 
Maybe testifying in court 
deserves $14.62 an hour. " 
But so long as our critically ... 
ill wait six months for life- 
saving surgery, $14.62 an hour -" 
for saying "Players, please" 
seems extravagant. ;; 
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Work-sharing Asian flu; likely to linger 
helping firms 
avert layoffs 
More than 100 workers aided 
By ALEX HAMILTON" 
RATHER THAN having to lay off employees, many 
companies in Terrace ave turning to work sharing pro- 
grams to help keep staff on the payroll. 
Currently 15 employers and 112 employees are on work- 
sharing programs in Terrace. 
Human Resources Development Canada's Alice Ban- 
nlster said only two companies were in the work-sharing 
program last year. 
These programs are designed to keep reg61ar employees 
working when companies face tough times. 
Here's how it works: Companies that can no longer pay 
workers for 40 hours a week, but can give them 30 hours 
of work, can apply 
to the HRDC so 
that unemployment 
i nsurance  covers  
employees' other 
10 hours. 
Unemployment 
insurance will be 
based on their 
uormal rate. 
To be eligible for 
work sharing com- 
panies must not be 
facing seasonal hardships. For example, businesses in- 
volved strictly in tourism, can't apply for the work sharing 
in the off-seasOn. 
To be elig~le for work sharing, companies must supply 
a recovery plan including information about their busi- 
ness's history, sales for the last two years, and information 
on how the company plans to increase sales. 
Work sharing programs are supported for 6-26 weeks. 
Bannister said most of the companies in Terrace that are 
currently work sharing are smaller companies. 
Anyone interested in work sharing can call Mike Pan- 
chuk at 635-7134 extension 235 for more information. 
More turn to 
Salvation Army 
THE NORTHWEST economy won't be 
improving significantly in the coming year, 
says Heimut Pastrick, chief economist for 
the Credit Union Central of B.C. 
In his May economic analysis of B.C., 
Pastrick says the forest sector has been hit 
by heightened competition, lower prices, 
high production costs and export quotas. 
But Pastrick says that the most importani 
economic problem affecting the northwest 
in the short erm is the Asian market, whose 
downturn has led to decreased exports of 
natural resources, especially lumber, pulp, 
coal and copper. 
"All the momentum is still downward," 
Pastrick said of the Asian markets in an in- 
terview last week with The Standard. 
But he adds that beyond the Asian 
troubles, longer term problems tem from 
increased regulation, changes to the Forest 
Practices Code and high stumpage f es. 
He's optimistic that the provincial 
government is moving to decrease 
stumpage fees and bring relief to the 
troubled forest sector. 
Pastrick adds the economy will rally 
back, if slowly. "It may take two to four 
years for Asia to come back," he says. "Of 
course, that doesn't make it very easy in the 
here and now." 
PRICES CUT: Carmen Doyle outside her Gordon Drive home. Built just three 
years ago, the house was on the market for two months and it sold for $30,000 
less than it cost to build. 
Many unaware aid is available 
.OR  .O ,= . , ,  m =d o, .o  , . , . , , on  Realty glut. means bargains 
services this year than previous years, according to Captain 
Norm Hamelin. IF YOU'VE ever wanted to homes available in Terrace "As soon as we undergo a
In fact the need for social services i  the highest it's been buy a home in Terrace, 
in five years, he said. now's the time to do it. 
"We have all our regular customers as well as more That is, if you have the 
working class affected by layoffs and downsizing," he money. 
"It's a b~yer's market in said. 
There is an increase in demand for food and clothing, Terrace right now, realtors 
and more people are looking for information. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ar~,,~oyer-supplied for ~,e 
,, demand and people wlm Mahy of these people ilave never eally dealt with the . . . . . .  . . .... _ . . . .  
social services n~t side of thin~'b~fore," Said Hamelin, m°n.ey',,Dast.~t,tyna~ve" me~ 
ChOice, ,, sa lu  Jonn ~vans  at 
"We haven't hit bottom yet. This 
winter's going to be a tough one." 
He says most of his time is spent providing people with 
information about how to access services. 
Hamelin said he's also noticed that many parents who 
wanted to send their kids to the Salvation Army's day 
camp couldn't afford it this year. 
Terrsce Anti-Poverty Group executive director Helga 
Remax.  
Over 290 Terrace property 
listings - -  including 
residential, commercial and 
vacant lots - -  were listed on 
the Multiple Listing Service 
in June. 
But only 53 residential 
properties were sold during 
the same time period. 
Evans said the number of 
has doubled since last year. few price corrections, it all 
Part of the problem is that levels out," said Gordon 
a lot homes simply don't Olson, director of the 
sell as fasL Caribou Real Estate Assocl- 
"It 's not at.all uncommon ation. 
to hang on to a house for six The association, which 
months, instead of selling it tracks real estate sales 
m one month hke last sum- acrossnorthern B.C., reports 
mer;" ~ Jnne'saverage s lling Pfl~: 
He also said that when, i'i'Of.r#sidentia! homes in Ter- 
homebuyers have such a race as $161,116 ~ the 
wide selection, people start highest of 11 northern 
to move around a lot within centres from 100 Mile 
a community and listings House to Fort St. John. 
can accumulate. The numbers, said Olson 
Over time, the buildup mean the best deals in Ter- 
leads to a property glut. race are the top end of the' 
But then, this is real market in homes worth 
estate, where capitalism $180,000 or higher. 
"It's where all the activity rules and eventually every- 
thhlg sells if the price is is," he said. 
Kenny also reports an upswing in people seeking help and 
says many of them aren't aware of the help available. 
"Most people were under the impression that you can't 
get Social services if you're working at all," she said. 
"They think you have to be destitute. But that's not the 
case." -  
Keuny said that she get frequent requests for food, in 
particular, but says the cupboards are bare. 
"Our two deep freezers and cupboard are empty ~ un- 
less you count he two cans of cranberries," Kenny says. 
"The situation is worse this year," she said. "It's quite 
depressing." 
And she worries the worst is yet to come. 
"We haven't hit bottom yet. This winter's going to be a 
tough one. Get some help because you can." 
Phone lines fall 
as people leave 
THE NUMBER of phone lines in Terrace has dropped for 
the f'nst ime in seven years. 
There were 7,797 residential lines here at the end of June 
c ,mpsred to 7,851 in April. 
Business lines also dropped marginally from 3,728 in 
April to 3,725. 
"That has to be from people moving out of the area," 
said B.C. Tel area manager Ed Clark. 
He said changes in aubson~er numbers reflect periodic 
mill shutdowns when businesses don't disconnect phone 
service although the number of people they affect hrough 
lay offs is high. 
Residential ines here from 1990-1996 grew approxi- 
mately 20 per cent each year starting at 6,213 lines in 1990 
and growing steadily each year to 7,465 lines in 1996. 
The numbers also reflect a move to more fax and data 
lines in the past eight years. 
Banks asked to give 
breaks on .payments 
It's not too bad yet, branch managers say 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS money in the bank is drop- growth in homing loans to 
and ANITA DOLMAN ping. Terrace's diversified econo- 
TERRACE MAY be feeling He assumes unemployed my, saying that government 
economically pinched but loggers have begun living workers, large retail outlets 
money managers say it off their savings rathcg than and a sizeable business ec- 
could be worse, investing their money, tor cushion Terrace's econc~ 
Oue of the fwst indicators "You get a real sense of my. 
banks have of aneconomic people putting in time until "A large section of the  
downturn is late or missed the fall," said Earl. "It's a econmony is  still getting 
loan payments, real wait and see attitude." regular paycheques," said 
"I see people coming in Derek Itani at the In- Oates. "It's not nearly as 
here every day to suspend vestors Group said he has bad as it could be." 
their payments," said Ken seen some people suspend- Bankruptcies down 
Earl, branch manager at ink investments until the fall Although the Anti-Poverty 
Northern Savings Credit or reducing the amount Society reports an increased 
Union. they're investing but that ~o nnmber of people coming in 
Earl said a lot of people one is panicking, looking for bankrnpcy 
have decided to sell larger "Those who weren't forms, bankrnpcy stats have 
investments and are trying prepared are maybe going to actually declined. 
to hold off on loan pay- get squeezed out," said In the first quarter of 
ments until their house sells. Itani. 
• He added that it's not too Gordon Oates at the Bank 1998, only one business and 
five consumers (private in- 
late for people without a of Montreal has seen lend- dividusis) claimed 
financial plan to start one, to ink patterns slow down over bankrupcy. 
avoid sinking into debt. the past wo years. Terrace's total for all of 
For a new bank, ESri also He said car loans are 1997 was 25 Consumer and 
sees a steady increase of down, but housing mort- eight business bankrupcies, 
new savings accounts, but, gages are up. up from 19 and four in 
Surprisingly, the amount o[ Oates attributes the 1996. 
FROM FRONT 
Building permits, business licencesdown 
'tian this year. house sells I might build," Gipps of the 20-25 houses Gipps had hess iicenees has declined from 
But renovation ~,ork has been said. hoped would be built this year. 1,291 at the beginning of the year 
considerable, both commerdal and The number of houses for sale That's a far cry from the 60 to 80 to 1,212 at the end of June. 
residential, and the downward move of prices houses a year that have been built Gipps says the decline is mostly 
That's the type of construction also tends to make potential here throughmanyrecentycars, the re~"'t of the drop-off in con- 
that occurs most in this type of builders think twice. Business licences have also taken struction activity. 
market. "There is a lot of product on the a tumble tl0s year. He said the majority of licences 
Gipps said the flooded housing market," he said. "So people are The City of Terrace has closed cancelled were for various types of 
market has also slowed down con- waiting to see what happens," off more than 150 business licences building contractors, mofem, 
Slrncti~, At the current rate of construe- this year. That represents more than drywillers and the like, 
Some potential builders are wait- tlon, the numbers won't even hit 
ink foi~etr previous.home to sell Oippa' dismal prediction of $10 to 
before they s~.. building their new $12 million that he issued at the be- 
i house, i~We'v~" had ls number of in, ginning of this year, 
quirle~' o f  people saying: if my Likewise, the city Will ~ fail short 
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The Mail Bag 
Too many bureaucrats 
Deal-Sir: 
This morning's news greeted me with more disturb- 
lag insanity: a new firm, sponsored with federal 
government funding has been set up in Terrace to assist ~ : 
young people find jobs. 
These I suppose would be non-existent orextremely 
low paying jobs if they can be found at all. 
The trouble with these types of firms are that the jobs 
they create tend to be for the people working in these 
offices. These finns are merely another bureaucracy . 
starting up with more office space, secretaries, office 
furniture, assistants and so on for the unemployed tax- 
payer to foot the bill for. 
The people in these offices across this country are an- . 
other example of the n0n-productive part of our society 
that has gotten out of hand and are helping lead our 
country down the mad to financial destruction. 
I am extremely cufions and would love to know if 
these people are working full-time for the same mini- " 
mnl pay as the jobs they f'md for young people. Do they ; 
have to produce and are audited for a certain umber of 
jobs each year or do they just sit in their cozy little pro- , 
tected office positions and live off the taxpayers' back? ' 
About a year ago councillor David Hull said the crea- , 
tion of two or three minimal paying jobs was as good • 
as one high paying job on logging, construction, etc. . 
The politicians and want-to-be's seem to be focusing 
their direction of thought in creating hundreds of thou- 
sands of low paying jobs on which no one young or old ]~ 
can afford to purchase a decent Vehicle, home, or nay 
other major item unless they live with someone who" 
can subsidize their income. 
Our provincial government is just as guilty of , 
stupidity. Some friends and I were discussing the shake " 
bolt industry and the posa~ility of making a living at it. 
Since the NDP virtually legislated myself and thou- 
sands of othem into the unemployment and povertyin- 
come levels I thought i was about ime they found us a " 
new way of making a decent living. 
I went to the forests ministry office and found out a : 
prerequisite is yon must have been in the logging in- , 
dustry for a year before you are eligible to cut and sell 
shake bolts, which is the same as cutting firewood. 
Wouldn't it seem right then that when logging jobs ; 
are shut down that loggers are not permitted to go into 
another trade since they haven't done whatever it may • 
be as a profession before7 
What I am pointing out here is that bureaucracy thing : 
again, the government had a good idea to create 
employment in forestry then when an individual has ' 
the resources and ambition to go after it they have an 
office full of little bureaucrats with high-paying jobs 
telling you that you're not allowed to go out and make 
a decent living. 
I am going to take this a step further, an individual is 
unemployed which seems to be in chronic proportions 
in our community these days, and is driving around 
town in a vehide in poor condition either the police or ; 
.that little bureaucrat from the ministry of transportation . ' 
will stop this individual and either give this person, a 
Now, nobody goes through life dreami.g abo~t the 
d.ay they can drive a rusted out bucket of bolts around 
town but when a person is driven to this point by 
government policy or what have you, is it really neces- 
sary to have the police and minisuy of transport 
bureaucracies kick you when you're down7 
Bureaucracies, bureaucracies, bureaucracies. I n't it ? 
about ime the governments quit creating bureaucracies 
and started creating real work for real people7 .... :
Allan Grier 
Terrace, B.C. 
Planner misguided 
An open ktter to city council: 
Terrace planner David Trawin, in the May 20th issue 
of The Terrace Standard, is quoted as saying that Ter- 
race needs more multi-family land. 
He zoomed in on blocks of undeveloped land be- 
tween North Eby and Sparks, north of Gaff Street. V~ny 
he selected this ares is unclear but perhaps ome apart- 
ment developer has casually suggested this area. 
There are many other areas that appear to have been 
omitted. Large blocks of land northwest of Lanfcar Hill 
or between Halliwell and McConnell, west of Uplands 
Elementary School for a start. What about lands ad- 
jacent to the Spring Creek subdivision or directly 
across from the Community College on Kalum Lake 
Drive? There is also a three or four-acre parcel on Hal- 
iiwell just west of Temple which would fit Mr. 
Trawin's needs. 
Mr. Trawin implies that the apartment building at the 
corner of I~alliwell and Sparks is a fine example of 
good planning and quality development 
He feels that this building "did not change 'the 
character of the surrounding neighbourhood." 
I suggest that Mr. Trawin's admiration for the neigh- 
bourhood should prompt him to have a standing offer 
to purchase and live in one of the houses dffectiy 
across from this monster. Perhaps he is from the 'big 
city back streets and enjoys the picture wiudow view of 
45-foot high nondescript walls, unkept landscaping, 
broken asphalt, incomplete streets, general debris and 
water pending. 
Mr. Trawin applauds mixed-use neighbourhoods. It is 
like a stew, you throw in all the leftovers in any order. 
It takes very little planning. Stew can be delicious but I 
do not know anyone who chooses to cat the mixture 
every day. I f  "stew" planning is to be the future of 
Terrace then we don't need a professional "cook' . 
Mr. Trawin also states that the adjacentproperty 
valves are not affected by this brown boxcar. Is Mr. 
Trawln an appraiser as well as a stew maker? How 
many homes across from the Scott Avenue apartments 
orKalum Street have retained, their value7 
Several homes near the Coachman apartm.ents lost 
their value, privacy and view. 
Don't create another Coachman disaster whichwent - 
up without a site or drainage pla n, without he neces, 
' I 
ssry provincial permit, and was contrary to the Com- 
munity Plan of the day. The neighbourhood was not in- 
formed and when we objected with a petition signed by 
156 bench residents we Were ignored and it appeared :. 
that everything was done to assist he developer; ,r 
W• it because the only real benefactor:was ~ the ~' 
12 per cent of the total number o f  ' q know a number of people who City's coffem which got an acre of land from thedevel- 
businesslicences issued in town. have moved down south and ol~rforawaterreservoirsitefora$1'007~, : )  
But there are stlll new businesses moved here and moved there to gct . :  .... ~ : : '  . i  i:~ ~ iKolbjornEide ~ " 
.~ : ,  , , ,~,i:~ ~ • ,~!:,'!~/~ Te~ceKC.  ~, , 
takingyear --°ut l icenceS'so the total numberT0S°offar thiSbusi. :work," Gtpps explained,~ ~ i ~:~ 
! 
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TERRA('E" SAFEW   
Welcome All Ce, p Shoppers & Employees! 
Terrace Safeway is proud to welcome the following 
former Co-op Ic,yees to their grocery team: 
Tracy Demede i ros  Karen  Cardta  Shane Ang ie l sk i  Shery l  Connar  Andrew Hof fman J im Fraser  
A Proud Supporter Of Our Community 
See Us At The 1998 Terrace/Kitimat Air Show. 
All proceeds from this event will go towards Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary. 
AIR FRESHNERS .................. 3 
ALUMINUM FOIL ................. 10 
AMMONIA .......................... 3 
AHCHOVIE PASTE ................ 13 
ASPIRINS ............................ Pharmacy 
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPUES ....... 4 
B.B.Q. SAUCE ...................... 7 
BABY FOOD ........................ 2 
BABY PRODUCTS ................. 2 
BABY SHAMPOO ................. 2 
BAGBIES ............................. 10 
BAKING DISHES .................. 10 
BAKING POWDER ................ 10 
BAKIHG SODA ..................... 10 
BAHDAIDS ....................... i..Pharrnacy 
BATHROOM CLEAHSER ......... 3 
BATHROOM TISSUE ............. 2 
DEAHS, CANNED ................. 11 
BEAHS, DRY ........................ 11 
BEER, NON-ALCOLHOL ........ 8 
BiSTO ................................. 10 
BLEACH .............................. 3 
BLUIHG .............................. 4 
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BORAXO,; .......................... 3 " : ,~ , ~,,,~:,*~,* ~*:~"-,~*;.~ !~:'~*~,:~'~:~';.~ ....... DREAMWHtP...... ....... . ...... .12 '~ '  ~,~,,~':,.~,~:~',,!N~O~,,,,~;-.,~,-..,~ . . . . . . . . .  Pharmacy 
BROMO SEI]'ZER ......... . ....... Pharmacy DRIED FRUIT ....................... 10 . . . .  INSTANT BREAKFAST .......... ~.9 
BROOMS ............................ 3 
BRUSHES-SHOES-CLOTH ...... 3 
BURHER SAVERS ................. 10 
CAKE DECQRATiOHS ............ 10 
CAKE FLOUR ....................... 10 
CAKE MIXES ...... , ................. 10 
CANDLES, BIRTHDAY ........... Pharmacy 
CAHDLES, HOUSEHOLD ....... 10 
CAHDY ............................... 12 
CAHHED VEGETABLES .......... 11 
CAHHIHG SUPPUES ............ 10 
CARHATIOH INST. BREAK....9 
CARPET DEODORIZERS ........ 3 
CAT FOOD ........................... 4 
CAVIAR ............................... 11 
CERAL ................................ 9 
CERTO ................................ 10 
CHANA FLOUR, TFJA ........... 10 
CHEEZIES ............................ 8 
CHILLI COHCARHI ............... i l  
CHINESE FOOD SUPPLY ....... 11 
CHOCOLATE, BAKING ........... 10 
CHOCOLA~, BOX .............. 12 
CLAMS ................................ 11 
CLOTHES PIHS ..................... 3 
COCOA ............................... 10 
COFFEE ............................... Produce 
COFFEE CUPS ...................... Produce 
COFFEE fiLTERS ................... Produce 
COMBS ............................... 1 
CONTACT LENS SOLUTIOH....Phamacy 
COOKIE MIX ....................... 10 
COOKIES ............................. 5 
COOKING OIL ..................... 7
COOKING UTENSILS ............ 10 
CORN BEEF ......................... I I
CORN FLAKE CRUMBS- ....... Bakery 
CORH FLOUR, TEJA ............. 10 
CORN STARCH ..................... IO 
CORN SYRUP ...................... 11 
CRACKERS, SODA ................ 11 
CRACKERS, SNACK ............... 5
CRANBERRY.SAUCE ............. 9 
CRAYONS ............................ 1 
CROUTONS ......................... 7 
L'UPA HOOULES ................. I I  
CUP CAKE LINERS ................ I0 
CUSTARD POWDER .............. 12 
CUTLERY, PLASTIC ............... 7 
DENTURE PRODUCTS .......... ~Pha~.  
DEODORANTS ..................... Phamaq 
DIAPERS ............................. 2 
DIETAIDS ........................... Pharmacy 
DISH DETERGENTS .............. 3 
DOG FOOD ......................... 4 
DRINK CRYSTALS.... ............ 9 
DRINKMIXES ...................... 9 
DYE, FABRIC ....................... 1 
ELASTIC BAHDS ................ ,.Pharmacy 
ELECTRicAL SUPPUES .......... 4 
EHO FRUIT SALT .................. Pharmacy 
EPSOH SALT ........................ Pharmacy 
EQUAL ................................ 10 
ESCARGOT SEASOHIHG ........ l i  
ESCARG01S ........................ 11 
FABRIC SIZIH6 ....... ~ ............ 1 
fiSH, CAHHED .................... 11 
FISH, BATTER ...................... 11 
FLAH CAKES ........................ 10 
FLOUR ................................ 10 
FOILPAHS .......................... 10 
FOOD COLORING ................ 10 
FOOT POWDER .................... Pharmacy 
FREEZER BAGS .................... !0 
FREEZER TAPE ..................... 4 
FRUIT, CANNED ................... 9
FRUIT, DRIED ...................... 10 
FRUIT, FRESH ...................... Produce 
FRUIT, JUICE ....................... 9 
FRUIT, ROLLUPS .................. 9
FURNITURE WAX ................. 3
GARBAGE BAGS .................. 7
J-CLOTHS ............................ 3 
J~  .................................. 13 
JELLO ................................. 12 
KITCHEN BOUQUET ............. 1D 
KLEEHEX ............................ 2 
KNORR SAUCE MIXES,. ........ 10 
• KOQLAID ............................ 9 
KRARMAC & CHEESE ......... 12 
LAMP OIL ........................... Service Desk 
LAUHDRY DETERGENT ......... 3 
i~ LAXATIVES .......................... Pharmacy 
~i~ :/~:: LEMON JUICE ...................... 9 
LENTILS, DRY ...................... 11 
UGHT BULBS ...................... 4 
UR'OH PASTA SAUCES ......... 12 
UQUID PAPER ..................... 1 
UQUID PLUMBER ................ 3 
UQUID SMOKE ................... 7 
LOCKS ................................ 4 
LOW SODIUM VEG ............... 11 
LUNCH KITS ........................ 10 
LYSOLSPRAY ...................... 3 
MAC & CHEESE DINNEKS.....12 
MAGAZINES ........................ 3 
MANWICH, CANNED ...... i.....12 
MARSHMALLOW CREME ....... 8 
MARSHMALLOWS ................ 10 
MASKING TAPE ................... 4 
GRAVY, MIX ........................ 10 
GRECIAN FORMULA ............. Pharmacy 
GUM, ..................... ; ......... "fills 
HAIRCUPS, BARRETTES ....... 1 
HAIR CREAM ....................... 1 
HAIR CREAM, ..................... 1
HAIR RINSE ........................ 1 
HAIR SPRAY, SHAMPO0 ....... 1 
~,  HAM, CAHHED .................... 11 
11 
GLOVES, RUBBER, WORK.....3 
GLUES ................................ 4 MATCHES ............................ Service Desk 
ORAHAM CRACKER SHELL.... 10 MA'IZOS ............................. 5 
GRAHAM CRACKERS ............ 5 MAYONNAISE ...................... 7 
GRANOLA ........................... 9 MEATSAUCE ....................... 7 
GRANOLA, BARS ................. 9 MEAT, SPREADS ................... 11 
GRAVY, CANNED .................. 10 MEAT, CANNED .................... 11 
MEN'S GROOMING AIDS ...... 1 
MEXICAN FOOD .................. 12 
MILK, BUTTERMILK PWD ..... Produce 
MILK, CANNED .................... Produce 
MILK, CONDENSED .............. Produce 
MILK, GOAT ........................ Produce 
MILK, POWDERED ............... Produce 
MILK, DAIRY MAID .............. Produce 
MINCE MEAT ....................... 12 
MIHERAL WATER ................. 8 
MOLASSES .......................... 11 
.MOPS, FLOOR ..................... 3 
MOSQUITO COILS ................ 2 
MOTOR OIL ......................... 4 
MOUTH WASH ..................... Pharma~ 
MUFFIH MIX ....................... 1D 
MUSTARD ........................... 7 
HAIR .................................. Pharmacy 
NAPKINS ............................ 7 
HILODOR ........................... 3 
HON-ALCOHOUC BEER ........ 8 
HAMBURGER HELPER .......... 12 
HAND CLEAHERS ................. 4
HAND LOTIONS ................... Pharmacy 
HAND SOAP...; .................... Pharmacy 
HEATING PADS .................... Pharmacy 
HONEY ............................... 13 
HORUCK DRINK .................. 13 
HORSERADISH.....; ............ ~.7 
HOT CHOCOLATE ................. 13 
ICE CREAM CONES ............... 8 
ICING, CANHED .............. :....10 
ICI N6 SU6AR ...................... 10 
F+-I+I 
~ $ ~  
r 
OODLES....::..:..:..:,.,::::.....11.I 
NUTS, CANNED ................... 5
HYLOHS,..I ......................... 1 
OUVES ....................... ....... 7 
OVALTINE.. ......................... 12 
OVEN CLEANER ................... 3
OXO CUBES ........................ 11 
OYSTER CRACKERS .............. 11 
OYSTERS ........................... .1 ! 
PAIR RELIEVERS .................. Pharmacy 
PANCAKE MIX ..................... 11 
PANCAKE SYRUP .............. ...11 
PAPER CUPS. ....................... 7 
PAPER PLATES ..................... 7 
PAPERTOWEL ..................... 2 
PARMESAN CHEESE ............. 12 
PARIY NUTS ........................ 5 
PASTA, DRY ......................... 12 
PEANUT BUTTER ............... ;..13 
PENS, PENCILS .................... 1 
PEPTO BISMOL .................... Pharmacy 
PET SUPPUES...... ................ 4 
PICKLES .............................. 7 
PiE FILLINGS ....................... i2 
PIZZA KII~ ......................... i 2 
PIZZA SAUCE ...................... 12 
PLASTIC COHTAiNERS .......... 10 
PLASTIC CUTLERY ................ 7 
PLUHGERS .......................... 3 
POPCORH ........................... 5 
POPSICLE MAKER ................ 10 
PORK & BEANS ................... 11 
POTATO CHIPS .................... 8 
POTATO FLAKES .................. i )  
POTATO FLOUR ................... iO 
PREM ................................. ! 1 
PREPARATION H .................. Pharmacy 
PUDDINGS .......................... 12 
RAID .................................. 3 
RAVIOLI .............................. 11 
RAZOR BLADES ................... Pharmacy 
RED PEPPER SAUCE, CHILLI.7 
REUSHES ............................ 7 
RICE.....I ............................. 11 
RICE CAKES ......................... Bakery 
RICE, CANNED ..................... 11 
RICE FLOUR ........................ 10 
RICE FLOUR, TEIA ....... i....... 10 
SANIFLUSH ......................... 3 
SANITARY FEM. PROD .......... 2 
SARANWRAP. ..................... 10 
SAUCE MIXES, KHOFF. ......... 10 
SAUERKRAUT ...................... ! !  
SCHOOLSUPPUES ............... I 
SCISSORS ........................... 1 
SCOTCHTAPE ...................... i 
SCREWS .............................. 4 
SEAFOOD SAUCE ................. 7
SEASONING MIXES .............. 10 
SEASOHING SALT. ............... 10 
SEWING SUPPLIES ............... 1 
SHAKE & BAKE .................... Bakery 
SHAVIH6 CREAMS ............... Pharmacy 
SHELF PAPER ...................... 10 
SHOE LACES ........................ 3 
SHOE POLISH ...................... 3 
SHRIMP, CANNED ................ 11 
SILVO ................................. 3 
SKEWERS ............................ 10 
SLIM FAST ........................... Plmrma~ 
' , i, i 
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.... SHACKCRACKERS:~;!;'.~.~.;~;.J ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ 4 ' : :" " . . . . . . . .  SODA cRACKERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 .11  . . . . .  
SOUP, CANNED .............. ;.....11 
SOUP, BRY ...... .................. : 11 
SOYA SAUCE ....................... 11 ~ 
SPAGHETTI, CANNED ...... ;...11 
SPAGHETTI MIX ................... 12 ; 
SPAGHETT1SAUCE ....... ; ....... 12 
SPICES ................................ 10 
SPICES, TEIA ....................... 10 . ~ : ". - ~ ::,~'~i 
SPONGES ........................... 3
STARCH .............................. 3 , ,  
ROLLED OATS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 • 
TOTi FLOUR ........................ 10 
RuGs,AMPOo ...................  ,ls 
RYE CRISP .......................... 5 : P lmrmocy . . , , , - , , - .635-1375 
S.O.S .................................. 3 ~ Bokers::~:: ................... 635-1372 
SALAD DRESSINGS .............. 7 F io rd - . .  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  635,1371 
SALSA ................................. 12 Dell-Meat . . . .  .635-1374 
SALT ................................... 10 Customer Sorvke- . - . .  635'7206 
SANDWICH BAGS ................ 10 FAX . . . . . . . .  635-4569 
SUGAR .............................. ~ 10 ; , J  ;~ ~'i'i , ~ 
TACO SHELLS ...................... 12 ~ 
TAHG .................................. 9 i~ 
TEA .................................... 13 
TEATOWE~ ........................ 3 
TF.IA PRODUCTS .................. 10 
TEMPURA BATTER ................ 11 ~, 
THERMOS ........................... 10 :.~ 
TOILET FRESflENERS ............ 3 ~. ~ 
TOMATO PASTE ................... 12 + + 
TOMATO SAUCE ................... 12 
TOMATO ES .......................... ! 1 
TOOLS ................................ 4 
TOOTH BRUSHES ................. Pharmacy 
TOOTHPICKS ....................... 7 
TOOTHPASTE ....................... Pharmacy 
TOPPINGS, ICE CREAM ......... 8 
TOWEL HOLDERS ................. 4
• VEGETABLES, CAHHED ......... 11 
VEGETABLES, DRY ............... 1 ! 
YIHEGAR ............................ 7 
VITAMINS ........................... Pharmacy 
WASHING SODA .................. 3 
WAX PAPER ........................ lO 
WIHDSHIELD WASHER ......... 4 
WINE, COOKING .......... ~ ....... 7 
WOOUTE ............................ 3 
WRITING PAPER .................. i 
YARH, KHITTIH6 ......... i....... i 
YEAST ................................. 10 
ZERO .................................. 3 
ZiP LOCK BAGS ................... 10 
ZOODLES ......................... ..11 
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. Advance: $8 Gate: $12 
SENIORS/STUDENTS 
Advance: $5 Gate: $10 ~"  
Children 5 And Under FREE 2 ~ 
When Accompanied By An Adult 
, d  
TICKETS ON SALE A T: 
I • ROSARIO S RESTAURANT • AHS MOHAWK 
• ROCKAND ROAD BICYCLE • NECHAKO THEATRE 
• ALL COPPERSIDE FOODS LOCATIONS 
. . . . .  ::~'~:~'~'~i~i~u ....... ':':':: :'~; _~ i)i:~courtesy Of Air B.C, :":"~'~'~ ADULTS .oo, 
,...~, i!~:~.~ 
~.~:~:~.~: i!~ i~!!~i~ 
~e Terrace/Kltlmat Airshow Society sincerely thanks and appreciates the sponsors of this evenL Neither the Canadian or ~edcan Military nor any part of their federal govemements officially endorses any company, sponsor, or their products or service. 
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UgUE 
COURTESY TRAVEL 
4718A LAZELLE AVE. TERRACE 
FAX 638-8562 
638-8522 
" . . . . .  2:4 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE 
WE DON'T JUST ISSUE TICKETS, WE'PLAN TRIPS 
Bristol Rd. Terrace 635-1852 
i:i:i;i!iiiiii:~i~iii3~:&: :/ :~/ .: : .:.. ' :i >~ : / . :  :./i"%i~.:::::Y::~::.  : ::i~:: i// ............ ~::: ,"
Come see the world's only operational 
"Carvair" and "Bristol" freighters! 
Site 166 Comp. 5 Bristol Road, Terrace, B.C, V8G 4V2 
Phone/Fax: 1-250-635-HAWK (4295) 
!, :::~ :/'~ :~¢!i :::,i/: :,: 8i~3i~!  :i
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com 
,:!:. ' :::: : : i : :: .: i!.  
2:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 4:15 pm 
4:20 pm - 5:15 pm 
4:40 pm - 4:50 pm 
5:10 pm - 5"15 pm 
5:15 pm ~ 5:35 pm 
5:45 pm 6:50 pm 
6:55 pm - 7:30 pm 
7:20 pm - 7:30 pm 
7:35 pm - 7:50 pm 
7:55 pm - 8:05 pm 
8"10 pm - 8:30 pm 
•;:, . : , ,  
• : /• :  : .%• . . . : • /  i ::i!::::i::i:.!,:.'j 
-:~•i :i} ~ :.} :i4 ::••i 
SCHEDU LEIi!OF EVENTS 
Gates Open 
Canadian Search~and Rescue Buffalo demonstration 
US Navy Seals Parachute Team "Leapfrogs" 
Canadian forcesAurora flyby 
US Stealth Fighter flyby Fl17 
,,. ~,,,..., ,,.~,..~,.~.~,~.~.BiJl Carter with Pitts Special Acrobatic Routine 
Snowbirds Demonstration 
, . .  ,~-,-- 
.~ ~,~i~ ':!~ ~ '; .."i~,: 
Air BC flyby and Trip For Two draw and draw for 1000 Air Miles 
Ken Fowler with :Harmon Rocket Air Demonstration 
. . . . . . .  :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
. :.~ ,:i"} ::..,:;v:. : .  ::i~: ,:~: ~ 
AL-C's GLASS Ltd. 
SperJolizing in automotive windshield repair & replacemenls. 
* I.C.B.C. claims * mirrors 
* so.rely (]lass * sealed unit 
* plate glass * windows 
* insuron(e rep acemenls * screens 
We will picE up and deliver your car. / '~or, 
Doug Closter ~j.~(o.m 
Phone: 638-8001 3720 River Dr. Terro(e Fox: 638-8007 
. . • : ,• , : , : . : • . ' •  • : . , % : . , : :  - • • . . _ - .  , .  
-"Terminal Express 
PICK UP & DELIVERY 
BUSINESS & ROADRUNNER SERVICE 
TERRACE - THORNHILL & REMO 
GENERAL FREIGHT BETWEEN TERRACE & KITIMAT 
~ ~ ~  638-1326 
~. :  . z  , , .~ .~ ..... 49041"P, HY.  I6WEST 
KmMAT 
632-7388 
Canadian ForcesT-33 Silver Star demo TERRACE 
Canadian Forces::.CF-18 Air Demonstration with Pyrotechnics ~ 
US A-10 Thunderbolt Air Demonstration with Pyrotechnics 4~ Hwy 16W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.com 
• ii . . . . . .  r ..... 
STATIC DISPLAY, ..,' ~~ SHUTTLE  BUS: ~ i,i ~i:ii!i 
• US Search and Rescue Ue-e0G Pave Hawk :~.', Departing Safeway to the Airport ,~~~.~~'S '~"  
• US 11th Airforce C-130 Hercules 
" <:"<:':i::~'?/:~3:~:/::'~:~":::~: • US Navy P-3 Orion from 4:30 pm until 6:30 pm. ,~m/~. ,  4904 awy 16W 
~~:~::~:~::~ : :~: u au~,~m,~ Terrace B.C,- 
:::: ~: .... " ........... ~ • US C-21 Lear 35 " Leaving the Airport to Safeway 
• Canadian F°rces Search and Rescue BuffalO~ i am 8:00 pm until 10:00 pm ..... ,~:,:,,::~,~:~,~:~,~,;~, Automotive Fue/, Conversion 
,, <: ..::. • Canadian ForceS CF-18 .............. ~ .~.  . & Serv ice  Cent re  
• flCMP Caravan ';' 
i ~:: i ..i~!:i::!?!?:i~,~i::,i:::,~:i!,!!~@i 
• - .,:,::~::~./::::/::,::, SM0:~~KiNG GROUN[I ii Kitimat 632-4444 • . • Pitts Special ~ .... 
• Harmon Rocket ~:- :~.:~::'~;:~:::~ PETS ::~ :::~';~ Smithers 847-9172 
ALCOHOL Prince Rupert 624-6400 
• Bristol Freighter ............... PICNICCOI i I
• Carvair I -:: ,::~ .... .... i!i!!iiiii i ~"~. 
~!~;i@i::~!;!i~.%::%.~/ .:i~.i,/i.!~i~i:i~i:q:!iii::?:  :£.i. :..i:::::3~::~HW::i.i~:!%~:iti};::::::~!:::.!:{.:::p%"b!:!~:::}i:i ::~!~.,~:.~: .... :; :~/:::~:~i.!:iq;:i::i?4: . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ';@q~:!:}?~i:!~!.~::} 
: :  :, i~; 
CORPoRAT PONSORS: 
REGIONAL DISTRICT KITIMAT STIKINE, CITY OF TERRACE, DISTRICT OF KITIMAT, COLE PETROLEUM, ALCAN | 
SMELTERS & CHEMICALS, MOUNT LAYTON HOT SPRINGSi BEAR COUNTRY INN, NORTHERN MOTOR INN, HERTZ, I AIR BC, CANADIAN AIRLINES, WAYNE WATSON CONSTRUCTION, PEPSI, SAFEWAY, KRAFT CANADA, COPPERSIDE 
NORTHERN NATIVE BROADCASTING, TERRACE RCMP, SPEEDEE PRINTERS,TERRACE STANDARD ~i::~?!~ 
: ~l.!!}:i:i4:i' ; ~ iS:;!~:!~ ~:i ¸ i:!:i~:i;ii:i::.i 
. . . . . . . . . .  . , . .H :H: .  : .  ; . . " ,< . : ' . .  : :  ".'.:~: ":'.:;.:'. ".'." :i:.~..>~.:'.~' .: ..:..~ ~ : "  . :  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  . . . .  :~. :~: . " ; ' . .H : ' /  ~': ~i:::3:':~';'~18:~:::::£~i::,~: '. !~ :~ *~:'::'~" ::  " • !i~:~ ~f :  ~: ;'!!:.~:" : : : ' '  ~ ( i :  ~: "~'' .!~.1.'~.:: i":~ ~." : " 
!.:::~.}:!:: i ~:i/, 
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13o eenlero 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
RRY'$ 
iiCK& 
 CIIR TY 
D A I $ ~ ~ N  A STRAIGHTLINE HEATING 
SHEETMETAL & GAS 
nMJ  NM M. I  i m~ L I I  
_~SYSTEMS LTD. ~_ bR.C. LGOTTSCHLZNG ~J~ 
, DR. D.L.J. STEVENSON "1 ~ ! 
" At  S MOHAWK 
Terrace & District 
Chamber of  Commerce 
LIMELGB| 
Courtesy Travel 
ED PENNER TRUCKING LTD, 
Kitimat B.C. 
. 
_ 
C.S. (CLIFF) WILKINSON 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT 
QUALIIY ALWAYS Western Supplies 
"." 
I BICYCLE 
. ~. ~ ~ .  ............ +"~ 
. ,.. ~ ....... 
Wayne Watson Construction Ltd. 
' GENERALCOIYTRAC7~R3 
Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club 
TERRACE 
F~ 
/ 
, i ¸ 
i ~ ~, i  i ~ 
ers "~age Lodge 
I ON 
~Off i ce  Solutions 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
~ ASAK LOGGING LTD. 
UCENSED ANGUNG GUIDES 
j i i i  u lu  
ACADIA NORTHWEST MECHANICAL INC. L 
• RESIDENTIAL &: COMMERCIAL 
TERI: IA~i: : :  
BURDETr DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
• __,4_¢~t.¢~. P ~  ~ ~, ,~L~.  
LENNOX 
Air Conditioning/Heating ) I 
Granmac Services 
S h e I I BOe a .AaY JANe .,Kin 
DEEP CREEK/V[ASONARY LTD, 
' ........ ~ Northern Hearing & Safely Trainin~ 
aND ACCOuNTANT c~ Ic'e~ , °~-Y"o ' :~  T,~t~_. . . _  
L '  
Z " 
. i ? ,  
: • " , i  
Vandals,..,.  slash native food fish nbets ||'The Terrace S'nd°rd' Wednesd°y' July15'1998 " |" / (  AHeartfelt 
say tor Gerald Wesley raised the hand chief councillor Steve "Someb ' ' " , . y " ust J THANK YOU I 
fs°ke°de.Ylshary._nets on. the _lssue during treaty talks here Roberts said Thursday. eomin=n)ro~uunYd~ndYa;:~n~ s be someone with access to a . totheLegi0nBranch#,3, |  
=,~ ,;,=.. Nvcr  are veing Thursda . cit ' ' uttln~ dnwlt J and Bar staff, for having the J y, lag the mcv Five have taken place at c -  arao~t~, , ,~;  =" boat because the fishing site tapered by,vandals. | If you have been, or know anyone I
• dents as evidence for what H.ells Gate Slough - - the  an¢l-s~al;ul;" nets -'~'~'y~'~: inHells Gate Slough is only / benefit Dance for us on / ~ets set m me river nave they say is the need for ex- ' e, . . . . . .  a ' Jwho has been a Member of TheJ l June 27, for the loss J Kitsumkalum band food fish att=,.h,=a s. th,. .  ,, ~ ;a ccesslble by water. |Rre Department and has notJ 
been cut and some have clusive Tshnshian.only food fishing' site just" upstream Weslev---"wh . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~ "~""  " ' "  Wesley said' there is" a I been contacted about he 2SthJ l of ourhomebyflre, l 
a,dal°ngg°ne.~ even'missingwiththeanyfloa.ts.alt°getherfish caught-- slashing fiShingThereareaS'haVereportedbeenin six net erfr°mnetBraun'sb lo gingiSland'toaAn°th'Kit- oneo,t of:the ;ed a '  ; ;c ;~t;  ,,u.vo~, =,~. . . . .u .a .~ s"m"a!l e!ementM°fs-°"-c'ie - ~ a w y J Fire Depadment at:| Anniversary. Pl ase phone The/j J j musicians wh0Thanks to alia,tended./the i 
the last selas band member was cut ~I-Ie is re' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  protected sboriginalright to L 638-1466 / J Frank & Vick/ Jemme J near ,uu.,,,t tu uJalnc f ish for food, social and mmsnian treaty negotia- two weeks, Kitsumkalum the old bridge, the vandalism on sport ceremonial reasons. 
City councillors ponder logo puzzle . , . ,  
for citycouneillorsistryingtodecideTHE LATEST summer challenge thing set on a rounded or pointed giving blue sky and green mountains, f ~  . . _ . _  TM,~,,~ 
shield• Some councillors wanted the %. , , .~ |~* /~11t~ 
what kind of logo to adopt for the City But some councillors weren't angular features of the bear softened, 
oI,.~xerracy.... . enthusiastic about half the options but it appears the bear won't change. 
xne om city.logo has been deemed, featuring beige, red and yellow colour The city has a copyright on that par- S~, s ~  ~ 
weil, old, and several different options schemes ~ which economic develop- ticular bear image and isn't likely to 
nre now on the drawing board to re- 
place it. 
Most of them involve a kermodei 
bear in a circle with mountains in the 
background. Some feature the whole 
meat officer Ken Veldman said are 
"eco-colours" favoured by tourists. 
"It looks like it's a desert," said 
Oiga Power. "We're not desert" 
Finding most favour were colours 
change it. 
Graphic designer Mike Rossiter, 
who drew up the first mockups, is 
back at the drawing board in an effort 
to fmd the ideal ogo. 
Willie embarks on healing ride 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL abuse vic- 
tim Willie Abrahams has begun his 
journey of healing across B.C. 
Abrahams and two other cyclists, 
Tony Wilson and Frank Thompson 
pedalled into Terrace from Prince 
Rupert July 7 on their way to 
Nanaimo for an August 17 court ap- 
peal of a lawsuit by Port Albemi 
residential school victims. 
The goal of their 1,500 km trip is to 
to raise awareness of the mental and 
physical abuse native people suffered 
at residential schools thmnghout the 
60s and 70s in British Columbia. 
In'~each of the 25 communities they 
stop in, they will talk to residential 
school victims and try to raise money 
for the plaintiffs who have taken their 
claims for compensation to court. 
Hundreds of natives have sued the 
federal government and the United 
Church of Canada since they were 
ultimately responsible for the schools. 
The B.C. Supreme Court ruled June 
4 that the United Church and the 
government must ~ compensate native 
victims for the physical and mental 
abuse suffered at the Albemi Indian 
ON THE ROAD: Willie Abrahams 
and two other men are cycling 
across B.C. to raise awareness of 
residential school abuse. 
native residential school on Van- 
cower Island• 
The United Church has since ap- 
pealed the $350 million settlement 
package, saying the ruling by Mr. Jus- 
tice Brenner contained a number of 
errors, which had wide implications 
not only for the church, but for other 
charitable organizations. 
Many of the plaintiffs in the lawsuit 
were sexually abused and beaten by 
Arthur Plim, a dormitory supervisor at 
the school from 1948-1968. 
Plint, 80, is currently in jail after 
pleading uilty to dozens of sexual as- 
saults on young native boys. 
Abrahams aid he was very success- 
fill at bringing victims out of silence 
in Prince Rupert. 
One man he talked with had been in 
denial about he abuse he had suffered 
at a residential school for 25 years. 
Abrahams hopes many other people 
will come forward and share their 
pain on his trek to Vancouver Island. 
"People are very afraid to let go of 
what's hurting them," Abrahams aid. 
"'I know I am. It's hard." 
Abrahams himself was sexually 
abused at St. Michael's residential 
school in Alert Bay. Fellow cyclist 
Tony Wilson also suffered abuse at a 
residential school. Cycling is one of 
the ways the men began healing. 
The Kermode Friendship Society is 
accepting donations on behalf of the 
plaintiffs in the case. 
Police FISH 
 eat 
RCMP target 
tailgaters 
MORE TAILGATING tick- 
ets were handed out be- 
tween Terrace and Kitimat 
in May than anywhere lse 
in B.C. 
Almost 25 per cent of all 
tickets for tailgating on 
selected highways across 
the province are distributed 
on Highway 37 between 
Terrace and Kitimat. The 
number amounts to 28 of 
103 tickets province-wide. 
Three hundred and fifty 
five offences, including 81 
written warnings, were also 
recorded. The infractions in- 
dude speeding and driving 
without alicense. 
Part of a provincial Speed 
Corridor '98 prngram, the 
results aim to ~ack and 
monitor aggressive drivers 
until the end of October. 
RCMP highway patrol 
spent 82 hours patrolling the 
highway during which time 
362 drivers were checked. 
PRO TECTIO i ACT . . . .  
Biker injured 
A MOTORCYCLIST suf- 
fered injuries to his back, 
head, ribs and extremities 
last ~;eek when a car cut 
him offat the corner of Hwy 
16 and Kenney Street. 
Terrace RCMP said the 
accident happened at 1:00 
p.m. on July 9 when the 
ddver of the car turned fight 
and failed to stop for the on- 
coming motorcycle. 
Unable to avoid the car, 
the motercylce rammed the 
passenger side of the car. 
The driver of the car has 
been charged with failing to 
yield to the motorcycle. 
Seatbelts 
saved lives 
SAFETY BELTS and child 
restraint equipment Saved 
the lives of a mother her 
children July 8. 
She was driving on Kalum 
Lake Drive near Deep Creek 
when she lost control and 
the car.rolled Into the ditch. 
The 'drlver esca~:  with 
minor In|urn.and iier chil- 
dren were unharmed. 
A key component of the BC Fisheries 
Strategy, the Fish Protection Act (FPA) 
provides practical tools for protecting 
water flows and the habitat needs of fish. 
This public information session provides 
you and your community with 
opportunities to: 
> learn more about the FPA 
> comment on the designation of 
sensitive streams 
>. become involved in the development 
of the FPA's streamside protection 
measures 
,, ._,BRITISH 
L..OLUMBIA 
Ministry ol  Envlrenment, Lands and Parks 
Get your vehicle ready for your 
vacation with our help! 
Before you head out, take advantage of our great set- 
vice and UAP/NAPA quality parts. 
mN 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
Phone 638-1764 
4641 Keith Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
149B City Centre,  Kitimat, B.C. • 632-2224 
For those investing in 
mutual funds without 
the help of a RBC 
Dominion Securities 
Investment Advisor: 
For those investing in 
mutual funds with the 
help of a RBC 
Dominion Securities 
Investment Advisor: 
You should consider the year-to-date per- Smad choice. 
formance, full-year performance, three- 
year performance, five-year performance, 
ten-year performance, average annual- 
ized return since inception, dividend 
schedule, BellCharts rating, Palrack rank- 
ing, average PIE ratio, average market 
capitalization, cash position, currency 
exposure, long- and shod-term capital 
gains, the fund's investment objective, ' 
investment strategy, research capabilities, 
adherence to investment style, prior his- 
tory, reputation of fund company, tenure 
of the portfolio manager, portfolio turn- 
over, tax efficiency, risk indicators; alpha, 
beta, standard deviation; fund perform- " 
ance in up markets and down markets, 
asset growth of fund, size of fund, fur~d 
composition, and past and present sector 
welghtings. By the way, you should also 
know there are over 1,750 mutual funds " - 
in Canada. 
: - , "  
For more information, please call, 
Investment Advisor 
Richard Stanton at 635-8888 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
~ . R B C  ! 
DOMINION / 
SECURIT IES  1 ..~.,,~--,.w~,.=~ ~ I '~' 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
Holiday Disaster 
Victoria cuddled close to her husband in the 
van 
"Steven, I can't believe it. Our first holiday 
alone in 6 years. Just the two of us. No children, 
Like, before we were married." 
Steven lovingly kissed the top of Victorla's 
head. 
=My darling Victoria, this is as good as it getsl" 
Steven manoeuvred into the driveway of the 
hotel. 
The doorman opened the van door. Victoria 
got out. The bellhop grabbed their luggage and 
followed the couple into the hotel. 
"Thank you Mr. And Mrs. Allabaster. Your suite 
on the Executive Floor is ready. The bellhop 
will take you to it." 
Victoria was overwhelmed. 
"Steven, a suitel I can't believe it. The best we 
ever had was a room in a run down motel 
which we shared with our three children. I'm 
the luckiest woman alive. You're spoiling me." 
The bellhop helped the couple Into the elevator, 
stacked the luggage beside them, and 
pushed the button for the 14th floor. 
Victoria giggled as the doors closed. "If the. 
girls from the bridge club could only see me 
flOW." 
Suddenly, there was a loud thump on the top of 
the elevator, the sound of breaking lass and the 
elevator started moving violently from side to 
side. 
Victoria fell .to the floor, gasping for breath. 
"Steven, help, my back, my neck. Something is 
terribly wrong. Get help ......... "
,Just as Steven started banging feverishly on 
the elevator doors, the doors were forced open 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON 
- ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
by hotel maintenance. The manager ushed in. 
"This is just terrible. We're aghast. We just 
learnt what happened. Despite our precautions, 
vandals got into the hotel. The large hall mirror 
that was on the 12th floor Is missing. They must 
have thrown it down the elevator shaft." 
=My wife's bad back and neck have been 
severely worsened. Call an ambulance." 
Victoria was out of commission for one month. 
She sued the hospital for damages. 
Distressed, Victoria addressed the court, 
"Your Honour, this incident shouldn't have hap- 
pened. We paid the hotel. They were sup. 
posed to take care of us for the night. Taking 
care of us does not include letting large mirrors 
be dropped onto the elevator. I was confined 
bed for a month because of my stay at the 
hotel. Make them pay for my injuries," 
Determined, the Hotel stated, =Your Honour, 
the falling mirror wasn't our fault. We never had 
any vandalism happen before. We had staff on 
duty to deter vandals. No guests reported any- 
thing suspicious. We didn't even know vandals 
were In the hotel until the mirror fell. We did 
everything we could to take care of Victoria and 
her husband." 
Should the Hotel have to pay for VIctorla's 
Injudes? 
Youl Be The Judge. TIlen look below for the 
decision: 
SPONSORED BY 
& GRO .o. = . 
L wYBRS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lake lse  Ave . ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  
Grant Llndsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Holly Grueger 
General Law 
Marshall Matins 
Family Law 
Fax 636-7249 
YOU DE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Vkqorin, the hotel Isn't reqmnslble for your InJuries," tbcJudge decided. UThe Hotel did all they could In the 
situutlon. They dJdntt know the vandsb were in the building, otherwise they wauld've stapped them." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manitoba. If you have a similar problem please consult Llndsey & Grueger, Claire nern~In 18 a 
Montreal lawyer end nationallysyndloated columnist. Copyright 1997 Haiku Enterprlse*.'B"£5.3 . . . . . . .  
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
-iOut & About' 
-Burners 
BUSINESS SERVICE cenUe that would sewe as a 
oue-stop shopping point for prospective new entrepre- 
,curs is being contemplsted. 
City economic development officer Ken VeMman 
floated the ides at a recent council meeting and got the 
go-ahead to explore it further. 
The centre would help prospective new businesses 
reach services and suppmt agencies, and would be 
modelled after the Cana- 
da/B.C. Business Service 
Centre in Vancouver. 
"There are tonnes of pro- 
grams out there and one o f  
their big failings is that no- 
body knows how to access 
them, especially in non- 
urban centre," Veldman 
said. 
It's far too esdy to say ex- 
actly how it would work or 
where the service centre 
would be located. 
He said a one-time grant 
would  l i ke ly  he lp  wi th  
Ken Veldman startup costs, and some local 
businesses might be interested in helping with ongoing 
costs. 
"We've always taken great pride in making Terrace 
a business-friendly place," Veldman said. "To put 
something like this in place and make it high profile 
would really reinforce that image." 
Gov't sells off Westel 
THE PROVINCIAL government last week announc- 
ed B.C. Rai l  will sell Westel Communications to
Bermuda-based RSL Communications for $55 mil- 
lion. 
The long distance phone service provider has 200 
employees in B.C. and has 38,000 residential and busi- 
ness customers. 
RSL beat out B.C. Tel and a number of other bidders. 
"Our objective in selling Westel was to realize the 
best poss~le return and levels of customer service for 
the people of British Columbia, while preserving and 
improving career opportunities for Westol employees," 
said Dan Miller, minister respons~le for B.C. Raft. 
GWE SOMEONE 
A SECOND CHANCE. 
I DiScuss'organ donation with your family. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA 
a 
Park 
Report 
hAarie-Josee Banvilh 
w 
Celebrate Canada's Parks Day 
July 18 Is Canada's Parks Day and over 250 parks across the counW 
will encourage Canadians to go "Take A Hike'. Co-ordi~ated by the 
Canadian Parks Partnemhlp, 'T~ke A Hike' is a national event celebrating 
Canada's munldpal, provincial nd natlanal parks and hlstodc sites, From 
interpretive hikes, bird watching, historic meals, the Canadian Parka 
Partnership can point you to a family adventure Inyour own beckyard. Call 
1-888-454-PARK for more Information, orvisit the Canada's Parks Day 
webstte at www.llarJ~[l~&~. 
This annual "Take A Hike' event will allow Canadians of all ages to 
rediscover the wonder of Canada's natural beauty, Parks and hlstodc sites 
are ours to enjoy and ours to protect, and Canada's Parks Day Is the per. 
feet time to become actively Involved in their preservation and enhance- 
ment. Last year over 30,000 people portlcipaled In "Take A Hike' events 
across the country, raising awareness and funds for local projects. When 
we tell you to "Take A Hike', we're gMng you the best advice on Earlhl 
Canada's Parks Day was established In 1990 to provide Canadians 
with an opportunity ocelebrate the pdnclpal and purpose of parks, high. 
light major achievements, and increase public awareness and support for 
parks, 
Partldpants also have the opportunity 0win great prizes, tnduding a
trip for two to any Air Canada destination i north America, the Caribbean, 
Europe, areas in Asia and the Middle Eastl 
July 18 is Canada's Parks Day and Lakalse Lake Provincial Park 
invites you and your family to participate, 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
4:00 pm Buttedllee Discover the world of butterflies 
and make a sun catcher to take home. 
Children's activity, 
7:00 pm Flash from the Past Explore the ancient, 
diverse and complex habitat of the old growth 
forest, Meet at the Information sign near the 
R.V. dump staUon. 
F.~I~.~L~.,.~.~  
4:00 pm Forest Critters Learn about animals that live 
in the forest and make your own animal to take 
home. Children's activity. 
7:00 pm Weird Weather Weather shapes the way we 
live, Find out more about what makes clouds. 
SATURDAY JULY 18 PARKS DAY 
10:00 am Walk with the Giants Meet the old men of the 
forest on Twin Spruce Trail, Meet at the 
information sign near the R,V, dump station, 
11:30 am Scavenger Hunt See if you can find some of 
the more Interesting things in the park. Prizas 
12:O0 pm Family Picnic Bring your bag lunch to the 
beach and have lunch. 
1:30 pm Sand Crlttsra Make your favourlte sand critter 
on the beach and win prizes. Bdng your own 
equipment. 
3:00 pm Jerry's Ranger "Green Team" Loam how you 
can save our world. Garbage Gobbler. 
7:00 pm Meet me In the Park Discover why Parka and 
Protected Areas are special. 
mBg.6..V..,Igl,Y_  
4:00 pm Watch Your Honey team about the largest 
predator IMng near this park.Bear. 
7:00 pm Jerry's Ranger "Staying Alive" Learn about 
survival In BC parks. Safety Sense. 
7:00 pm Hug-A-Trea end Survive Learn what to do if 
you are lost in the woods. Family presentation 
and elides. 
All are Welcomel All Programs ere FREEI 
All programs will be held In the Amphllheatre 
" unless otherwise posted, 
M ssethousing The Coast  
sale spurs renos i s  Clear THERE S A SMALL hous- of its base in the early 
ing renovation boom going 1990s. 
on in Masaet on the Queen Up to 300 Canadian and ........... : 
Charlotte Islands. American military personnel ~ . . . . . . .  
were once based in Masset i With the sale of nearly 
100 of 190 residences once 
occupied by the military at a 
base adjacent to the village, 
new owners are spending 
money putting on personal 
touches. 
Fhqy of the residences 
were sold last fall and close 
to 50 have gone since 
marketing began this spring, 
says Sandra Galbraith of 
AJ. Gaibraith and Associa- 
tes, the company doing the 
marketing for the Greater 
Masaett Development Cor- 
poration, which assumed 
ownership of the homes 
from the federal government 
last year. 
"There are people putting 
in sliding glass doors, paint- 
ing, opening up a room by 
taking out a wail, you name 
i t ," said Galbraith. 
All that fits in with the 
plan of the development 
corporation, jointly owned 
by the Village of Masset 
and Haida village of Old 
Massett, to provide an eco- 
nomic replacement when 
the military reduced the size 
whe, it was a too-secret 
base listening in on Russian 
military conversations. 
With the end of the cold 
war and an increase in com- 
puterization, there arc now 
only 30 military pcrsonn, i 
IeR. 
With the sale of homes to 
retired people or those look- 
ing for a summer esidence, 
the expectation is that 
there'll be a continuing eco- 
nomic benefit from the new 
residents, aid Galbraith. 
"We're getting inquiries 
and making sales from all 
over,', she said. 
Four couples, for instance, 
chipped to buy one place to 
be shared as a vacation spot 
between them. 
Some of the interest is 
coming from Terrace 
customers. 
This is the second sale of 
military housing for A.J. 
Gaibraith and Associates. 
In just seven weeks last 
year, it sold 246 homes at 
the former Canadian Forces 
Base Cornwall is in south- 
western Nova Scotia. 
THE DIGITAL FREEDOM PLAN 
$-4hg5/MO.  A m  
: -  Un]hmted flee call ing on weekends. 
• 100 free minutes a month, any time. 
i • First?0 days free calling 
Per second billing 
• Choice of state-of-the-art dual-mode 
phones starting at just $199 - including 
the new Motorola MicroTAC SC-725 z" 
• Free Caller ID 
: New Motorola MicroTAC $0-725" 
• i 
i i/i i 
• ' /i I i LI 
d 
i 
MoslerCa*d TERRACE KITI!VIAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
B Informed: Free phone and $25.95 a month cellular plan based on a 38 month transferable contract New customers only, OAC. Home Free calls ~ In 
length - maJdmum 30 calls per month - local calb only. Home Free calls must be to pdmmy customer's regbten~:l BC TEL residential lsndllne numbe¢. Fee cal l  
home applk~ble ooly to calls made oll the SC TEL Mobility Network. "P~o-in-One plan: New 38-month contracts required co both pdma~ phone ~d eecot~a~y 
$9.95 phone. ~ m y  phone shams prkllaty phone pla~ and appeam on pdma~y ~ b4it Rate of 55¢ per minulo during P,o~ free day,me pedod~. 
radio system access fee of S48, long dtstarce charges and tax exam. Early cancellation fees apply on all 36-month cont r lg ts .  Umltod time offer. 
i i 
i- = ~1~. .~ . . . . .  
".... .... | f "  .. ,..,, ..... ,. 
I T.T,~ [~-f .~ 
Leona Klein 
638-6025 
Telephone/Voice Mail Systems. 
1-800-893-5033 
Official Suppliers of Norstar, Mitel, Lucent Technologies 
Formerly Tolsec Telecommunications 
Chadle Graydon 
638-6O24 
• C'.. . : i: 
. ' i "  " ", 
~ e With BC TEUspersohat ~oice ma~ 
..o.= voice mailboxes*. S6you"~on t ha !
while you're on the phone and lets ydil ac~ 
• y r.~fid we 11 set upyour personal voice mai l  
n'Lhave to be one of them: 
. . . .  i ,, .'J 
:3,-messag,-es remo6/!yi:A.d it starts fit only $5:95 a~:'/~th 
Because of all the things a busy family shares,2vmce ' 
. . . .  2 -  
Call Answer Is available to single line customers In most areas. "Additional charge for more than one mailbox. Activation fee applies. Call for details. 
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Fraction of addicts use needle exchange 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
TERRACE'S NEEDLE ex- 
change program should be 
taken over by an organiza- 
tion that will better serve lo- 
cal heroin addicts, says pub- 
lic health nurse Alice 
Christensen. 
"We're not seeing a frac- 
tion of the people who are 
injecting," said Christensen, 
who presently runs the ex- 
change. 
The exchange, which op- 
erates Wednesday 
afternoons from the Skeena 
Health Unit, supplies 
needles to 10 customers, 
five of whom are regulars. 
Christensen said a lot 
more addicts would come in 
for needles if the exchange 
wasn't in the health unit - -  
a professionally run govern- 
ment building. 
Many addicts, she said, 
are deterred from coming 
into the building since it's 
located across from the 
court house, which often has 
RCMP ears parked outside 
of it. 
" It  would be better run 
out of another location," 
C'hristcnsen said. "We don't 
feel we're serving enough 
people." 
She said she hopes the 
needle exchange will be 
taken over by an organiza- 
Simmons 
Single Mattress 
• 510 Coil Count 
• Mismatch Fabric 
Only 
*169 
OR 
*269 ro~ Set 
Queen Size 
Mattress & 
Box Spring Set 
*299 
I~  Simmons 
Queen Size 
Mattress & 
Box Spring 
• 510 Coil Count 
• M ismatch  Fabric 
*399 
Pocket Coil 
Beds 
Queen Size 
Sets On Sale 
From 
*799 To $1299 
Limited 
Stock 
Suaow] 
Prices 
Cannot Be 
Repeated! 
Totem's  
Count rywide  
Furn i ture  & 
App l iance  
4501Lake lse  Ave. I 
Ter race  I 
1.eoo.ola.11sa I
638-11681 
tion like the Aids Society, doms, Hepatitis A and B 
which now operates the vaccinations and informa- 
needle exchange in tieR about drug abuse. 
Smithers. Some addicts arc injecting 
" I t ' s  not that we don't up to 15 times a day, she 
want to run it. We feel it is siad, but the exchange limits 
really needed, but we want how many needles it will 
to make sure the community give out at once. 
is sewed in the best way Presently in Terrace, the 
poss~le. And that's not needle exchange is the only 
being done here." place where addicts can go 
Terrace's needle exchange for clean needles. 
offers a one-to-one ex- Terrace doesn't have a 
change - -  one clean needle methadone clinic where ad- 
for one dirty needle, diets can get treated for their 
It also offers clients con- addiction. 
NEEDLE EXCHANGE: Alice Christensen gives out 
clean needles for dirty ones every Wednesday at the 
Skeena Health Unit. 
me ....  Off 
groceries! 
Accumulate towards #oar 5% Sadags Award wit    ourc e/ 
! \ 
f :+- . . . . . . . . .  ! 
Coke or 
Sprite 
• 2 Litre • Assorted vari~ 
* Plus deposit 
o FIRST THREE - 
Combined varieties 
SAVE up to 62¢ 
TOP, ATO 
~ETCHUP 
Heinz 
Ketchup 
• "+ ", 1 I~'itr~ 
, FIRST ONE 
SAVE up to $1.62 
,, 1..  +~:% 
, ~  . .~ : . . .  
Kellogg's 
CornFlak( 
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' FIRST TWO 
SAVE up to $1.70 
Ground Beef 
• Fluff Style or Convenient Tube Packs 
Fresh Strawberries 
, California Gromt, No. 1 Grade NNNNN 
Lisianthus 
Btmch of o Stems 
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SAFEWAY 
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Plus... 
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Ministry halts push to merge agencies 
Too many factors 
ignored- report 
THE PROVINCE has retreated 
f~om plans to save money by forc- 
ing together agencies that do work 
for the ministry of children and 
families. 
The ministry's contract amal- 
gamation drive had aimed to reduce 
the number of contracts from 
12,000 province-wide to a smaller 
number and save millions of dollars 
in administration. 
But it sparked a backlash from 
those agencies, who in Terrace in- 
dude groups like the Terrace Child 
Development Centre and Terrace 
and District Community Services 
- -  an umbrella gency that receives 
more than $4 million of its core 
budget under the ministry's con- 
tracts. 
Children and families minister 
Lois Boone last week said the pro- 
vince will halt the contract and pro- 
gram restructuring as laid out. 
The move came in response toan 
independent review that found the 
ministry's stated goal of making 
services better fit the needs of 
clients got confused with the appar- 
cut goal of saving money. 
"Considerable concern exists 
among service providers that the 
real objective of the initiative is to 
save money," the repoa said. 
The D:E. Allen report also said 
the government assumed adminis- 
trative savings would happen and 
overlooked the danger of increased 
costs through things like combining 
unionized and non-union service 
providers, severance packages for 
LIBRARY SAYS NO 
City's condom 
machines on way 
CONDOM MACHINES also concerns expressed that 
will soon be in place at the the machines might attract 
Terrace arena and the people to the l~rary who 
aquatic centre, but not the have no interest in the It- 
public l~rary, brary's traditional services. 
City administrator Bob And he said staff felt 
Hailsor said the city left the they'd be made responsible 
decision on installing the for any problems with the 
machines to the h'brary machines. 
board after city council first While the l~rary won't 
approved putting the ma- get condom machines, 
chines in city.owned build- Smithers-based supplier 
ings. Bob Miners is expected to 
Library board members place them at the pool and 
passed a motion by a 9-3 the arena very soon. 
vote June 25 to not allow City parks and facilities 
vending machines of any manager Dale McFadden 
type in the library - -  includ- said they'll go into the 
ing condom machines, downstairs men's and 
An earlier vote May 21st women's washrooms in the 
on installation of condom arena lobby, and into the 
machines in the library had two public washrooms at the 
resulted in a tie. aquatic entre. 
Library board member And they won't contain 
Dave Warner said the latest strictly condoms, either. 
motion probably passed be- McFadden said Miners 
cause o f  its more general can.place a range of pmduc: 
nature and a larger number ts in them, adding tampons 
those put out of work, and the loss 
of volunteers who work with some 
agencies. 
It also found there was in- 
adequate consultation with clients, 
families and service providers. 
Boone said all service providers 
are being offered contract exten- 
Sions to Sept. 30, 1999 while the 
ministry embarks on a longer two- 
year review of how to restructure 
its contracts and programs. 
" I  acknowledge the concerns 
contained in the report," Boone 
said. "And I am committed to find- 
ing more efficient and consultative 
ways to deliver integrated services 
in line with our number ! priority: 
the health, safety and well-being of 
children and families." 
Terrace and District Commudity 
Services Society executive director 
Mike Beausoleil said it appeared 
the government was finally listen- 
ing to concerns that sparked much 
anxiety among agencies and their 
employees. 
" I t  caused complete chaos," he 
said. "This seems s little more 
hopeful than what we've been deal- 
ing with up to now." 
B.C. Liberal critic Christy aark  
said the government's plan to con- 
tinue with the restructuring process 
means continued uncertainty, 
anxiety and fear for agencies. 
"The minister is still threatening 
them with the spectre of change," 
Clark said. "The children's ervice 
sector must now prepare itself for 
another 24 months of uncertainty 
with some vague threat of amal- 
gamation hanging over their 
heads." 
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Lock Out Auto Crime 
SecureYourVehicle 
Night and Day. 
It Makes a Difference. 
Road  
Sense 
Thank  You 
The Royal Canadian. Legion would like 
to thank the following musicians for 
volunteering their performances at the 
"Frank & Vicki Jerome Benefit Dance" 
held June 27 at the Legion. 
Rene Lucier, Norm Desjardins, John 
Herioux, Darcy, Paul, Bruce, Frank, 
Doug, John Gillis, Lola, John Campell, 
Arlene, Rene Therrian, Lucelle, Shawn 
& Claudine, Mike, Floyd, Borderline- 
Wayne, Wayne Jr., & Jack 
Images  by  Kar lene  
Welcomes  
Terri Lynn Bahr 
to  the i r  
team of stylists 
Terri Lynn will be starting at Images 
as of July 6 and •welcomes all past 
and present clientelle. 
Monday to Friday 9:00 am - 7:00 pm 
Saturday 9:00 am to 4:00 pm 
of board members in may also bc placed in the 
tendance, machines in the women's [ ii:~iiiii~iiiiii!!!!i~i~!~i!i!!i~iii~Ji!i:~i!iiii~!!~i:i!~iii~i~i~ii~i~iii iiiiiii   ~ .  : ~ i  i l l  iil  i iiiiiii!~ii~i~ii! ~:ii~!!iil)!ili I Warner said he saw the washrooms, i ! ~ I  [~~-~i~:i~i'~'~i:~ili~:~i~ili~iiii~iii:~iiiii~i:i! machines as being a step He said the machines [i i i i! ~:::~:~::~::~::iil ili?!ii i~::~:~:~:~ii~:~ii?iii~:i:ii , 
towards being involved in won't cost the city anything 
retail sales - -  something the and that in fact Miners" 
library doesn'tdo ............ . ...... (¢~xns n,perccntage, of each _- 6 ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  ~-" ( ~ r g l l e ~ _  :=499.  ~ 
And he said there were  machine's profits. 
Terrace CO-OP 
- - - , - -  
"ihesuccessofoureve~bn " ~ Garaea  eture'-- 
~'. z~:c2la,~ '~°~'o~w°~,"o;°";.~. :~o::~c"~°t ' wednesday, July 15- Saturday, July 18 
Health & Fitness, Pizza Hut, Ralnor G lanne l la  ~ ~ ~ 
Systems, Royal Bank, Skeena Hotel, Terrace 
Builders, Terrace Furniture Mart, Terrace Ready ~ lP~ ~ ~'  ~ ~ ~  
Mix, TIIIIcum Twin Theatres, Tim Horton's, ICBC. ~ ~ ~"7~)  ~ ~[ ~'~'~)  
" "1  We d ra ther  se l l  it than move it. ~ We had such awonderful response ~ ~ ~ ~ V " Off 
from the entire community. 
WINNERS OF THE NATIVE ART RAFFLE: 
First Prize- Native Print Sue &John Halley 
Second Prize- Brooch Mary Stroomer 
Third Prize- Basket Keith McAra 
Fourth Prize- Wooden Spoon Rob Shibli 
J~n  Located in The Terrace 
Shopping Centre 
~mpany 635"1700 
Headquartered inRichmond on the immediate outskirts of Vancouver, the Workers' Compensation Board of BC 
is a provincial sta~tory agency committed toprevention of workplace injury and occupational disease, and to 
providing quality rehabilijation and fair compensation to workers injured in the course of their employment. 
Visit our homepage at www.wcb.bc.ca 
Full-time, Sessional & Part-time 
On Trees, Plants & Shrubs 
~teer Manure 
20L Reg 3.99  °w$299 
Green Leaf Patch p~f-'~ 
Lawn Seed [/ ~ /  
2kg Bag Reg 13.69 ~ / _ 
 °w$999 
~,  ~ Sea Spray Kelp 
\ ~ ~ 4 ~ ~  1./2 L (MBea~;919050 litres) 
 ow$ /88 
Top Soil 
~ 3 0 L  Bag Reg 4.59 
4617 Greig Ave., Terrace Horn of Ope,,tio. I 
Mon-Sat  9am~epm [ 
Ph:  635-6347 Closed Sundays J 
MEDICAL 
ADVISORS 
Play a key part in driving a 
paradigm shift in the delivery of services 
to Injured workers & their employers 
• Cranbr0ok (Full-time) 
• Terrace (Full-time) 
"•WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD c,,~ 
T he WCB has identified aneed for a number of full-time, sessional nd part-time positions potentially throughout the Province and specifically 
in Cranbrook and Terrace. They call for enterprising physicians with a strong 
pioneering spirit, to work with existing medical advisors in various 
communities. Selected physicians will assist in the development and 
implementation f a new case management approach to workplace injury 
and disease. 
Working closely with an interdisciplinary case management team whose focus 
is the safe, timely and durable return-to-work ofinjured workers, you will: 
• engage in collaborative, pro-active individual case planning with attending 
physicians and other health care providers •examine injured workers to 
provide attending physicians and the case management team with diagnostic 
and treatment advice • emphasize evidence-based practices and goal-oriented 
outcome analysis •perform educational presentations to colleagues and WCB 
staff to build the concepts and promote the practices of case manasement. 
In addition to an unrestricted ltcence to practice medicine in BC and effective 
team-based problem-solving skills, you ideally have: • formal training and/or 
experience inoccupational medicine •additional training in musculeskeletal 
injuries and family medicine •an understanding of modern concepts of 
rehabilitation fsoft tissue injuries as exemplified by the WCB's "Continuum 
of Care" initiative • familiarity with Windows 95 and Microsoft Office 
programs. 
An informational meeting Is planned for early fall to provide interested 
physicians with the Board's vision for rehabilitation ofworkplace injury 
and disease. 
A competitive salary and benefits can be anticipated. If you are Interested 
In these opportunities, please contact Dr. W.l'. Neufeld, Senior Medical 
Advisor, at (604) 279-7627. 
MI I¢J09 
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I n t roduc ing  f la t  ra te  
d i s tance  des igned fo r  
Br i t i sh  Co lumbians .  
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BC TEL introduces two new plans specifically designed to 
save British Columbians money. With the British Columbia plan, 
you pay just $!7 for 250 minutes of long distance anywhere in 
BC, evenings and weekends. With the North America plan, you 
pay just $22 for 250 minutes of long distance anywhere in 
Canada and the US, evenings and weekends. Additional evening 
and weekend minutes are only 10¢ with either plan. And if you 
use long distance to access your Sympatico Internet Service, 
LD for BC offers you the best rates going. Call today, and get the 
plan designed for you. 
i 
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Around Town 
A tribute to 
Lynne, by Art 
Powell 
I am sure many of you have been 
missing the potter Art Powell at the 
market this season. 
On Friday, March 13 an intruder 
broke into his home at Kitimat Village at 2:30 
a.m.  
The burglar, wielding a screwdriver, brutally 
attacked Art and his wife, Lorraine. 
Art received major wounds all over his body, 
while Lorraine suffered chest wounds. 
The Powells spent a week in the Kitimat hos- 
pital and then went down South for a while to 
recuperate. 
Art visited the market last weekend to say 
goodbye. The Powells are packing up and 
moving to Southern Alberta. 
We wish them the best in their new home. ' 
Before Art left, he wanted to interview me for 
the Farmers' Market Column. The following is 
an article about myself, written by Art Powell. 
AS A FOLK-ART PAINTER, Lynne Chris- 
flansen, the regular writer of this column, paints 
flower pots, cookie tins , milk cans and antique 
saw blades. She has even painted akitchen sink. 
Lynne has deep roots in Terrace, and through 
contacts made at the market, has turned a hobby 
into a full-time occupation. 
Her roots go back to the very early days of 
Terrace. Her mother, Grace (Little) Warner of 
Sunset Street, is the daughter of Will Little, a 
brother of George Little. 
Her father came to this area from Sas- 
kstehewan when he was three years old. 
Before she married, Lynne left Terrace to do 
mission work with the Catholic Church. She 
worked for two years at the Scarborough Mis- 
sion in the Dominican Republic and spent hree 
years with the Oblate priests out of Tofino. 
Eleven years ago, she returned to Terrace with 
her husband Gary, intending to stay two months 
while he did the tile work at Mount Layton Hot 
Springs. They now have two children Marty, 
10, and Danika, 8. 
" I  have always been artistic," Lynne said. " I  
used to do a lot of sketching and then made the 
transition to painting.' ' 
She would like to get back to sketching, but 
she said her work has taken its own direction, 
and the folk art painting has taken over. For a 
while, she did a lot of tole painting, a formal 
stYle of painting, which she found was a good 
way to learn the medium. 
Art school is a dream. Lynne has never taken 
any formal training, but tries to attend a local 
workshop each year. 
Lynne's first sale was a sketch when she was 
15. About six years ago, she started selling at 
'the Farmers' Market, and has now made paint- 
ing a full time occupation. About 50 per cent of 
her sales are at the market and the rest are made 
from her home studio. 
Recognizing that agriculture is a part of Ter-. 
race's roots and believing the farmers' market 
makes a contribution to the community, Lynne 
serves on the market's board. 
She's got so-ul 
SINGING STAR: Rune Geronimo, 16, won t~e PNE preliminary talent contest in 
Prince Rupert July 4. 
Trees beside 
Saan aren't dying 
THEY MAY look like 
they're dying, but most of 
the little trees in 
downtown's newest park are 
going to live. 
Many Terrace locals were 
concerned when approxi- 
mately a dozen of the six- 
year-old trees planted on 
Greig Avenue in the small 
park beside the Saan store 
began to turn brown and 
wither. 
But when a tree expert 
came to look at them, he 
found nothing wrong with 
the trees, other than the fact 
they lacked water. 
"It's not a disease or bugs 
affecting them," said Chris 
Hansen, member of the 
Greater Terrace Beautifica- 
tion Society.. 
"The problem is the dirt is 
dry." 
Since new soil was laid 
when the trees were planted, 
the soil hasn't been able to 
retain a lot of moisture. 
Hansen said one or two of 
the trees may die as a result 
of drought, but most of them 
will recover now that a new 
sprinkling system was in- 
stalled last week. 
By next spring, she said, 
most of the u'ees will be 
healthy again. 
New youth job 
centre open 
THE ONLY limits on Terrace's new youth centre are our 
imaginations, ays Helga Kenny, executive director of Ter- 
race Anti-Poverty Group, which is responsible for running 
the project. 
"Employment service is only the beginning," she said. 
The new centre's current goal is to help youths aged 15- 
29 find and keep employment. 
Phones, faxes, a job board, answering machine, Interuet 
access, resume workshops, and a job bank are free to use at 
the cenlze. 
There are also couches and chairs in the centre so youths 
can wait for calls and chat about job hunting. 
"The centre is somewhere you can feel relaxed and ask 
questions,"said Kenny. "It 's not some big bureaucracy. " 
Employment councillor Natasha Weitman will also be 
available to help youths find career paths and set goals. 
She'll help youths polish their resumes and hone their in- 
terviewing skills. 
In the future, Kermy sees a youth centre enveloping a va- 
riety of different youth services including a probation of- 
flee, the Building Healthier Babies program and the Nights 
Alive recreation program. 
Local teen wins Prince 
Rupert contest hands down 
MOVE OVER Mariah Carny, here comes Rune 
Ger0nimo. 
With a soft but booming voice, it's no wonder this 
sixteen-year-old Terrace youth won the PNE preliminary 
talent search in Prince Rupert July 4. 
Singing a Patti Austin song entitled, "It might be you", 
Geronimo blew away the other 14 competitors. 
"She won hands down," said Brenwen Southerland, 
manager of the performing arts centre in Prince Rupert. 
"She truly has an amazing voice." 
Geronimo's win entitles her to compete at the provincial 
talent search contest at the PNE in Vancouver at the end of 
August. And if she wins that, off she'll go to Toronto to 
compete nationally at the CNE. 
Gcronimo was thrilled with her win. 
"Everyone who competed was really good, I was sur- 
prised that I won," she said. "I was really nervous at furst 
but when I saw people clapping for me, I just calmed down 
and sang my best." 
Geronimo said she was 'extra.nervous' at the time, since 
she originally believed her performance slot was merely a 
rehearsal. Because of this, she had left her stage clothes at 
home in Terrace. 
"I  had no idea it was the real thing," she said. "But I 
was ready. And my morn went to the store to buy me 
something to wear.' ' 
Geronimo learned to sing, play the piano and write her 
own songs in at a private school in Manila. She's kept up 
her singing at school since moving to Terrace flora the 
Philippines a year ago. 
"Singing is one thing that I can't do without - ever. To 
my friends and family, I've always been 'Rcue the 
singer'." 
Singing, she said, makes her feel good. 
"I  can shout out my feelings. It's productive venting out. 
That's why it's so satisfying." 
Her voice, a mix between Maria Carey and Whitney 
Houston, is so strong and developed, its hard to believe it 
comes from her tiny frame. As she hits the high notes, one 
quickly realizes, she isn't your average choirgirl. Hers is 
the kind of voice many adults yearn for. 
.Although she'd like to be a professional singer someday, 
Gcronimo also wants to have a stable job to fall back on. 
She said she wants to Finish school before pursuing a sing- 
ing career. 
For now, Geronimo is happy with singing for her friends 
in the halls at school. 
How often does she belt out a ditty or two for her pals? 
"Whenever they ask me tol" she said. "I just love to 
sing." 
[] Using their scraps 
QUILTING BEE: Donna Kelly, Julie San Juan and Laurie Mitchell have made 12 
quilts for children at Canuck Place, a hospital for terminally Ill children in Van- 
couver. The three women get together twice a week, and make their intricate 
masterpieces from scraps from other projects. Since each small piece of fabric 
must be Individually cut, It takes them anywhere from 20 to 40 hours to complete 
one quilt. Mitchell will go to Vancouver to deliver the quilts next month. 
Around Town 
Grad 89 volunteers 
needed 
Volunteers fiom grad 89 are needed July 
25 to bartend and help out at the 1988 grad 
reunion, 
• If you can help call Mui at 638-8928. 
There will also be a meeting July 20 at Art- 
istic Hair studio at 7 p.m. 
Child find program 
RCMP will be fingerprinting children at 
Canadian Tire July 31 from 12-2 p.m. Get- 
-No Soap-making 
workshop 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre 
will not be hosting a soap-making work- 
shop this week. Another workshop will not 
be rescheduled. 
Martial arts 
summer camp 
Scusei Marwan Abu-Khadra, former 
European champion, world champion and 
coach of the German national !dckboxing 
team, is holding a martial arts day camp in 
But according to staff, the future of the centre is entirely ting your children fingerprinted could help Terrace July 20 to August 7. 
up to youths and what they want. A youth advisory council . identify them should they go missing. The day camp is suitable for beginners 
made up of seven or eight youths will guide the direction Paren~ can fill out an information booklet and blackbelts, and children can attend one, 
of the centre, while their child is fingerprinted so 'that if two, or three week camp sessions. 
"Maybe the youths will have a different vision of the their child is ever lost, they can bring in the Campers can expect o spar, stretch, play 
,, booklet and then child's fin e rints to the games, learn martial arts, ksckboxmg, ju centre in mind than us, said Joanna Parsons-Borovec, ' ' g rp ' ' " 
coordinator of the cen~ "It 's comnletelv en to them?' RCMP. Approximately 65 per cent of miss- jitsu, and kata patterns. 
. . . . . . .  The centre and 'Opportunities for'Youth" is .... located at: 6- ....... ing childre~t are found through the finger- For more information phone 638-1955 or 
4717 Lakelse Avenue, printing program. 635-3230 in the evenings. 
: l 
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CITY S, 'ENE Back From Prince George 
J South Bound Express 
I ,., I 
Weekend cost $35 and can oe purchased techniques, washes and the use Of con- Ju ly 14 to Ju ly 25 
MUSIC  " 
at the entrance gates. Family passes are trast. The instructor is Anita Klein of ~ 
$85. Single day passes are $20. Seniors Artcetera Design and Illustration. Time: Ju ly  17 a t  6 pm 
Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday and children under 6 are free. Camping 7-10 p.m. Cost: $35 per person. Sup- 
night at GEORGE'S PUB, every Fri- costs $5 per person. No one under 17 plies provided. For info call 638-8884. Ultimate Fighting 
day at the THE THORNHILL PUB, will be permitted to camp without an Ju ly  18 at 6 pm 
and every Sunday and Monday night at adult. AKERMODE FRIENDSHIP , Roy  Jones  J r .  Fight 
SOCIETY: challenge 98 summer day :~ :.::::.:~ ...................... ~ ........ ::: : ~, ............. ~::::.:.:::,~:~:::~::~::::.:~::::~::~i . 
HANKY'S. ~JASPER HERITAGE FOLK FES- camp for children ages 7-12 runs from ~" "~ ~. New"  New.  ~ ' : 
AGIGI'S PUB presents Just for Fun, a TIVAL is set to start July 31 and Au-. July 6 - August 29. For more informa- Courtesy Van 
classic rock and dance band, THE gust I in Jasper National Park. This tion call Burr at 635-4906. No  registra-. RunniBg Thursday- Tough -T imes  Thursday  
LOUNGE features DJ Burt Ljungh year's festival features folk legend Arlo tion fees. SaturdayNite, We'll 2 for 1 
playing jazz and swing. Guthrie, Feeding like Butterflies, celtic pick.up anddrop Steak Sandwich 
rockers Rawlins Cross, and Spirit of the ATERRACE ART GALLERY 
West. Bcsides the music there will be presents Black and White, black and yourparty &2for  1 
E T C  E T E F,~ A an aboriginal area, children's area, a ,white photography by Vi Timmerman, atGeorges, Beverage Special 
AKISPIOX MUSIC FESTIVAL: 
presents northwest performers of all 
genres of music July 24-26. Headliners 
include the Mavens (a three-piece 
group), Big Fish Eat Little Fish (Frank 
Zappa meets Tom Waits), Painting 
Daisies (all female contemporary band), 
Linda McRae (used to play with Spirit 
of the West) and Zubot and Dawaon 
(blue grass band). Tickets for the 
craft fair featuring works from local and Allen Wooton, Jon roder and Enrico ...................................... ,~g 
Dagostini. Also presentin Soutar If!if Enter To win 
Iiiiiii!::l A pair of 3 day passes to the 
I I VANDERHOOF ROCK FESTIVAL 
I1! / • Julv 31 to August 2 
regional artisans, and a new "wellness 
area" incorporating holistic health, 
reflexology, reiki and therapeutic mas- 
sage. Weekend passes cost $48 for 
adults and 26.75 for youths, Friday 
night passes are $26.75 and Saturday 
passes are $32. 
Worobey watercolour paintings by Alan 
Soutar and Maureen Wombey. Both ex- : 
hibits are on from June 5-27 from 5-7 
p.m. 
APENCIL, PEN AND INK WORK- 
SHOP: This beginner and intermediate 
workshop on Friday, July 24 will ex- 
plore various shading and line drawing 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN: Enjoy Christ , 
mas in July with Christmas carolling, 
'Santa, live entertainment, decadent 
deserts and spectacular scenery at the 
Shames Mountain day lodge July 26 
from noon to 5 p.m. Reservations call 
635-6244. 
ART CONTEST: SU-SIT'AATK 
EDUCATION SOCIETY' is holding 
an art contest for their logo. Con- 
testants must be of First nations 
ancestry, art should be related to 
the theme: Su-Sit' Aatk means 'a 
new beginning' in Tsimshain, 
artwork must be in by Sept 28. 
There will be pdzes for all age 
groups. For more info call 635- 
4544. 
TERRACE F IRST NAT IONS 
COUNCIL  OF  WOMEN SEA-  
SONAL GATHERING OF  FOODS:  
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter 
Games, B.C. Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecling your community are made 
- -  and be part of that decision- 
making process. For more informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca 
KERMODE~ FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY: ~ challenge '~98 "" summer If you don't wantyour rhubarb,'fruit 
or berries, the First Nations council ~ day camp for:children~:ages~:,l-12 
of women will pick. Don't let your 
fruit go to waste. There are others 
who can benefit from it. Please call: 
635-9429. 
WILUNG TO DO VOLUNTEER 
WORK: The Skeena Native Devel- 
opment Society's first Summer Stu- 
dent Youth Program is looking to 
assist seniors, and those in need. 
We are able to help with yard work, 
car washing, small painting 
projects, and other small jobs. If 
you need some help, call 638-0797. 
Please leave a message. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
runs from July 6 - August 29. For 
more information call Burt at 635- 
4906. No registration fees. 
TERRACE PUBUC UBRARY is 
hosting free internet lessons from 
now until Aug 31. Please call the li- 
brary at 638-8177 to book an ap- 
pointment. 
KISPIOX VALLEY' MUSIC FEST 
needs volunteers to work July 24- 
26. Rewardsme offered. For 8 
hours of volunteer work, you can 
receive a weekend pass; for 4 
hours work, you can get a day 
pass; for 24 hours work you can get 
a weekend pass plus food. For info 
842-5061 or Sandy at 842-6157. 
Thur=dey, July 16 
THE FAMILY PLACE: hosting a 
painting workshop for toddlers to 
children aged 8 from 1-3:30 p.m. 
For info, call 638-1863. 
Friday, July 17 
BC SENIOR GAMES are holding a 
barbecue at Safeway on Friday and 
Saturday. This fundraiser will help 
to send members to the games in 
Port AIberni August 26-29. 
: Sunday, Ju ly lg" '  
ANNUAL BEST GARDEN CON- 
TEST: Judging for the Beautifica- 
tion Society's best garden contest 
will take place July 19-25. Entry 
forms are available at CFTK and 
must be returned by July 17. To 
register call Laurie Undstrom at 
638-1388. 
Monday, July 20 
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL will 
take place July 20-24 from 9:30-12 
p.m. Ages 5 to Grade 6 are wel- 
come.For more Info call The Ter- 
race Alliance Church at 638-8421 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN: There will 
be a potluck dinner at 5 p.m. at the / 
Richards will speak on the topic of 
Healing from the impact of Tuesday, Sept. 01 
Violence. POETRY DEADLINE - -A l l  young 
poets must submit their poems for 
RMO BEAD MAKING WORK, the library's poetry \, contest by 
SHOP FOR TEENS: with Diana today. Contest open to,those aged 
Wong Adams will take place at Uie 
Terrace Public Library on the fol- 
lowing days: Monday, July 20 from 
1-4 p.m.; Wednesday, July 22 from 
1-4 p.m,; Thursday, July 23 from 1- 
12-18. Cash prizes. For more info 
drop by the library and pick up an 
information sheet. 
Sunday, September 6 
25th ANNUAL LABOUR DAY 
4 p.m.; Friday, July 24, from 1-4 CLASSIC: The interior's oldest 
p m Workshops are free, but space r'  ..' . . . . . . . .  c--i .footrace held on Sunday, Septem- 
18 ilmltefl. P'lease regksmr;w all ng :, i.~,~r R in Prlnc~ Georne is a,.n,=ntinn 
I ihrar~ =t g.qFLflt77 .... :-i,- " ~,~ ,~,~ ~.%V,~.,,~,:.'.e -- . . . . .  u : . . . .  "N--r ' ""~ 
• . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o er co * etitors are . . .   : ,. *. entr!es. All f rm mp 
.... Tuesday;'July28 ..... : ........ .especially urged to attend tie an-, 
niversary event, and new competi- 
tors are welcome. Entrants can 
choose from an 8.5 mile run, 17 
mile run, a 3-by-3 mile relay, or 
wheelchair, walk, and parent with 
stroller divisions. To enter or for in- 
formation, call 962-7672. 
WOMEN'S COFFEE NIGHT: A 
potluck and dessert is planned for 
July 28 at 7 p.m. Join in on an eve- 
ning of desserts, music and con- 
versation. Performers are wel- 
comed. For more info, call Sarah at 
638-0228. 
THE FAMILY PLACE: presents a 
water workshop for toddlers to chil- 
dren aged eight. For more info, call 
638-1863. 
Thursday, July 30 
RIVERBOAT DAYS is happening 
from July 30 to August 3. Event 
forms are available. Contact Dawn 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
lust Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
or younger) are represented on the call Ruth at 842-6551 or Shad at Terrace Skeena Health Unit. Bee at 638-7688. 
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Garden contest 
starts soon 
I HOPE all the local 
gardeners are ready for 
this year's Most Beautiful 
Garden's Contest. 
Each year the Greater 
Terrace Beautification 
society sponsors the con- 
test to recognize out- 
standing achievement in
gardening. 
Categories are: com- 
mercial, industrial, apart- 
ment or multiple dwell- 
ing, mobile home and 
residential. 
Gardens are judged for 
neatness, which means no 
fitter, dead plants, weeds 
or deadheads, as well as 
neat edges and paths. 
First impressions: 
colour, setting, design 
(such as woodland, floral, 
rock, use of accessories 
like ,ponds, pools, hang- 
ing baskets, plants, 
statues, lawn ornaments 
etc.) 
Total overall effect: 
Japanese, Woodland, 
water, rock, floral garden, 
and the relationship of the 
garden. 
*Please note: buildings 
are .not included ht the 
garden competition. 
Special mention wil! be 
made for people who 
want to enter vegetable 
gardens, but this category 
isn't officially in the 
competition. 
YVONNE MOEN,  
Awards will be present- 
ed at a city council meet- 
ing, and winners will be 
notified. 
Date for the judging 
w'dl be July 19-25. Entry 
forms are available at 
C.F.T.K. and they must 
be returned to C.F.T.IC 
by Fridsy, July 17. ~ For 
more information contact 
Laurie IAndstrom at 638- 
1388 or 638-0423. 
So far, the Beautifica- 
tion Society have had a 
very busy year. 
• Our 13th annual Gar- 
bathon April 19, gathered 
468 bags of litter plus 
half a dum£ster. 
Kiti K'Shan Primary 
School won our annual 
cleanest school yard con- 
test. 
The Beautification 
HELPERS: Jonathan Dotto, Trevor and David Bandstra and Daniel Dykman were 
some of the students from the Centennial Christian School who pulled weeds and 
cleaned up the area around the post office and C.F.T.K. 
Society has also been 
able to place three mor,~ 
memorial benches 
downtown. Two benches 
are at the library, the 
other is at the Happy 
Gang Centre; this one in 
memory of Gertie Grund- 
mann. 
Our flowering boxes are 
now overflowing with 
colour. There are Super- 
tunias, Marigolds, Dusty 
Miller a~d some Snap- 
dragons. 
Three other successful 
projects include the Keith 
overpass project (thanks 
to Karen Reid and Angels 
Mills), the Valley 
Oxygen project by Chris 
Hanson, and the Laurie 
Lindstrom project. 
Thanks to the many 
volunteers who have 
helped, and to the mayor, 
city councillors of Ter- 
race, and city planner 
David Trawin. 
Current projects include 
the painting of fire 
hydrants in a historic 
theme ~ Jeanie Keating 
pretty full year so far. 
We've been very active 
in the community. 
Our projects eem to be 
getting larger and larger. 
I'm not sure where we 
will end. 
As the president of the 
Terrace Beautification 
Society, I must say thanks 
to all our dedicated 
volunteers. Thanks also 
to Betty Campbell and 
Conrad Ganzwenberg for 
always being there. I'm 
not sure what I would do 
without hem. 
For this week I would 
like to thank the 29 young 
students from the Centen- 
nial Christian School who 
came out to attack some 
ugly weeks in an area 
around the post office and 
C.F.T.IC The people in 
that area, now its your 
turn to clean up. 
Also thanks to Shannon 
Norum and her staff at 
the Terrace volunteer 
Bureau for working with 
us in sending volunteers 
to our group. 
EPILEPSY 
r CA.ADA 
1 800 860-5499 
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I James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~r,i,~r, & sollc,o,s 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330: 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone..604-689-0878 Fox: 604-6,_89-1386 
Hr..AJ~" 
R3tLNDV~I~ON 
I I 
Box 22, 
iMPROVING "lerrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted ,, 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation ie 
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send I 
I 
your donation to the address above, "along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
i =1 
Science 
camp 
for gtrls 
nl ' o y 
• " GIRLS Cbdq make great 
• scicntlsls, too. 
That's the message Mclissa 
Da Silva .is sending out this 
S~mmer. 
• :: She is the program coop 
. :  dihator for a fxee four-day 
science camp for girls aged 
8-12. 
"Girls will get to examine 
molds and bacteria under 
microscopes sothey can see 
that they. are alive - they 
move," said Da SHva. 
They'll also learn how to 
make slime, goop, plastics 
and dyes for tie-dying. 
"The camp will show 
girls that science can be 
fu~," said Da Silva. "I 
want hem to learn that hey 
don't have to stick to tradi- 
tional working roles. They 
can do math and engineer- 
ing." ' 
1'he fret camp runs from 
August 10-13 from 10-4 
p.m. for girls 10-12 years 
old. The second camp will 
run from August 24-27 from 
10-4 p.m. for girls 8-10 year 
olds. For more information 
• and to ~egister call Melissa 
at 638-0228. 
IC FIRE 
PROJECT: 
and her son 
are painting 
selected fire 
)ng Lakelse 
fire hydrants 
~d with a his- 
representa- 
.rthwest. This 
Ide S~eway 
nt Te~ace's 
m Little. All 
will be done 
of the month 
I days, . 
I t ' s  Not  About  T ime.  
No time Limit On 30 Calls Every Month. 
No Time Limit On Weekends. 
- • Free airtime on your first 30 calls every i 
. . ,  • month - no matter how long you talk. 
• , . * .  " Unlimited free calling each and 
";. ":'.: ' every Weekend. ' ~ 
• • Rrst 3Odays of usage free. I 
• Just 30¢ per minute. 
s3o/mo I 
IteolrRonto fu'roRl$ 
4710 KettllAve. • 635-7767 ~ ~  
B Informed: Calling plan and choice of $49.95 phones based on 12-month contract. New customers only, 
OAC. Free airtime applies to local calls only, Monthly service fee, long distance charges and taxes extra. 
Annual system access fee fo $48 applies. Cancellation fee appplies. Umited time offer. 
The Fun Continues at 
U 
• - -B ' - "  ~ CARE, WE'LL BE [N ,~DEI  ) 
uampm , 
I I i l  I 
LUCKY DOLLAR BIN(;O 
JULY 1998 ' PALACE JULY 1998 
lg~P~b 2~,  3sT~ 4~'  
P~CES0~ C~ 
S~l ,~ Te'ze Ik~x S0t~d Kzlgl~ oICo~ Te~co Skaling 
~Club Ass)daSon fi149.Tenace Club 
5c~= 6Te~ 7=~% 8T~C=~ 
Senior Minor V~e~B~m 
Hockey Nom~ School Pare~ Bulde//~ena 
Assod~on n~o. 
IOT~,~ 11 ~=d 
C~m~ ttmx~F~ax~ht~e~ 
l~m, ldm lldd~d O~'ol I~sga'a TdSai Coun~ 
~xJ& BdmSod~ R~IFu~ Torte Locd 
I~T~ 12 skeen~ i13 14~= 1RT~=~= 
Junior Terrace ~nCe~oc~ "6~mrm~C~ 
~=condmy MInorHockey ~ ' ~ 
School Parent sv~ey~ma 0de0~4~ 
Auxilierv Association ne~ 
Tefface 19 20 21c.~ 22==,, ~ TecaceAn~- 
Thomh~lJunkx TerrsceMim ~od~o~ S~mClub' ~-~po~C,~0up 
Soccer/Sd~d Baseball ~ Pa~t ~ B~ey~=a R0~  Tmam Mi~ 
&Sis~em d Taram 
Nfsoa'aT~ C0und !
Ten~eLocal 
dTm 
T ~  
.~  25c~" 24, ,,~ ~.~ 
Tem~ T~Y~ 
27Te=~ 28c.= 29 T~,~, 30T~ ~t~'~ .6  2 Minor ~e~cA~d=~ (~mms~= Club S0det/ 
Seco~la~' School Hockey No~e~ Te~el~ lMerol' lislla'a Tn'Id 
ram~ coe~ ~/~a R0~ ~ C~i.Tense Association R~on As=da~ 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed.Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month b DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
llIl]ll I 
AISLE CONCESSION 
pi aO, ' 1  
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ROB BROWN 
Wrong number 
k FISH ASSAULTS Webb's dragon. 
His reel barks. His rod dips. In the 
short ime it takes to hold it up, a fat, 
silvery trout is leaping from the lake 
a hundred feet away. Dang brings the fish in 
close. It darts under the canoe and burns off 
again. A few minutes later he slides the net under 
it and hoists it. The fish is about four pounds. 
Folded and dripping, it overflows the net. Dang 
unhooks the fish, looks at it again, shaking his 
head in admiration, then slides it back into the 
lake. 
"So, did they catch the lady?" he asks. " 
"What lady?" 
"The lady making all the third party calls on 
your phone." 
Before the fish bit, I'd been telling Dang about 
my adventures with the phone company - how I'd 
gotten bills for hundreds of dollars for calls I 
hadn't made, how I'd been assured everything 
would be okay, and how, subsequently, my phone 
had been disconnected twice. 
"No," I replied, " The calls continued and the 
big bills kept coming." 
Webb inspected his dragon then sent it out into 
the lake again. He dipped the paddle and pulled 
gently as I told him how, in a fit of frustrution, I 
had made my way to the offices of the phone 
company. It was a short walk up to one of thos,. 
bright, genetic offices, the ones with suspended 
ceilings and fluorescent panels of light and a non- 
descript rug. 
There to receive me was a neatly dressed 
woman wh O gave me a "how,may-I-help-you" 
smile. I told her the story - my story. A tale of as- 
Surances, mis~'~mmnication, andirritation; I told 
her of the agony of long distance. I told it:clearly 
and precisely, and I asked to see whomever was 
in charge. 
"He's in s meeting," she said, making a head 
feint in the direction of an office behind us. ] 
walked in. If the boss man was having a meeting, 
he was having it with himsel£ 
"I need to talk to you," I said. I could tell he 
was startled by the ~lrgency in my voice and the 
maniacal, Mansonesque look in my eyes. I told 
him the whole story. Once again I told it in detail 
with precision, slowly. 
The Bossman stood up. He turned around and 
stared out the window. A distant look came to his 
eyes. 
"You know what my problem is?" He focused 
and looked back at me. I was nonplused. 
"My problem is I'm surrounded by in- 
competence." 
The last word may have been "incompetents," 
his pronunciation was sloppy, but I decided it 
made no difference to the meaning. It was a 
strange admission. Finally, he suggested a simple 
solution. 
"Change your number," he said. Then he sug- 
gested I hz ve the lady outside do that right away. 
I thanked him, then left the office. I told the see- 
retary to change my number. She filled out a form 
then tried to bill me. After that I severed my con- 
nection with BC Tel. My wife had a line. I used it 
and my life became tranquil and satisfying once 
again. 
My rod started thumping against the side of the 
canoe. My turn, I pulled against a heavy fish. 
Webb set the net on the yoke so I could reach it. It 
was a good fish, only a little smaller than Doug's. 
"Yesh, my problems were over until I was 
forced to get a fax line for my business, Omykiss 
Contractors." 
Webb listenedl a look of sympathy on his face, 
as I told how my nemesis, the phone company, 
without my permission, decided to list my name 
in the directory alongside my fax number. This 
would're been fine except there was no indication 
that the number was a fax number only. My fax 
machine, an older model which does not dis- 
tinguish between phone and fax calls began ring- 
ing much more often than it had in the past. I 
started grabbing it on the first ring when it was 
poss~le and discovered people on the other end. 
I complained to BC TEL and was assured this 
problem would be rectified when the new direc- 
tory came out. The new directory came out and 
nothing had changed. I phoned again and was 
relayed to a supervisor. I told my sto W - the 
whole story going back to the third party 
mayhem, expecting her to apologize on behalf of 
the firm and give me some compensation. 
Instead of the use of the company car, or a 
year's free phone calls, or even a suggestion as to 
how I might solve my problems, he argued with 
me. Since then BC Tel has given me an answer- 
ing service, which doesn't solve the problem, 
voice mail, which doesn't correct it either, and 
now ,they have suggested that I buy some kind of 
machine that distinguishes between rings. ~ 
"They're nbt the only show in town anymore,', 
said Webb. He has s point. . . . .  i 
Young golfers change image 
ALL ACROSS Canada, gol- family members off by 
furs get up, stretch their teaching them a few tips and 
aching muscles and head to driving them to lessons. 
thegreem. Eventually, weekly meet- 
But not today. Now senior ings become social activities 
golfers are greeted by fresh for kids. 
faces of pre-teen golfers be- Then, Holton said the. 
tween the ages of seven and boys generally lose interest 
12 and Terrace is no excep- when they hit puberty m as 
• alan. girls and cars lure them 
Skecna Valley Golf and away. 
Country Club now has over Holton only has nine or 
, 120 pre-teen golfers, the ten girls who play regulary, 
youngest of which is five. but he wishes more girls 
At least 30 of them will would turn out. 
participate in the club's an- "Girls have a fabulous op- 
nual Junior Golf Taurus- portunity to win golf 
meat July 18-19. scholarships," he said. 
They've even hired Steve "As long as they have a 
HeRon, a junior golf devel- handicap of 10 or less they 
opment coordinator to en- can win money to go to 
courage young olfers. American universities - -  
Holton's job is to teach boys face stiffer competi- 
new golfers etiquette and tion." 
rules of the game. Older And everyone wants to be 
kids benifit by bringing up the next Tiger Woods. The 
their development levels. American golf sensation is 
Holton also coordinates credited with increasing the 
tournaments and acts as a memberships of golf 
liaison between the B.C. courses acrosstheworld. 
Golf Association and the When the kids need to get 
Skeena club to start new into teams at Skeena the 
programs far kids. Tiger group is almost al- 
So why would 120 kids ways one of the most popu. 
be interested in strolling the lar. 
tamed green of the local That's just what golf asso- 
country club? clarions want to hear. The 
"They have a lot of fun," Royal Canadian Golf Asso- 
said Holton. "We play a lot elation regularly organizes a 
of games and award tons of program for youth called 
prizes." Future Links to ensure the 
Parents usually start junior future of golf hi Canada. 
[] Batter upi 
TERRACE'S NEWEST GOLFING FORCE: The Si(eena Valley Golf and Country 
Club's youngest golfers practice weekly. The club tries to encourage young gol- 
fers by awarding radios, gift certificates and donuts to keep them motivated. 
The Skeena club partici- Skeena also operates 
pates in the association's ac- July's Buddy Month pro- 
tivities by acting as a depot gram to pair juniors with 
for unwanted equipment, adult mentors. 
Volunteers shave down But sometimes older and 
clubs, regrip them and younger golfers till collide. 
donate them to needy kids. "Kids will be kids," said 
Holton admitting the club 
occasionally recieves com- 
plaints from other golfers 
about juvenile actions on the 
COurse. 
Super BM strikes again 
SUPER BM continued its domination of 
the Terrace Men's Soccer League this 
weekend with two win over Forestry. 
The teams played a make-up game Fri- 
day, July 3 when Super BM came out 
strong, leading by four in the first half. 
But Forestry mounted a come back early 
in the second half, scoring a quick three 
goals to get back in the game. 
With the score 5-4, and Forestry pressing 
for the make-up goal, Super BM attacked 
with two goals late in the half to secure the 
win. 
In their second match of the weekend Su- 
per BM led again at half time, shutting out 
Forestry 2-0. Hoping to learn through 
repetition, Forestry battled back in the sec- 
ond to tie the game. 
They thought hey struck paydirt when 
Super BM's Nick Kolliss was fouled inside 
the 18-yard box and Foreslxy was awarded 
the penalty shot. 
But Super BM's keeper, Stephan 
Granander saved the game. With a few 
minutes remaining, Super BM took the 
game 3'2. 
In their matches this weekend, the Inter- 
nationals won a nailbiter against Home 
Hardware 1-0. The game was a defensive 
struggle, with the goalposts giving both 
keepers ahelping hand along the way. 
The Western Pacific Team defeated the 
Kermode Stampers 5-1. 
Though the Stampers cored early when 
Frank Watts drove in a hard shot, Western 
Pacific played a patient game, taking ad- 
vantage of their chances. 
Western Pacific Players, Tom Westle and 
Roland Barton, each scored two goals and 
Percy Fowler added one to close the game. 
SEVEN TERRACE teams joined 1 KiUmat crew in 
Terrace's first ever mixed slowpitch tournament last 
weekend. Each team paid $100 to participate, and all 
the money raised went to the Volunteer Bureau's 
senior assistance programs. 
Sport Scope 
Ski passes aVailable now" 
BUY YOUR SHAMES mountain eadybird season passes before July 25, save over $150 
and ski all winter. 
Earlybird adult passes are $426.93 including (;ST, children seven and under are free, 
and discounts apply for youth ages 13-17, juniors ages 8-12 and seniors over 65. Passes 
are available at Shames Mountain head office in Terrace at 4544 Lakelse Avenue or pick- 
up an application form at All Seasons Source for Sports. 
For more information call 635-3773. 
Hockey Enrollment down 
THE TERRACE Hockey School needs 132 kids to sign up for school this summer. The 
program, which usually offers 227 kids dry-land training, ice sessions, and goalie traning 
might be cancelled. 
Classes are $170 per week for students 5-16 years old. Non-contact evening classes are 
$40 per wed: for youths 16 and older. 
For More information contact Pat at 635-2537 
Northmen clinch league title 
By DAVID D. HULL 
THE TER[~ACE Northmen Rugby club has 
returned to their former, at times perennial, 
glory secu,'ing the title of league champions 
with a 37-7 victory July 4 over last year's 
champs, The Prince Rupert Seamen. 
Last season, the Northmen surrendered the 
title to the "re-born" and "re-named" Rupert 
• squad for the fast time in over a decade. But 
history was not to repeat itself or the lads from 
the City of Rain(bows). 
The Seamen started the year strong with a 
suing of victories over Terrace and the 
Smither's Camels. 
But the long arduous schedule proved to be 
too much for the coastal ruckers as they played 
perfectly into the Northmen's strategy of pre- 
season fl~ess training and rugby basics which 
carried them through the season. 
Saturday's game was all Northmen. 
Graham Bayles played the game of his '98 
season. Even in the twilight of his rugby career, 
19 minute marks of the first half and added a 
nice pick.and-run lxy on a lengthy maul half 
way through 'the second half to give him 15 
points for the night. 
Place kicking was a little suspect for the 
Northmen with the absence of the sure-footed 
Doug Wilson. 
A variety of players kicked for two-point con- 
grizzled/han Bayles, played a strong game and 
scored the fast try of the second half with a 
heads uP play off a quick line out that caught 
the Seamen flat-footed as Dnsdal scored, suck- 
ing the remaining wind out of the Seamen's 
sails. 
Bayles, Pelletier and Homeniuk all added lrys 
vert attempts on seven Northmen trys. The only in the final frame to put the Northmen in an un- 
successful attempt was the first of the night with touchable position for the balance of the game. 
Bayles converting the opening try by serum half Pclletier, normally a fleet-feared centre, 
George DaCosts. 
With Amie Pei]etier, Bayles, Mike Homeniuk 
all missing once or twice, DaCostu stepped up 
for an attempt I~te in the second half and suc- 
cessfully converted a Peiletier try. 
The Seamen scored with a successful convert 
near the close of the first half and were only be- 
hind 17-7 at the interval and certainly not out of 
the game. 
But the Seamen saw their chances of repeating 
their success of '97 fade quickly in the second 
played a good game for the Northmen in the 
forward pack for his first time and was the pri- 
mary Terrace jumper in the line outs. 
Only strong tackling by a Rupert winger in the 
first half and a number eight in the second half 
prevented Peiletier from scoring three or four 
more trys. 
The Northmen played their last schedule. 
match against the Smither's Camels last ~ 
weekend in Terrace and will finish the season 
unveiling to Prince Rupert on the 25th. 
the grizzled veteran was a force playing out of half as the game was all Northmen with the Ter- The final rugby action in the Northwest wil l  
his normal wing forward position at stand off.  race lads seemingly scoring at will in the last 10 be  the annual Smither,s Seven's Tou~ment :i 
' Bayles cored back-to-back trys at the 15 and or 15 minutes. ' for both men 'and women on the B'C ~y~ 
Ernle Dnsdal, one of the few veterans more weekend. Details to come, i i 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 n.m. for  all d lsolay and classified ad~. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks $19.99(+tax) per column Inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, ~cludes I photo. $13.30 per column inch 
,*Additional t $7 O0 I~er co umn inch 
For regional coverage place your  ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
10.: REAL ESTATE 
TION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIF ICATIONS!  
1 O. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
1 O0 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Ob~tuodes 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rotes therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference• 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers dlrectad to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box repltea on "Hold" Instructions not pioked up within 10 days of expiry of an advortlssment will be destroyed unless malting instructiono are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odglnal documento  avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advedlsemants must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the adverUsor requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insedion for the portion of the advertising opace occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address.  
Phone Star  Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #__._Weekend Advertiser 
C~SSIF ICAT iON.  = Credit  Card No. .Expiry Date .L . .~.~_ " 
r-~ VISA E3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
6 
11 
16  
12 .15  
12 .90  
7 
12 
17  
12 .3C 
13 .05  
r ,= 
8 
13 
18  
12 .45  
13 .20  
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
110: REAL ESTATE 
ST ARD 
4 
9 
14 
le  
12 .60  
13 .35  
5 
10  
15  
20  - $12 .00  
12.7E 
13 .5  (3 
For longer ad, )lease use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
3+BEDROOM, 2 bath home on 
Southside. 60x400 lot. Huge, 
rich soil garden. Deck, Green- 
house, 2 sheds, paved drive- 
way, new siding and roof. Many 
upgrades. 6 appliances negoti- 
able. Asking $126,800. 635- 
9132. 
BEAUTIFUL HOME. On 6.7 
acres close to town. Custom 
kitchen. New flooring. Paved 
driveway. Fenced with large 
shop & covered R.V. storage. 
N/G heat. Lots of trees, 
$295,000. 638-0771. 
COZY RANCHER with ground 
f loor enry and full basement. 
1100 sq, ft., 4 bedrooms. New 
roof, new stain. Solarium w/hot 
tub inside. Large balcony with 
double car port below. Double 
detached/wired garage. Sauna, 
Fenced backyard. 2 3 piece 
bathrooms. Quiet neighbour- 
hood on town bench. $163,000 
O.B.e. ph. 635-1454. 
3 BDR condo. Walsh Avenue. 
F/S. One full bath and two en- 
suite baths. Storage shed. 
Fenced yard. $79,000 o.b.e. 
Call 638-0648 or 635-6284. 
3 BDR house-down town. 
Appl., n/g heat. Fruit trees. 
$120,000. Also, 3 bdr rancher, 
Copper Mountain, Thornhill. 
Appl, n/g, large lot, shed. 
$140,000. For appt to view 635- 
4088. 
3 BEDROOM rancher-style 
home located on southside in 
quiet cul-de-sac. 1230 sq ft, 2 
bathrooms, jacuzzi tub, built-in 
dishwasher, laundry room, lots 
of storage space, 8 'x  10' shed, 
natural gas heat, immaculate 
condition. Asking $135,000. 
Call 638-8084. 
3 BDR 900' sq ft home. 5029 
Agar. Large yard with.fruit trees, 
deck, and shed. N/g heat and 
water, F/s, w/d. $97,000. 638- 
1507. 
1/4 ACRE W/lake view 2130 
3rd Ave S.E., Salmon Arm- 3 
bdrms, 3 baths, office & family 
room down. Huge back yard. 6 
yrs. young- No G.S.TI Best buy 
in town. $157,500, To view: 
832-7521. 
1150 SQ.FT. upper 3+1 bdr., 2 
baths. New roof. Garage. N/G 
Heat. Newly renovated. 2 
wood/NG fireplaces. Large lot. 
3904 West View Dr. $159,500, 
635-7113. 
3 BDR 2 bath. Split level house 
on one acre. New roof. New 
paint. Rural setting. 5 rains to 
downtown. $139,000, 635- 
4639. 
GREAT CONDITION this 3 
bedroom full basement bunga- 
low is located in the Horseshoe, 
has been up-graded with new 
furnace, recent flooring, kitchen 
cabinets, re-decorating, land- 
scaped, and partially fenced. 
Asking $143,000.00 M.L.S. Call 
FIRE SALEI! Leaving'Prov- 
incell Sell, trade, purchase op- 
tions?? 2 bedroom doublewide, 
Kal View Court, Vernon. 
Cheapll $25,000 ODe. Vacant, 
Highly motivatedfl 549-0714 (1- 
250.547-6630) anytime (mess). 
FOR SALE 3 bedroom unique 
open floor plan house with cir- 
cular cedar staircase. To view 
call 635-7334. Leave a mes- 
sage. 
FOR SALE: Houston: Comfort- 
able three bedroom home in 
Mountainvisw subdivision. 
• Close to schools. Finished 
basement. Nicely landscaped. 
Call: 1-250-845-7246 after 4 
D.m, 
HORSESHOE. 5 yr old. 3 level 
split, 3 bdr, 2 bath. New 20x24 
shop with skylights and sun- 
burst door. House has neutral 
colours, tile, european cabinets. 
DW. Plumbed for vacuum. Re- 
duced to $155,000. Ph, 635- 
Rusty 635-5754 or Coldwell 4233 or 635-5751. 
i 
anker 638-0371~ HOUSE FOR sale. 4727 Sou- 
cie. Horseshoe area. Central to 
schools and town. 3 bdr, 1 bath, 
For Sale By Owner ranch style, Pleasantly decorat- 
I Z BeSeem W.oodFeen ed, Toolshed, fruit trees, large 
I Coi ] ( lOln l l~l l l ,  yard. 638-8856 after 4:00 p.m. 
I 1032 sq, ft. HOUSTON-NICELY land- 
I MaJa floor features: . soaped 4 bedroom; 2 bathroom 
I • Bedroom homg.!'Many recent renova- 
I .  Fuli Bath tions: Carport. Large lot; good 
J * Living room/Dining room view. Quiet neighbourhood. 
I • Kilclien $119,900. Call: Houston: 1-250- 
I • N~.ralfl~s Fireplace 845-2779. 
I Upsmus features: 
I" .Large loft style bedroom ~ a l e ,  lot 
I "  ~suite #2 of DL777 Hwy 16 East and 
I • L,~e deck Aldous Rd Hazelton area. Year 
Ilnclud~s fridge, stove & round creek through property, 
Idishwasher. Security entrance, has plateau with view, vendor 
I covffed c arpo~, fidl lau,n~ . will finance. Terms negotiable. 
llacilJ{y In euil~ing, very snort 250-635-6910. ' IlW k Io downtown. ~0 800  ~ CHARLO'n'E Is. Prime 
l - - - - - ' - - - -  6 acre ocean front lots. Alaska 
I Call 635-2402 view. Beach, forest, dune serv- 
: I (No Agents Please) ices. $165,000- $170,000. 
(250)626-5051. 
For Sale Or Rent 
Excellent Offlci~ Location 
for a small buslnoss or a downtown 
day-care in this homo that has an 18' x 
20"shop. It will take you no time to get 
to work from here. 
Asking $169,900 MLS 
Excellent Horse SetuD 
With fenced corral lean.to and smell hay 
shed. Ideal foryoung famit'/. Private, treed 
2 acres. 3 bedroom obile well set up. 
Completely upgraded with new kitchen, 
bath, floor coverings, appliances. Includes 
stove, ffldge, dishwasher, ~larburator, end 
pellet e ove. This is a vet/nee home. 
Asking $119,900 MLS 
li~i~i~:i:iiiiii::i~iiiii~i~i:,!i~i~:~!i!~ :~ 'm. .  3 Bedroom Home To Move 
Currently ocated in Old Ramo, this 1976, 
~gtk~;~ :: ~ iB IB I I I I I  tt52 sq.ft, double wide is available 
~ J  :.. l l J l~l: U l l l  !~1~!~ immediately. Must be moved. We have lots 
~ ' ~B~I~ ~ and acreages av~tab~ to set it up on. This 
excellent~uestanly $23~900 EXC 
• ~ Soaclous Family Home 
I ~  On a taros R.2 lot, 3 bedr0oms up and 1 
down, also has 3 bathrooms plus 2 
fireplaces and a large l~ily room. Has an 
a~tached garage. 
AskiN$|29,900 MLS 
I 
37 Acres In Thornhlll 
with 2 homes, 2 shops, large shed, 
moeity treed. Excellent opportunity for 
trucking operation or contreclor. 
Potential for 2 acre lots, Don't pass it 
by. C[dl now MLS 
Ooeratlno Service 
Station In Kltwanaa 
Excellent opportunity for family business. 
Well ocated near highway to Alaska. Over 
$750,000 annual gross, Good facility. 
Ve~u assistance s~aitabta. C ll for details. 
Only $2gg,O00 MLS 
Why not consider ranting ~ an option. 
Our Professional Property Mnnagement will do: Tenant Screening 
. Rent Collection. Supervising ~pairs. Move-In/Move.Out Report~ 
• Inventory 8Latementa . Monthly Statomento CALL STEVE TODAYI 
Call Steve Cook at 638-7144 
Visit the CRBi Website at www.mls.ca 
or www.terracerealty.com 
=================================== 
Great Buy 
Quick Possessionl Priced To selll 
$75,000 MLS 
~ Call Laurie or Shaunce at R~6~3~: : : : r race  
John Evans 
~ ]  ~P.~/MI~o,  Terrace 
638-1400 
Cape Cod Style Home 
Crest Location 
$229,900 MLS 
Great Starter Home 
CompIel~ly ffen0vated 
$109,900 MLS 
1/2 Acre In 'rownl 
Family homo with .hop 
$104,900 lOlLS 
Condo In Perfect Condition 
h good starter home 
$112,900 MLS 
Perfect Condition 
Inside and out, Great family home. 
$163,500 
No Thru Road 
Large lot in quoit area. 
$159,900 MLS 
LIVE AND experience the RURAL ACREAGE approx 80 
bountiful Interior before you acres• Excellent hobby farm po- 
buyl Newer second house on tential, year round water, subdi-, 
remote ranch, on lake, w/power vision potential, 5.8km down 
and radio telephone. Must have north Sparks (Terrace). Good 
own vehicle, may bring some timber value, vendor will 
animals. Available July for 1-4 finance. Terms negotiable. 250- 
months, year around. For inqui- 635-6910. 
des phone or fax message to 
Wholistech Land Man. Co. TWO 'ACRE lots at Jackpine 
(250)694-3763 in English or Flats, gas, hydro, telephone 
German. and cablevision available, mo- 
bile homes allowed, asking 
LOG HOME Clearance Sale: $37,000. Plus G.S.T. Phone 
Cabin & Barn Grade 6x8 tongue Rusty at 635-5754 or Coldwell 
and groove machined logs at Banker 638-0371. 
low, low prices. Ideal for any 
style of home, cabin, garage, VILLA FRONTERRA- carefree 
barn or other project you are dverside living In beautiful 
planning. For details and pricing downtown Ashcrofll One level 
contact Tara at Bigfoot Homes townhouses from $79,900. No 
in Salmon Arm. Phone toll free maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
1-888-832-8355 or fax 1-250- home warranty. Call 250-463- 
832-8395. 2035. 
NEWER 3 BDR townhousa. WHY RENT when you can 
1340 sq. ft. 1 1/2 baths, patio, own?l Over 1500 sq. ft. of living 
f/s, dw. Heated crawl space, #1- space close to downtown. 1. 
5108 Medeek Avenue. Asking Condo with 3 bdrms & main 
$115,000. 635-5478. bath up- kitchen, 4r & 2 pc, bath 
ONE LOOK and you will want a on main fir.- finished rec. rm. 
Chaparral Modularlll Factory with N/G fireplace & laundry & 
tours - displays from $85,900. storage rm. in basement, 
Sheldon Custom Homes, 3075 Comes with fridge & stove. 
Sexsmith Road, Kelowna. Toll Washer & dryer negotiable. Im- 
free 1-888-765-8992. DL10146. mediate possession avail. 
$69,900 obo. 2. End unit condo 
PIERS ISLAND. 1/3 acre, 133 with 3 bdrms. Partially finished 
°cean:fr°nt':C°mf°rtable::Y eai*~"~ basement.: "Includes frldge, 
round cottage,~ large workshop":" stove, dishwasher, washer & 
with 200amp service. Private dryer. Possession date negotl- 
wharf. Quiet, private, great able. $67,000 obo. Ph. 635- 
view. Shuffle service. $265,000. 2717. 
250-656-9893. 
WILD ROSE Bay Properties. 
PRIVATE SALE by owner of af- Shuswap Lakevisw. Laksshore 
fordable, quality homes, duplex- lots, fully serviced R.V.'s wei- 
ss, and mobile homes. Prices come slips available $39,900- 
start at $26,000 to $135,000. $139,900. Toll free 1-800-890- 
Call 638-8084. 9166. Shells or Garry. Home- 
RESIDENTIAL LOT for sale. life, Salmon Arm. 
GIBson Road, Ho0ston. As- . r .~ .~,__  . ~ . 
sassed $27,500. Market value: 
$32,000. Asking $23,500 for 
Buick sale. 1-250-845-7574. 
" SMALL  ACREAGE " 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 fire- 
~ laces, 6 appliances, close to town centre & schools, eared barn, large workshop with 220 wiring, glass 
greenhouse, fruit trees, garden plot. 
.~ Price $195,000 Phone 635-4453 • 
FOR SALE 
46,700 sq.ft, building 
on 4.34 acres situated 
in central Terrace• Zoned C1. 
For more information call 
635-6347 
fSherr~ Anderson~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conve,/andng 
Wifls0 
Nk:)oite Home 
Transfers, 
Dedaratlons, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarlzatlan0 Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926. ,  
FLY  
WITH 
DERICK  
500 Bonus  
Air Miles! 
Duplex Lot 
In Town! 
1000Bonus :  : 
: :Air  M i les ! : :  
2 bedroom .... 
Woodgreen 
Condo 
New floor covering, 
new window cover- 
ing, newly painted. 
P r i ced  to sel l !  
500 Bonus  
Air Miles! 
10 Rural Acres. 
Vendor 
Motivated. 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
Bus. 635-8361 Res. 835-3042 
CORINNA'S , l ln= 
1 
motivated and want ~ 
theBe homes SOLDI ~ 
and ask how yoq~"~'?  .. ';: " 
con  receive extr'~ .: :" 
A[r MUee" ~ Corinne Morhart  
~81000 ML8 15495 
Private & qdek Pansandon 
Sz~00~sm4t 
'.tecetive lime ~.9~0 ML8 NEW 
New Listingl 
Spectacular View 
This Jeniah Homo plan has a 
panaromale view from all 
windows on the South & North 
side. Call me today for n 
feature sheet and appointment, 
Asking price $825,000M.LS. 
G" u v21 
1 
~Shtnum A gmlth I~d w 
Bus. 688,6961 Bet. 
www.mls.~ 
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14X70 MOBILE home e/¢. Fac- 
tory expando and addition. 3 
bdr. new carpet and linoleum 
large kitchen has island and b/I 
appliances wood fireplace In 
huge livingroom. Larga 4 pc 
bathroom. Big covered porch, 
attached shed on fenced pad, 
Reduced to $43,500. 638-8505, 
14' WIDE mobile home In Burns 
Lake at $18900.00. No tax on 
our own B.C, registered homes, 
Delivery available. Call 1-250- 
692-3375. 
14' WIDE mobile home in Burns 
Lake starting at $18,900. No tax 
on our own B,C. registered 
homes. Delivery available. Call 
1-250-692-3375. 
1972 12X68 mobile home. In 
good condition, Oil furnace, 
C.S.A. approved. Wood heater. 
A.C. F/S. Ready to move, 
$12500.00 O.B.O. 100 Mile 
House. 1-250-395-3143. 
1975 LEADER 12x60 mobile 
home with 12x18 joey shack. 
Has to be moved. $7000. 849- 
5080. 
1993 NORTEC 14x70 mobile 
home, Sunken living room. Cus- 
tom designed. Many extras. 
12x40 addition. Snow roof. 
Wrap around deck. Elsworth 
camp. (250)638-9301. 
1994 MANUFACTURED home 
14x70 2 bdrs, 2 baths, vaulted 
ceiling, jacuzzi tub, 2 skylights, 
3 appl. Uke new $70,000. 638- 
,0052. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
: factured home, 2 bdrm, 2 full 
, bath, NG fire place, 5 applianc- 
es, full window covering, in a 
, quiet adult section at Timber- 
land Park, 635-1821. 
1998 14X70 SRI, 2 Br, located 
. in Prince George. Ready for 
you to move into. 694-3446 or 
,694-3680. 
BRIGHT OPEN spacious 
'14'x70' 2 bdr mobile home. 
~New floor, counters, built-in 
' D W fireplace. Well maintained. 
• Must be moved. (250)632-4026. 
:CHEAPER THAN renting. Own 
, your own newly renovated 3 bdr 
;home at #108- Boulderwood 
• Mobile Home Park, Thornhill, 
$36,500. 635-1641. 
*, FOR SALE: 14x68 mobile 
• home. Completely renovated in- 
' side. Fridge, stove, washer, dry- 
er and wood heater. 8x14 addi- 
'tion and deck. Must be moved. 
*, $29,000. Call: 1-250-845-3271. 
~J.+J MOBILE Home Sales has 
, reconditioned newer homes. 
*= 1982 14' wides to be moved to 
, your location. Call for details. 1- 
: 403-458-6398. 
RIDGEWOOD RENOVATED 
| 
Mobde Home for sale. 14x70; 
=washer, dryer, fridge, stove, 
i . ~w,ndow dressings. Skirted and 
=insulated. Call: Houston: 1-250- 
=~ 845-7712. 
t 
, . . .~ : . . .  ,. ,.'~ : ; ;  : 
I ' -  
i 
r 
r 
TRAILER PAD for rent. 
$300.00/month. Thornhill. 635- 
1326. 
USED MOBILE homes for sale. 
14x70 stading at $19,000- 
$35,000. Excellent shape. Pric- 
es Include delivery. Lakevtew 
Mobile Homes, Moose Jaw, 
Sask. Call today.,.(305)694- 
5455. 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent, References required. 635. 
6428, 638-1595 available im- 
mediately. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail ,tamed. 
On site management. 635-2424 
or 635-5136 or 635-5428. 
1 BDR apt, Clean and quiet. 
Close to downtown. $500 
month, 635-7058. 
1 BDR basement suite with F.S, 
W/D in horseshoe. N/S and no 
pets. $550. Must be quiet work- 
In.q person or couple. 635-4672. 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to twon. No pets. Non drinking 
& smoking avail, now. Ref & 
damaqe deposit. 638-8874. 
1 BDR suite, Immaculate. Close 
to schools and hoop,talE. Excel- 
lent family neigh bourhood. $475 
month includes utilities. Ref 
reqd. Partially furnished. 638- 
0797 or (250)634-5458. 
1 BDRM basement suite, Suit- 
able for single working N/S per- 
son, Utilities included. Rent 
$500 damage deposit $200. 
638.2044. 
1 BDRM duplex with F/S. No 
pets, 2 bdrm house with F/S. 
No pets. 635-5464, In-town. 
14' WIDE mobile home on two 
acres in Jack Pine Flats. 2 bdr, 
2 bath. Avail, immed. $600 
month. 635.9381 leave mess. 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
Taking applications 
now for 1 & 2 bedroom 
suites. Clean, quiet, 
parking under cover, 
on bus mute, security 
entrance, on site 
management, elevator, 
no pets, references 
required. 
638-8554 
2 BDR apt avail July 15th. F/S. 
No pets. Dam depositl Ref 
reqd. $600 month. 635-1126 or 
635.6991. 
2 BDR apt. $575 month or 1 bdr 
apt. $4.75 month- both ground 
level, Close to town, On site 
manager. 635.5338 after 6:00, 
2 BDR basement suite. Avail 
Aug. 1st. $550. No pets. Rat 
reqd. Very close to town. Large 
yard and garden space. 635- 
6824. 
2 BDR home downtown. $700 
month. Utilities Incl; or in ex- 
change for upkeep & manage- 
ment of nearby 5 units. Rent re- 
duction considered. For more 
info call 635.7415. 
2 BDR trailer with addition. F/S, 
W/D, deep freezer. Newly reno- 
vated. No pets. Queensway. 
$550. Au.q 1st, 635-7580, 
2 BDR trailer. Nice clean quiet 
park. 4 appl, $675. Ref reqd. 
Damage deposit. Avail. ,mined. 
635-2126. 
2 BDRM basement suite. Cou- 
ple/single. N/S, no pets, close 
to downtown. Available Immed. 
$575 month, utilities included. 
Damage deposit required. 635- 
7930. 
2 BDRM doublewide on lot at 
Coppers,de. F/S, W/D, N/G. 
$650/mo $325 see. deposit. No 
pets. Avail Aug 1st, Ref. re- 
quired. 635-2946. 
2 BDRM suite clean, quiet, 
close to down town. Avail Aug 
1 st. $600 per month. 635-7058. 
2 BEDROOM unit in 6 plex on 
Pear with f/s, hookups for wld .  
$620/month. Also 2 bdr unit on 
Haugland. $600 month. No pets 
please. 2 bedroom unit in a 4 
plex on Soucie. References re- 
Quired. Call 635-5213, 
2 BEFROOM basement suite, 
quiet country, clean, all appl 
and utilities pd. 1 car-garage- 
pk, small pet ok, suitable for 
working adults, 5 min to town, 
hwy 16 west, $550 mo with 6 
months lease, 635-0198. Avail 
Au.q 1st. 
3 BDR duplex. W/D, F/S. DW. 
Close to schools and down- 
town. No pets. Avail Aug. 1st. 
Ref. req. $900/month. 635-3346 
evenings. 
3 BDR home, 4 years old. 4 
appl. Auto garage door. N/G 
heat with F.P. Huge master bdr. 
2 1/2 baths. Nicely land- 
scaped/garden area, $1050 
month. Thornheights. No pets. 
635-4838. 
3 BDR trailers. $600, 2 bdr trail- 
ers $450-$550, Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
3 BDRM doublewlde mobile in 
quiet adult oriented park. 4 ap- 
pliances, nat. gas heat, Thorn- 
hill location. No pets. Raf, re- 
quired. $600 plus damage de- 
posit. 635-7411. Suitable for ra- 
t,red couple. 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 monlh. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
~r- One Bedroom " 
apt. In excellent condition 
centrally located with balco- 
ny, fireplace, dishwasher, 
firdge & stove. Sorry no 
pets and no smokers. 
$645/month. 
For appointment to view 
please call 
6'15-91.1.6 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. Ample parking 
. Laundry fadlittes on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
. On bus mute 
• Secu@ entrance 
• On site management 
.Nopets 
. References requtred 
To view call 
638-1748 
3 BDROOM trailer in Thornhill. 
Fenced yard, good nalghbour- 
hood, close to schools. $650 
month, pad fee included. Avail- 
able July 21,635-7507. 
3 BEDROOM house available 
July 1. 1230 sq ft, 2 baths, Ja- 
cuzzl tub, natural gas heat, 5 
appliances, Immaculate condi- 
tion. Located on southside in 
quiet cul-de-sac. $900 per 
month. Call 638.8084. 
3 BEDROOM 14x70 mobile 
home located on a pdvate lot. 
Natural gas heat, $750 per 
month. Call 638-8084. 
3 BEDROOM 14x70 mobile on 
2 acres. Available Immediately. 
small corral, hayshed. Pets o.k. 
Dog outside only. Inc. stove, 
fridge, DAN. Call Steve Cook 
Coldweit Banker 1st Terrace 
Realty 638-0371 or 638-7144 
anytime. 
3 BEDROOM basement suite, 
w/d, large fenced yard, across 
from school and walking dis- 
tance to town. Ref's required, 
no pets. $675/month. Call 038- 
1584. 
3 BEDROOM duplex. F./S, W/D 
hookup. Southside, No pets. 
Ref reqd. $600 month. Plus 
$300 damage. Avail. Immed. 
638-1691. 
4 BDR 2 1/2 bath, house. Appl., 
full basement, double garage, 
pdvate yard. Close to town and 
schools. N/S, no pets. Avail. 
Aug. 1st. $1100. 638-1472. 
4 BDR house. 2 bath. Avail, 
,mined. Rental ref. req. 
$800/mo. Call Usa 638-8639. 
4 BDR unit in town. Wood fire- 
place, Avail. Immd. 635-2932. 
4 BEDROOM duplex on sou{h- 
side. (Upper unit), heat includ- 
ed, $850/month, refs and de- 
posit required. Call 798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM upperpart of 
house, $900 per month includ- 
ing utilities. Close to schools. 
638-7290. 
46% LESS rainfall than I~timat 
at Boulderwood MHP in 
Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182, 
5 BDR house. 4900 block Scott 
Ave. No pets. Ref reqd. F/S. 
$850, Damage deposit. 635- 
2159 (day) Leave mess or 638- 
7118 ave. 
6 BDR house. Various options. 
2000 sq. ft. Johnstone Road. 
For rent or lease. Please enq. 
638-0207. 
AT LAKEi.SE Lake 3 bedroom 
house, full basement. Nat. Gas, 
heat. Avail. Immed. 798-2229. 
I SERVICES LTD.  ' ! Chimney, Furnace, Duc!, Septics, . 
Grease Traps, Misc. v 
• Water & Debris Removal , 
Call Anytime Free Estimates 
Industrial, CommerciaI,Rv, & MarineResidential' 
, Ph 635-1132 '  Fax 635-1193 
I z~cm~ ~.oor  P~ ~or ~ARROW Lot • 'it" 
--: I S tump Remova l  I 
X'l / = l  t L °= I I I t ,._ * We chip your stumps to I ' 
1 nothing ,I [; o=-, II { Jl .Minimal landscape /" 
M J .... 1i damage 
. . .  - - II ~1 • = ' 
ii r'l a n 'oast Ch ipper  Serv tce  ['V 
. . . . . .  s J I 638"178 Call u e w,th me.ape 
  ' House Plans Ava, lab le  Throuah .r,: . . . .  , .. =,p,u, ' 
_ ._ _ . .  , _  Northwest  T i le  Marb le  
COUla De P .. ]]tli]l:l  m 
K,~ d lmJn l l=~M~ ~ ~ i ~ l k ~ o  ~\  ~tt~l~ Phone: 635-9280 ~l i~&"  
. 638 .7283 Fox: 6t .0o 2 
,'" ~ ,~ terracebuilders@osg net ibm '= ~ -~; :~ c,~cP~ ..sg~_s~... [~IllY 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~-" - -  J~J Come see us or our ~tw race.am W~tl 
~ 1-8OO-41U U t /  111~1M,~ ~ k~ 4038 Motz  Rd. Unit #1 0 ~ lY  TM 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 ~j  X.,-~'~L~.'-~u L:, ,~ ,~, m ~ ,. ,. i~ ~, ~ m ,. m ~. - - - 'k" 
v 
~ t  
iv" 
fiJ)pUX  
Decks, Fences, 
T~mber Frames 
& Gazebos 
FREE ESTIMATES 
2406 CRAIG AVENUE, TERRACE, lC VSa 3J| 
TELEPHONE: (250} 635.0/37 lAX= (2501 635.0937 
.1:111 l ]  41}1 l l~l l ; l i l l / , l~ ' , l l~4  I lt | l l [4~l/ l l  a/lIE4 1 [~]~aa~ " 
,,, , , ,  , ,  , - ,  
4423 R011w0y Avenue ~I i  
Terrm, B.(.VSG 1L9 ~ ~'1  
ek(2so) 63s.2eoz ._L ~ 
r~,:(~so) 6ss.sm~ 
1.800. 15.2801  
! !rice& Sons=Ltd, I 
CHAIN UNK FENCE SPECIAUSTS 
SALES COMMERCIAL 
SERVICE RESIDENTIAL ' 
INSTALLATION INDUSTRIAL 
Installation Available ! h r 0 u ~  L ~( 
. . . . . . . .  2410-K01um, Terrace, B.C. * Fax: 638-1995 ~| 
ATTRACTIVE 1 bdrm suite 
available Aug 1/98 to non 
smoker, no pets, private en- 
trance. 4 appliances, NG heat, 
hot water, cable, pay own hy- 
dro, references, $650/month. 
638-0438. 
AVAIL IMMED. Clean and 
bright 1 bdrm basement eufte. 
Private driveway and entrance. 
N/s. No pets, $500 per month. 
Utilities included. 638-1341. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 
bedroom home in copper dver 
estates. Large shop. 1/3 acre 
fenced lot. $650/m0 plus dam- 
age depoeif. References re- 
quire& 638-7831 after 6:00 
p.m. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 3 
bd apart, W/D, F/S, dishwasher. 
Clean downtown core. Sac. 
Dep $360, rent $725. No pets, 
references. 635.5954. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2 
bedroom apartment, quiet, 
clean, close to town, no pets, 
rers required, laundry facilities. 
$575/month. Phone 635-5663. 
AVAILABLE ON August 1/98, a 
1 bedroom suite in a quiet 
neighborhood of Terrace. Suite 
comes complete with wash- 
er/dryer, frldge and stove. The 
rent is $650.03 per month which 
Includes the utititlas. No  pets 
and N/S preferred. A damage 
deposit and references are also 
required. For viewing, or any 
other questions call 635-3400. 
BRIGHT NEW basement suite. 
Fully furnished. Some utilities 
Incl. Non smoking responsible 
female. Rats. $500. Avail Aug. 
15th. 635-7473. 635-6187. • 
DUPLEX FOR rentl 3 bdrms, 
washroom/laundry'room up 
stairs. Living/dining room, kitch- 
en and washroom downstairs. 
Large fenced backyard. 
$700/month. Avail Aug 1st. 035- 
3636. 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom mobile. 
2 acres, b.vail, Immed, $725.00 
monthly. Steve Cook Coldwell 
Banker 1st Terrace Realty 638- 
7144 an~me. 
FURNISHED 1 bdrm apt 4520 
Little Ave. 635.5021 between 
6:30-7:30 pm. No pets, W/D 
available. 
JUST A day awayl Queen 
Charlotte Islands North Beach. 
Rustic ocean front house keep- 
ing cabins. $40-$65 per day. 
Call or fax (250)626.5472 E- 
mall Iotsafun@beachablns.com. 
LAKE FRONT lakelee cottage. 
2 bdr. Bathroom with shower. 
Kitchen with applE. Minutes 
from Hotspdngs. Avail weekly. 
Eva or Daniel. (604)730-8074. 
LARGE NEW 3 bdr condo. 
Appl., carport. N/G heat. Close 
to schools and hospital. Avail 
,tamed. 635.2932. 
LG 1 bdrm basement suite on 
bench. W/D, F/S. Private an- 
france. No pets, N/S, Utilities In- 
cluded. $550 month suitable for 
single or professtonal couple. 
Day 635.1900, evenings 635- 
9769. 
MODERN 1 bdrm bemt suite by 
library park. 4 appl. $550 pm. 
Call 635-3004. Lv meesa~]e. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, raf's 
required. Call 635-7429, 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in ThomhllL Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required, $350 + $180 
sac. dep, Ph. 635-2065. 
ROOM AND board. Suitable for 
male. Quiet and private accom. 
635-6141. 
SENIORS ACCOMODATION. 
Quiet home, nice yard, sun 
room, Close to doctor's offices 
and churches. Transportation if 
needed. Room and board, $600 
month. 638-8944. 
THREE BEDROOM house. 
F/S, fenced backyard, carport, 
storage shed, laundry room. 
$800 a month plus security de- 
posit. Close to Skeena School. 
Avail. Aug, 1st. 635-1677. 
TIRED OF PHONE CALLS at 
2:00 a.m. or Interviewing ten- 
ants for profasalonal property 
management. Call Steve Cook 
638-7144 anytime. Coldwell 
Banker, 1st Terrace Realty 638- 
0371. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
ersncas required. $750 per 
month. Ca~l 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM suite avail- 
able September 1, 1998. Natu- 
ral gas fireplace, lensed private 
yard, washer/dryer Included. NO 
smoking, ,No pets. Call 638- 
8093. $675 per month. 
WANTED INDNIDUAL to 
share spacious furnished house 
on bench. $450/month, Inck,das 
utilities. Begin Aug 1/98. 638- 
1287. 
fl0w are 
we doing?. 
~hen ~ve fal/ sbort of your 
ex~ctaffon~ aOlease t ll u¢ " 
When a newspa, Oe~ slo W does 
not seem to reflecr faLrly what 
w~s said, let our  editors kno~ 
When we am uvm~le to $olue 
your  com.~lalnt, we encourage 
you to submit It to the: 
s .c  P'~,F Counat 
900 - 1281 W.Geo~ta St. 
Vancouf, m" B.C V6E 3.1"7 
Tel/Pax (dO#) 683.2~71 
Tbe B.C Prs~ Cout~ffl w~.~ 
created In 1983 as an 
independent reulew board to 
protect Ibe publlc frorn lJress 
Inaccuracy or unfalrne.~ and to 
. p r°m°te  qual l l2 . . . L  . " . 
• 3219 ESy St. I 
2,~ ~h. ~|  = o~, r,r=l It=r I 
1,000 R.h. to 1,500 ~& Offko 2nd FIo@. I 
Ph: 6354191 ' r I 
• '[~@ I. ~"  ~ ................... :"" ':~:~:  ~:;: : I: :::~ :  .%!:,:.:;;:i % :; ~::!:!~. I': II: :.iII/I..': . '. ... 
Terrace Profi~ssional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exteriornewly renovated. 
Contact John S l rangw~ a t 635 ,3333.  
idD ,,oo,E..w vE.,u  s,,ol 
I IIIli Phone: . 635-7458, I 
i FOR.LEASE. I 
I 4816 Hi~wml 16 West $002 PoNe Avmue | 
I ~me (ommerdal Io~o, naxl 951 sq. ft, mrehwMo~(e | 
| to Home Hardware, 2 627 sq. h. c/w OH door | 
i Wnre  o880 .ft, I 
I A , , . .  I 
I i I 
1 29ol xmr  st. I 
| 1,735 ~. ft. ~orehont w/ ' | 
I W, rehom at ~dc/OH Ooo I I 
OANADIAN DOLLARS at Per 42' MAN- Lift. Aidese sprayers. 
Blackbird Ledge..Laavanworths Scaffolding. Various. p_~n~ng 
Best View Hotel Spa, Compli- _Equipment..vnone !zbu).u4u- 
mentary breakfast. Balcony ~ (.~mess,)^  or ca, pnone 
Rooms. When staying Sunday p'oumt4r-lo,~'~. 
to Thursday, some IlmitaUona 800 SPORT cards-hockey 
apply, 1-800-446-0240. PuCk.and over 30 sports maga- 
ROOMMATE WANTED to zmes $50. Also full set of gold 
: 70 i  ' FOR SALE  
share new 2 bedroom mobile Olympic Gold hockey medal- 
home. Have own bathroom, all lions $25. Nso wanted: good 
utilities included, $375/month, used Arohle cornice in good 
must be clean and itdy. Call condition, will pay 25o each. 
635-7125. Phone 635-3823. 
B' INF:LATABLE boat $800; 
square ended canoe $500; 4 
• . ;  ~':i (M ISC: ) : ! :  ? . ( .  HP outboard $500; tuner amp 
and largo speakers $350. 635- 
' . . . .  : ' 5407. 
1 YORK 2001 Universal Gym 
$120. i golfoart & two goifbags FULL BDR suite with do'u'lol'e 
with assortment of clubs $100. bed. Kitchen table and 0halrs. i.;:i 
2 sets of Welder weights $45 638-0648 or.635-621N. ~ ' !i !* 
each. (250) 049-5080, JOE THORNTON #38/100 
1996 MODEL MITSUEISHI masteroraftsman.ssle@$40. 
SATELLITE PHONE, TRAINS- Domlnik Hesek gold/die-cut' 
PORTABLE l iT .  C0MPI.ETE leaf X-Is sale@S40. Wayne 
WITH " CHARGER. * EXCELe~ Gtstzky dasle~A,P, Ilsts@240 : ,  
LENT CONDITION; ABKINGI sale@70 flrmrPaul Kmyid.pro- ' ~ 
$3S00. PHONE250447-3663, Vlnclal//of750 sale@S25, ~11:  
Bdan 632-7978. • ' . '  
RECREATION, 
:i.i: i !VEH IC LES : 
, .  : ,  r , . . . .  , AL-654 1969 Marine Vessel MI- 
All solid weld marine aluminum 
37'6" length, 11'11" beam, twin 
Volvo Diesel AQD40 6 cyl en- 
gines, Volvo 280 legs. AL-659 
1980 Marine Vessel Courier 2 
solid weld marine aluminum 31' 
length, 11'6" beam, twin Detroit 
Diesel 5043-6307 8 cyl engines, 
Waiter V-dr. AL-800 1986 Ioad- 
er-frontend Caterpillar Model 
966D, diesel. AL-638 1982 
Ioeder-frontand Walden 5000, 
diesel. AL-709 1979 backhoe 
Model Bucyrus D160 Dyna Hoe 
diesel. AL-636 1987 manlift 
J.L.G. Model 60H, diesel. AL- 
404 1977 Ford 600 flat deck 
truck, C/W Pitman hydralift 
Model HL-160D, AL-212 1970 
Ford F-500 dump truck, gas en- 
gine, 139931 ML. AL-810 1990 
Ford Eligin Road sweeper-drive 
unit diesel 101486 ML. 
AL-667 1978 Tennant sweeper- 
drive unit Model 92, diesel. AL- 
493 1968 forklift truck, Hyster 
H165E, gas. AL-472 1975 fork- 
lift truck, Hyster He0c, diesel. 
AL-407 1985 forklift truck, 
Hyster H80C, diesel. AL-411 
1979 forklift ruck, Hyster He0c, 
diesel, C/W rotator. AL-415 
1989 forklift truck, Hyster 
JgOXLS, diesel, C/W rotator. 
AL-617 1975 forklift ruck, Tow- 
motor T60C, gas. AL-465 1990 
forklift truck, Taylor TC-200 S, 
diesel, C/W rotator. AL-476 
1980 forklift ruck, Raymond Hi- 
Reach, elect, 20' reach, AL-481 
1977 forklift truck, Caterpillar 
Me0, electric. AL-453 1977 fork- 
lift truck, Caterpillar M80, elec- 
tric. AL-173 1987 forklift Walka- 
long, Blue Giant LT130W30, 
electric. AL-713 1990 Ford 150 
Econoline van, 043737 km. AL- 
722 1989 Ford 150 Econoline 
van, 059833 km. AL-726 1989 
Ford 150 Econollne van, 
046449 km. AL-714 1990 Ford 
F-250 4x4 pick up, 091371 km. 
AL-780 1990 Ford F-260 4x4 
pick up diesel, 102334 km. AL- 
184 1981 Ford F-250 4x4 pick 
up, 129608 km. AL-701 1978 
Ford F-350 flat deck truck, 
09626,7 km. AL-771 1987 Ford 
Ranger pick up, 027008 km. 
AL-734 1988 GMC 1500 pick 
up, 102202 kin. AL-740 1989 
GMC 1500 pick up, 082438 km. 
AL-743 1983 GMC 1500 fiat 
deck truck, 1029614 kin. AL- 
741 1991 GMC S-15 4x4 pick 
up, 039658 km. AL-111 1997 
Ford F-150 white short truck 
box. AL-668 1992 truck box fits 
International 2.5 ton truck. AL- 
l 12 mobile lift Blackhawk Model 
6744, CAP 2 2/4 T. AL-127 
Lima 106 & Lister HR3 15 KW 
Ac diesel generator. AL-128 
Kate 10 KW AC Detroit diesel 
generator, Model 10EH2D. AL- 
129 3 each Homelife 3" gas 
powered trash pumps. AL-012 
Miller welding machine big 40 
gas on trailer. AL-056 Airking 
compressor.:~Kohler Magnum 20 
• C/W reel light; A~-l14~,lpobile 
pressure washer,gas ~0wet. 
AL-115 ripper fits grader Cater- 
pillar 140G. AL-116 blade left 
side fits grader Cat 140G. AL- 
117 highway snowplow. AL- 
l 18 brush attachment to fit Cat 
966C loader. AL-119 graval 
bucket side tilt to fit Cat 966C 
loader. AL-120 quick disconnect 
to fit Cat 966C loader. AL-121 
windshield bush guard to fit 
966C loader. AL-122 highway 
snow plow. AL-123 birck saw 
electric. AL-124 lifting cable reel 
trailer 4.5 ton capacity. AL-125 
9 each cable reel trailers 4.5 ton 
capacity. All items will be sold 
on an "As is, where is basis". 
Cash on acceptanca of bid for 
immediate removal. Alcan (the 
company) reserves the right to 
refuse any offer for any reason 
whatsoever. Items may be 
viewed on Wednesdays and 
Fddays at 1:00 p.m. only. You 
are asked to meet at Alcan's 
main gate. The last viewing day 
• . will be 1:00 p.m. Wednesday 
- • the 12 day of August 1998. For 
more information contact AI- 
cads recycling coordinator at 
(250)639-8153 or fax (250)639- 
8682. Bids are to be submitted 
in a sealed envelope marked 
with the AL-number and a brief 
description of the item. Closing 
date is Friday the 14th day of 
August 1998 at 12:00 p.m. 
(Noon). No bids will be accept- 
ed after this date. Bids to be ad- 
dressed to: Alcan Smelters & 
Chemicals Ltd,, P,O. Box 1800, 
Kltlmat, B.C., vec 2H2. Atten- 
tion: Mr. D.A. Slepmann. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Terrace 
Correctional Centre, Monday to 
Friday, e am to 11:30 am. 
$50.29/pick up load. 638-2171. 
FORESTER PORTABLE Saw- 
mills. Fully hydraulic log han- 
dling; Heavy duty construction; 
Completely portable; Power op- 
tions; ,, Quality craftsmanship; 
Custom •designs. #211.20701 
Langley ,Bypass (604)536- 
6500/604)574-2854 eves, Fax: 
(604) 574-2858. 
LI'n'LE TYKES: Large picnic 
table $50.00 F/B and cupboard 
$30.00 each. Mad. size dog 
kennel $30.00 635-7941. 
SECTIONAL NAVY $300. Pal- 
llser recllner blue/grey. $250. 
Canon 8 video camera, Hard 
case/accessories $500. 4000 
BTU bboJtank $150. 635-1401. 
SULLAIR COMPRESSOR 
MODEL JD4039D185CFM. EX- 
CELLENT CONDITION. ASK- 
ING $9,098. 250-847-3653. 
TRUCK CANOPY exe. condi- 
tion. Lots of tinted windows. Fits 
f i l l  size Ford truck. $1000. Ph. 
' 635-9084. 
• ' 80, WANTED,  
. • . . . .  
907 CARS I FOR .... 
' SALE:  :~i~: 
 oo: 
• SALE  i, ii. "i ,, 
~,HRYSLER 
) :$2999 ~ : ! 
: FORD 
:2! 0: GARAGE" .' 
SALES.  
~220:ILOST AND 
i ':~ FOUN D'.I 
IMPORTS 
I 
TUPPERwARE 
Sales, Service & 
Recruiting 
K~REN MATTEIS 
635-7810 
~ ~ '  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  i" 1994 GMC 3500 dually 4x4 ext. 
. '~ ' '$keena i cab SLE, 454 auto, gas/pro- 
I ~- ,Ddv Jng  [ pane. Loaded, 5th wheel pack- 
/ v  School  ,~ age, fibreglass boards. 632- 
l ' ]  ~lhe Keys I° 5~. Drlvlngn 6182 ON 5143. 
1994 GMC Extra Cab, 4x4, 3/4 
| I Girl Certifi¢otesl ton pickup. Air conditioning, 
power locks & windows, au- 
" Looking for  that  tomatlc transmission, canopy, 
59,000 km, excellent condition. 
hard to find gift for $23,000. 636-1064. 
Christmas, 198s GMC Jimmy. 89,000 kms. 
• Birthdays or  NC, cruise, tilt, 4x4, CD player. 
Asking $19,000 obo. 638-1831. 
• Graduat ion~ l~e GMC 3500dua,y ext cab 
.. Assessment s tt ~, .~ ~. SLT, 454-5 speed, leather, cue- 
. Evaluations ~r~_~. / /  tom canopy, stainless boards, 
loaded, warranty, mint. 632- 
Termed, Killmot,="-.~ / 6182 Ed or Brad DN5143. 
, Pri~-e Repeal ~ '  
r'J T011 Free 1.800.66s./99a 
L PII/FAX 635-7532 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
Used Boat Trailer 
171o 20' galvanized 
1995 Yamaha 40 HP 
Iongshafl, comes with c0nb'ols 
RiM BOARDS DECKIN 
2x l  0 Planks 1982 Honda CX500 
1 &2 in Lumber Motorcycle 
Spruce & Pine Turbo, iintshape 
Siding & T&6 , _,, 
for less $ ' " 
'96 Yamaha 60 HP Endure 
lxSx4' - 1.40 Outboard 
1x6x5' - 1.85 "filler Handle 
1x6x6' - 2.40 , , .  
1x8x4' - 1.70 , , - -  
1xex4' - 1.70 
1xexh' - 2.40 
1x8x6'- 820 Quick Silver 
2X4X8'- 4.00 Inflatibles On Sale! 2x4x10' - 5.00 
2x4x12' - 6.00 
4x4x8' - 10.00 
DEPENDABLE 1992 PW80 
DirtBike 
LUMBER 
Kisplox Valley 
(250)842-5660 
Call First, Flexible Hours 1991 Honda CR250 
Newlkes 
Yamaha GP1200 ~ .: 
EXPERIENCED ROCK/BLUES Water Craft 
singer with lots of Fastest Around 
song material  looking _ _ _ _  
for band or musicians 
to form one. Call 635- 
B482. All In Stock Out Boards 
Priced To Clear 
1984 RX7, red on grey, near 
new paint, very clean e/c, must 
or. see, 635-71 asking $5000. Make an off- 80. KEN'  
1987 TOYOTA. SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, M A R I N E  
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
636-1156. 4946 Grelg Ave. 
1989 BLUE Firefly, 106,000 Ph :  635-2909 
kms. Seats 4. Auto. tape deck, 
new rebuilt engine and tires. 
$3000 O.B.e. 638-8109. 
1992 CHEV Cavalier 4 door, 
a/c, ec, am/fin/cassette, auto 
transmission, new front call: 
pers. $7,900 obo. 635-2126. 
1995 CAMARO. Blue/greeo 
with black t-roof. Tilt staering. 
Many extras. Includes set 4 
new blizzak winter tires. 40,000 
kms. Under warranty. $16,500 
firm. (250)635-6429, 
MUST SELL Pdce reduced. 
1985 Dodge Caravan. Seats 5. 
Grey in colour. Radio. Needs 
minimum work. $4500 O.B.e. 
638.8109, 
'89 TOYOTA Camry LE 4 door 
sedan, 5 speed, power locks 
and windows, cassette. $6,995. 
Call 638-8171 dlr#9662. 
'90 HONDA Prelude SR. Power 
sunroof, A/C, 5 speed. $10,895. 
Call 638-6171 dlr#9662. 
'93 CHEVY Lumina Euro Sedan 
V-6, auto, cruise, A/C, only 
66,000 km's. $13,995. Call 638- 
8171 d[r/~9662, 
'93 I~IONDA Accord EX. Au- 
tomatlo, A/C, CD player, power 
windows, locks, mirrors, cruise. 
One owner. Excellent condition. 
$14,995. Call 638-8171 
dlr#9662. 
'93 HONDA Civic Sedan LX. 5 
speed, AM/FM cassette, 1 own- 
er. $9,995. Call 638-8171 
dlr#9662. 
1984 FORD CUBE VAN. 16' 
BOX, 460 ON PROPANE. 
GOOD CONDITION. ASKING 
$8500. PHONE 250-847-3653. 
1989 MAZDA B2200 cab plus 
pickup, Four cylinder auto. 
91000 kms. Includes C.D. play- 
er & snows. Well maintained. 
Great shape. $6850.00 O,B.O. 
635-8861. 
lg90 CHEV/PU 3/4 ton 4x4 ext 
cab, Loaded, 6.2 diesel 4spd. 
Ac/pw/pl. 636-7113. 
1994 FORD, 4x4, 6 sp., mint 
condition. $13,900 o.b,o. 1-250. 
698.787B. 
10 1/2 FRONTIER camper. 
Sleeps 4. Stove, oven, fddge, 
furnace, toilet. $1800. 1986 Ka. 
wasaki 200 dirt bike, Sea Ray 
boat inboard, 19' with trailer. 
(250) 849-5463. 
1977 22' DODGE motorhome. 
Fully loaded. Air, shower, new 
carpet throughout, exc conj. 
Must sell. $8600 obo. 842- 
5670. 
1978 CLASS A motorhome, 
26'. Roof/air generator. Rear 
bedroom. Full bath. New interi- 
or. $15,500 O.B.e. 1-250-692- 
3683 or 692-3824. 
1994 20' Prowler travel trailer. 
Exc, condition. Awning. Asking 
$8000. 635-5569. 
1996 8' FRONTIER camper 
(queen bed), Furnace, Fddge, 
Stove, Microwave, Hot Water, 
Flush Toilet, Shower, Etc. 
$10,500. 250-847-1713 after 
6pro. 
30' ALJO-ALUANCE 5th 
wheel. Double pull out, oak 
floors and dining table. Fully 
loaded. $32,000 obo. 847-4845. 
TRIPLE AXLE 5TH WHEEL 
TRAILER WITH FLATDECK. 
21,000LB CAPACITY. EXCEL- 
LENT CONDITION. ASKING 
$2800. PHONE 250-847-3653. 
UNEMPLOYMENT FORCES 
downsizing 1977 Classic Motor- 
home like new 24,000 original 
miles 350 automatic 23' 
$12,000. 842-6668. Consider 
part trade. 
WWW.BYLANDORSEA.COM 
INTERNET Recreational 
Advertising. Buy/Sell your boat, 
R.V,, plane, lot or business 
$15/30 days, $40 until sold 
(includes picture). 1-250-257- 
2439. Fax 1-250-287-2447.h 
14.5' PETERBOROUGH speed 
boat with mere 50 HP. Low 
hours. Fresh water only. View 
at Ken's Marine. Reduced to 
$3500. 627-7193. 
15' ZODIAC inflatable boat, Hy- 
palon fabric. Plywood floor 
boards. Rated to 65 H.P. Inflat- 
able keel. $950. 638-8088. 
1987 21 1/2' Bayliner. 305 re- 
cently rebuilt. Sleeps 4, alcohol 
stove, porti-potti, fishfinder, 
good condition. $23,000. 1-250- 
692-4380. 
1997 18 FT aluminum boat, 40 
hp Honda, trailer and fishfinder. 
$9500 or trade for larger boat. 
Burns Lake. 1-250-695-6954. 
2159 BAYLINER Trophy. V8. 
OMC, two radios. Two 
sounders. Down riggers. An- 
chor. Spare Prop. $22,000. 
(250) 964-6833. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, flying 
bridge 12~ beam Volvo penta 
diesel motor, $40,000 or trake 
for machinery of equal value. 
Herring skiff 20'105hp Johnson, 
$9000 or trada? 2 Chev rebuilt 
450 C.I. Motors. 2 Volvo penta 
le~s. 1-250-697-2474. 
37' ALUMINUM cruiser, flying 
bridge, 12' beam, Volvo penta 
diesel motor. $40000.00 or 
trade for machinary of equal 
value. Herring Skiff 20', 105hp, 
Johnson. $9000.00 or trade. 2 
chev rebuilt. 450 C,I. motors. 2 
volvo penta legs. 1-260-697- 
2474. 
Sharing a 
ealthier , 
Future~ ~ f ]  
P3RTIEIPa£TIOn J~'® 
*Homeopathy *Detaxiflcatlon *Preventative *Nutritional 
*Food Allergy Testing Programmes Medldne Consullation 
*Vitamin & Botanical for appointments, call: 847-0144 
Supplementation Ste,. 11-1188 Main St. Smilhers, e.c. 
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1986 FREIGHTLINER logging 
truck with 1990 pull trailer. 
Ready to work, $28,000. 250- 
847-9672. 
1986 K.W. 1993 Peerless trail- 
er. Both in excellent condition, 
3200 hours on new motor and 
transmission. Has new red., 4 
new batteries, new air seat, 
new exhaust complete, H plate 
for 2 areas- logs and gravel, 
spare tire, many extras. 847- 
3368 or 847-4287. 
550 JOHN Deers Crawler for 
parts, 6 way blade, ripper; 9300 
backhoe & winch; 540 skldder 
parts; 440 skldder parts 
(250)832-5189. 
BADGER FORKUFT, 2000 LB 
CAPACITY. GOOD CONDI- 
TION. ASKING $4950. PHONE 
250-847-3653. 
BLOWER 15 hp. Fan size 46" 
$2000. Table saw. Delta 10" 1 
1/2 hp. 52" fence. $1200 obo. 
Chapman strip saw 15 hp & 
starter 5 hp & starter. $8000 
obo. Eagle reciprocating com- 
pressor 5 hp cpm 13.6 $750 
obo. Stanley Bosfich nailers coil 
type. 5 nailers on hand. Takes 
1" to 2 1/2" nails. $400 ea obo. 
Mikita Compound Mitre saw 10' 
$400 obo. 5/8" Sealess strapper 
and strapping cart $1000 obo. 
(250) 395-6048. 
M.F. 245 Tractor only 280 hrs. 
c/w Allied Loader, snowblade. 
chains. $14,000.00 1-250-699- 
8507. 
FLAT COATED retriever pup- 
pies CKC registered champion 
bloodlines. Showing or obedi- 
ence. Very nice family dogs. 
Parents can be viewed. 
$550/es. Available August 5th. 
Phone 1-250-547-6801. 
JACK RUSSELL terrier pups, 4 
males. Tri-colourad. Smooth 
and rough coat. Excellent con- 
firmation. Ready to go now. 
$450. 250-804-0381. (Salmon 
Arm) Evenings. 
PURE BRED unregistered 
great dane puppies, blacks, 
harlequins, & boston. $350 to 
$450 1st shots, ready to go Aug 
lst/98. Call 635-5639 aft. 6pm. 
READY TO go first week in 
July. Unreg. toy poodle pups. 1 
black male, 1 black female. 
$350.00 firm. First shots, tails 
docked, New claws removed. 1- 
250-567-5001. 
TRANSFERRING. MUST sell 
beautiful german bloodiine fe- 
male rag. german shepard. 
Spayed. All shots• 2 year old. 
Will deliver. Paid $700 asking 
$300. (250)771-5710. 
14.4 BAY 4-yr old mare, very 
affectionate, quiet broke, good 
ANGLO-ARAB MARE, chest- 
nut, 13 yrs, 14 hands, gentle 
fine disposition. Tack included. 
$3500. 847-2719 eves. 
FEED- oats, badey, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694. 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
HORSE AND TACK AUCTION. 
Sunday August 9th, 11:30 a.m. 
McLean Road, Quesnel. Con- 
sign horses & tack early. Phone 
B.C. Auctions. (250)992.9325. 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
PUREBRED ARABIAN mars. 
12 years old. 14,2 HH. Well 
trained english. Moves nicely. 
Trailers and handles well. Spirit. 
ad. Sweet disposition. Needs 
axp. drier. $1500. 842-5061. 
REG. 9 yr old 17hh Clydesdale 
mars. Balck and white, white 
stockings, producer of 7 healthy 
foals. Drives, logs. $1500. 1- 
250-695-6559. 
REGISTERED BORDER collie 
pups for sale. 456,7736. 
ROCKY ACRES agrimarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all typos of 
homes, purebred end commer- 
cial cattla, Industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
THE TACK STORE has moved 
to Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p.m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863. 
GOOD QUALITY A, B, & T mix, 
50lb. $3.00 in field, $3.50/barn. 
No rain. Phone 846-5434. 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rein. Also round 
bales. Excellent quality. Will 
trade for cattle. Phone 250-846- 
5504, 
MULTI FAMILY garage sale. 
4923 Labelle Avenue. 9:00- 
1:00. July 18. 
RELOCATING! RED Bird Flea 
Market. Effective July 18th. We 
will be at 3226 River Drive. 
ThornhilL 635-9702. 
pea.sur e horse $1200 . Older 
quiet mare, $800. Call Jessica 
842-6447. 
5-YR old dark thoroughbred 
gelding, 15.3hh, schooled hunt- 
er and basic dressage. Wonder- 
ful on trail rides. Willing, quiet 
attitude, $3850. (250)847-4062. 
7 YEAR old, 16,2hh, Thor- 
oughbred x chestnut gelding. 
Pony Club, has C-1 Level. Ex- 
tensive english training. Good 
jumper, loads and trailers. 
$4400. 1-250-694-3564. 
7 YEAR Palomino gelding quar- 
ter x, 16h,  professionally 
trained, reins well, can deliver, 
$2500. 6 year Warmblood geld- 
ing, 16h, moves well, Jumping 
prospect, $2500. 12 year Arab 
gelding, well broke, reins well, 
bomb proof, $1700, Phone 
(250) 459-7736. 
FOUND BASEBALL glove at 
field behind Skeena Junior 
High. June 20th. Name inside. 
635-0863. 
FOUND ONE set of keys. In- 
cludes G.M. keys. Sliver eagle 
tag with beads. 635-4942. 
FOUND- Ten-speed Sportster 
bicycle, in Thornhlll, on Satur- 
day 27th June. Call R,C,M.P. 
638-7400 and quote file No. 98- 
3340. 
LOST BC ID card on Sat. June 
20th. Possibly at Grouchie's 
Beach. 635-1804. 
LOST: FEMALE long haired 
tabby cat. Missing from Boul- 
derwood Trailer Court. 638- 
0052, 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkltt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design und layout brochures, rivers, ads, menus, posters, etc. 
• scan photos, art work, loges for print or computer use 
~.., • design company Iogus, business cards, letterhead 
(~ '~ * small volume printing at affordable rates 
J ~ ~ • business curds pripted while you wait 
/ ) ' .computer slide presentations 
RecoVer your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
I Environmental & Food Allergy Testing I 
Aromatic Bodywork & Acupressure ] 
Reflexology, Reild, Herbology, Ear. Candling I 
F~nces B!rdsell . . By Appointment 635-2194 [ 
Natural ~eatth Practitioner St. Mallew's Centre, 4506 l,~.eL~Avo.,Tetra~ I 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
PASSENGERAND EXPRESS SERVICE 
J Daily sche~erv ice  fro m Stewart to 
J T e r r a c e ~  points in between. Pick- 
J up a ~ n  Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Phi 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
'97 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
was $19,995 now $18,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
was $33,995 now $29,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
was $17,995 now $14,995 
'96 Chrysler Inb'epid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 N0W $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $23,995 
'95 Dodge Dakota SLT 
Club Cab 4x4 
V-8, 5 speed, A/C, Cruise, Tilt 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Delsel, auto, NC, Crulse,.Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, 
was $23,995 now $19,995 
'92 Dakota Club Cab LE 
4x4, NC, Auto, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, ale, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $17,995 
'96 Ford F..1,F~-~x4 
was ~ 1 6 , 9 9 5  
'95 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
was $11.995 now $10,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4)(4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $12,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
ve, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'96 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Wlnd0ws & Locks, 
plus more 
was $29,995 now $25,995 
'94 GMC 4x4 
6 cyl, 5 speed 
was $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev 1500 SIIverado 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
windows & locks, extra cab 
was $17,995 now $16,995 
'92 Chev Lumlna 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'97 Toyota Ray 4 
0nly 25,000 kme, like new 
was $25,995 now $23,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Stereo Cassette, 
Power Locks 
was $30,995 now $29,995 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Umlted, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $36,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/fm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
6 cylinder, auto, cruise, tilt 
was $23,995 Now $21 ,gg5 
Partial List 
OnlyOver 25 
MorePre.Owned 
Vehicles 
In Stockl 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 eLL 59~S 
~www,terracenutomnll.com 
l 
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' 8 " : 2 O, BUSINESS 
: SERVICES 
,, 290. BUS INESS 
OPPOR]:UNiTIES: 
290, BUSINESS :, 
• ,OPPORTUNITIES • 
LOST PUhEBRED siberian 
husky. Female, 2 ym old. Dark 
blue collar. Copper Estates 
area. Answers to "Geba". Very 
friendly. Reward offered. 615- 
9665. 
LOST. JUNE 18th, Forest 
green adult man's mountain 
bike. "Jeep Cherokee." South 
Sparks, Reward offered. 635- 
6429. 
LOST: 1" wide silver native 
carved bracelet. Missing from 
picnic site, Lakelse Lake. Re- 
ward offered. 638-0052. 
MISSING, PiNE Park, Thorntlill: 
White, tan Himalayan cat. Blue 
eyes, mostly snow white. 
Name, Meeko. Generous re- 
ward offered. It is important hat 
his eyes get his medicationl 
"Most Important- this was a gift 
from Santa to a little girl" 638- 
2078. 
230i P£RsON LS 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
4000 men and women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-CHAT. 18+. 
FIND LOVE and happinessl I! 
you're a sigle adult looking for a 
long term relationship/marriage, 
call the Swan and the Rose 
Matchmakers Ltd. t-250-474- 
6685. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LIVE PSYCHIC tell your future. 
Money, life, present, must be 18 
yrs. Call 1-900-830-2200 ext 
3137. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
liVE • PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN CANAD• 
EVANI.Y UYS TAILK 
UVE I ON I 
.o.., ~-~ccu . , ,  I' 
c~.. ~ ..c.,cs j 
1-9OO-451"4055 J 
AREYOU SAFE?i 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
,~ or yell at you 
ur scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
-:TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
StNC'B 1930 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal 635-3531 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, or are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just ~ive 
~e of US a call. ~.~ 
. ' ,z" 
CURIOUS ABOUT Herbalife? 
Nutrition, weight loss, skin care 
products. Millions of customers. 
34 countries, Free consultation 
and support, Greyhound deliv- 
ery anywhere. Mary-Decker 
Lake, B.C. 250-698-7319. 
DO YOU need a Ilcenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon 
request, black tie or casual 
events. Call ~ for 
pricing and reservation 
information. 635-3763. 
ALUMINUM WORKS: Com- 
plete welding and mechanical 
,epairs, from small engine to 
heavy duty, licensed heavy duty 
mechanic on duty. 635-6758 or 
635-7664. 
CONSOUDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counssllom of Ca- 
nada. For nasmst office 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded. 
ACME PEST CONTROL. Ants, 
wasps, other insects, Govern- 
ment licencod, bonded. 635- 
7929. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's todayl 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7"/47 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply. 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Alberta 
delivered to anywhere-from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very Reasonable price, any 
size order. Call 647-4053. 
DON'T PLANT your grassl 
High quality sod from Alberta 
delivered to anywhere- from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Very reasonable price, any size 
order. Call 647-4083. 
HOUDAY HOME sitter, don't 
void your house insurance. 
Home, mail, plant and pet care. 
Daily visits ext. inf. Shirley Ja- 
mlason. 635-4872. 
NATURE'S WAY Herbal Health 
Institute. Certified programs. 
Herbal consultant, Iridologlst, 
Reflexologist, Reiki. Classroom 
& homestudy, Quasnel, B.C. 
Starting: September 98. HWHHI 
registered with, PPSEC. Tele- 
phone: (250)647-2281 Fax: 
(250)547-8911. 
sMrrRERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full. 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deriver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert, 
647-4063. 
~' -Look ing  for  ~ 
Child Care? i 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
" child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
a145~ Park Ave, 
or call 638-1113, 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Mlnlstr/for 
Children and Families, / 
L IV ING A IR  
Air purification systems 
for the home or office. 
Harness the power of a 
thunderstorm for indoor 
air environments up to 
2,500 square feet. 
Portable units use ozone 
and negative ions. 
Your Independent Living 
Air Distributor is: 
Fresh Air Indoors 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
49 YEAR old ex-pmaident large 
corporation gives up 16 hr day 
career to work 18 hr week, 
Maintaining high 6 figure In- 
come and groat lifestyle, What I 
do- anyone can duplicatel Call 
me: non Bidewail (604)951- 
2524. 
AMERICA PREPAID announc- 
es the Canadian Launch of Pre- 
paid Gas and ATM cards. Cus- 
tomer Referral System, 100x 
larger than Prepaid phone, 
small investment required. Call 
for details 1.888-608-1448 
S/R#10502. 
BARKERVILLE B.C. conven- 
Ience atom with living quarters 
and campsite. Vicinity of new 
"Destination Casino? Furnished 
buildings on four lots. Water 
and hydro. Owner retiring. 
$75,000. Phone (250)994-3201. 
BARKERVILLE B.C. conven- 
Ience stem with living quartem 
and campsite. Furnished build- 
ings on four lots. Water end hy- 
dro. Owner retiring. $75,000. 
Phone 250-994-3201. 
CATERING TRUCK: 1981 one 
ton 1981 GMC Toronto Kitchen. 
Propane oven; refrigeration for 
sandwiches. Good condition. 
Low mileage. $8500 (abe). Call: 
Houston Feed Market; 1-250- 
845o2413, 
ENTREPRENEURS DREAMt 
5-10k/per month part time. Un- 
limited potential full time. Not 
mira, no meetingsl Top training 
and support. 24hr recorded 
message. Phone 1-800-781. 
7046, ext #4469. 
MOBILE REPAIR business 
serving Burns Lake to the 
coast. Excellent clientele base 
with numerous service end re- 
pair contacts. Reasonably 
priced with low overhead and 
good income. If you're mechani- 
cally inclined and want to be 
self-employed, hem's the per- 
fact opportunity. Call 250-647- 
4236 evenings. 
NET $10,000 + Per Me. We sell 
a product even/one needs 
"Food". 12 year old company 
with proven track record Is look- 
ing for a serf-motivated person 
to look after a large territory. 
Repeat orders, guaranteed pro- 
duct, complete training provid- 
ed. Call Allan Keefe for more in- 
formation 1-604-552-4249. In- 
vestment required $39,900. 
PERFECT PART-time home 
buainessl 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$20k/month. Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800. 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
SALES EXECUTIVE. Rexlbte 
Phone: 6354395 
Fax: 635-4216 
. UNOER~ * X~ AINM I11C~0 SAI.~ * Og4,  gAMEg * KAMA IHmtA,  ANO MU~ MO~I * 
• gREAt g l~ & WI~DOINg gIFtS * 
CATALOGUE COSTS ARE $ 6.00 EACH * Itm ~ .*. u=** 
TLC, DOg JOHNSON, SWEDISH EROTICA AND BENWA 
NOW CARRYING "PENIMAX" 
VISA • MAS1tRCARD ~ M.O. 
OPEN: 12 NOON TO 9 P.M. MON. - SAT. CLOSED SUNDAY 
#2 - 3237 Kdm SI~ Tmuce, l.(. VSG 2114 
PN: (2SO) 636-1070 Fax: {250) 638-1021 TOLL FREE 1-888-638-1070 
, ~,'-; hours ,  No income ceiling. Mls. 
sign driven team. 24 hr record. 
infl 1.800.467-5352. 
WELL ESTABUSHED vacuum 
salas/service business. Sell or 
lease. Ideal morn/pop business 
in beautiful friendly oceanside 
town. Reply to A-1 Vacuum, 
Box 1267 Parksvtlle B.C., V9P 
1N5. 
CERTIFIED COMMERCIAL 
transport technician required,, 
must have diesel engine experi- 
ence, must be willing to re- 
locate to Houston. Please fax 
resume to 845-3427 or call 
John at 845-2212 for more into. 
CERTIFIED DENTAL Assistant: 
Progressive practise requires a 
highly motivated, team oriented, 
caring individual who Is commit- 
ted to excellence. Competitive 
wages and benefits based on 
qualifications and experience. 
Apply to: Donna Graf, 200 . 
4619 Park Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1V5 Phone 250-635-7611. 
CHRYSLER SHOP FOREMAN 
Mercan Chrysler In Grende 
Pmlde presently seeking ex- 
pedenced Chyaier Shop Fore- 
man. ADP computer expedence 
an asset, Team player is a 
must, Potential relocation allow- 
ance. Apply to: Ed Dehccg at 1- 
800.815-5337 or fax resume 
403.532-7184 attn: 3ervice 
Manager. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for 
$$$ now, Update your Ter- 
race/Kitimat City Directory in 
your home area. No selling, No 
experience necessary, Paid 
weekly. Approx 3 weeks work 
starting approx, July 6. Prepare 
to work rain, 32 hrs/week. Apply 
in wdtlng giving street address, 
phone number, etc. to BC DI- 
rectories, file no 118 C/O Ter- 
race Standard 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2. 
INSTRUCTORS REQUIRED 
having M.A., M,S.W., or PhD 
with extensive counselling ex- 
perlence for Terrace program, 
Fax resume by July 23 to 604. 
929-7227. 
i Hunting • Fishing 
Camping .  Groceries 
We have R all! 
u . Monday To Saturday 6am-11pm 
: . S.unday 7am- 11pm 
1311:638-1369 Fax: 638-85001-800-314-1368 
Canada's most successful 
video franchise has an 
excopUonal business 
opportunity for you. With no 
franchise fee and proven 
success, this Is an Ideal way to 
become part of the exciting, 
multi-bilLion dollar video 
business. 
We offer a complete t~key  
bualneM, on-sits training, 
ongoing support, and 
financial assistance. 
Gone Hollywood has an 
excellent location now 
available In Smithem, B,C. 
.~ ,~,  C~lGone 
, r ~  Hollywood Today 
- '4=~'  ~ ..~CO-r, ST.T/t 0 
FAMILY BUSINESS. 1-Hour 
Photo Shop next to Zellers in 
busy Salmon Arm Mall. MLS in- 
ternet www. role.ca asking 
$264,900. Ph. Bob Dunn. 
Homaiife Salmon Arm Realty. 
1-800-890-9166. 
FOR SALE 10 Placer Claims 
covering 5 km of McDane 
Creek, Uard Division. McDane 
Creek divides all claims. Good 
history on adjacent claims. 
Owner retiring, (250)635.6521 
or (250)635-4779. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. $2000 
every week from homel Unem- 
ployed/pay cheque blahs? 
Proven bus. low & no cost start- 
up. W/huge returns. Time ltd. 
edition. Call now (Toll Free) 1-' 
877-470-3377. H. Office. 
INTELLECT DATA Co. im- 
pod/export surplus directory. 
Buy items far below wholesale 
pricesl great opportunity to 
make big $$$ Call now (toll 
free) 1-877-470-3377. H. Office. 
MOTEL FOR sale, 24 unit mo- 
tel situated on prime property in 
Terrace, B,C. Phone for more 
information (250)632-5249. 
MOTEL FOR sale, 24 unit mo- 
tel situated on prime property in 
Terrace, B.C. phone for morn 
info. 250-632-5249. 
NATIONAL AWARD winning 
trainers for employment. Jobs 
am available in these high- 
growth trades. Electronic Office 
Technician. Forklift/Hydraulic 
Equipment Repair. Tele- 
phone/Wireless Systems Tech- 
nician. Building Repair Techni- 
cian. Security Alarm Installer. 
Fall classes filling fast. Call 1- 
800-646-1477 to register Nowl 
Funding available for qualified 
applicants. GR Technical Col- 
lege. 
NATIONAL AWARD winning 
trainem for employment. Jobs - 
are available in these~'~rgh - 
growth trades. Electronic Office 
Technician start date July 6 .  
Forklift/Hydraulic Equipment 
Repair start date July 6. Tale- 
phone/Wireless Systems Tech- 
nician start date July 6. Building 
Repair Technician start date 
June 29. Call 1-600-646-1477 
to register Nowl Funding avail- 
able for qualified applicants. GR 
Technical College. 
quired. Nenqayni Treatment 
Centre. You am an energetic, 
self determined professional 
with a deeply embedded pas- 
sion for promoting Fimt Nations 
Health and Well Being. You are 
fully conversant with and active- 
ly respond to First Nations is- 
sues and you have a strong de- 
sire to serve as a visionary 
leader with a goal of achieving 
bmakthmugh results in addic- 
tions treatment. Possessing a 
solid background of knowledge 
of cutting edgetreatment for al- 
cohol, drugs and inhalant abuse 
you have demonstrated several 
years of past success in the de- 
velopment and delivery of im- 
practful residential treatment 
services, Personally you will 
see youmelf as a hands on ad- 
ministrator who fully recognizes 
the virtue of participative team 
work and leading by example. 
Finally, you will be particularly 
attracted to the extraordinary 
challenge of building local, pm- 
vinclal and national credibility of 
a evolving First Nations Treat- 
ment Centre located in Williams 
Lake, B.C. Preference will be 
given to First Nations applic- 
ants, Please respond in con- 
fidence to: President. Nenqaynl 
Treatment Centre Society, Box 
2529, V2G 4P2, Williams Lake, 
B.C. 
STAY HOME & earn up to $700 
weekly assembling simple pro- 
ducts at home. Full or part time. 
Send a S.A.S.E. to Box 384, 
Kelowna, B.C. Camp 6BC V1Y 
7N8, 
ARE YOU READY 
FOR A BIG BREAK 
IN A SALES 
CAREER FIELD? 
New Route  Pos i t ions  Are  
Now Ava i lab le  Wi th  
a distributor of High Quality Frozen 
roods, in and around the Prince 
George, BC, Patrview. Ae, (Peace River 
Regionl. SyLvan l,a~e, AB. Camrose, AB. 
and Edmonton, AB ames. 
Schwon'o is currently offedng 
refucuUon a]lowonce to qualified 
candidates who ore Interested In
moving to one of thoee fucaUons. 
If you ore ready to build a career with a 
fast growing and secure company, ou 
should call today for more Information 
and a pre-qun]lPj'Lng i tervtew. 
Candidateo win have good work etldcs 
ondo strong desire to be successful 
under limitod management 
supervision. 
Call 1-800-469-4902 
Refer to Job Code 602 
g.O.P.. 
COLLEGE STORE ASSISTANT 
Northt~st Community College, Terrace Campus requires adynamic and energ~c IMI- 
to flH an on-call, ~ pos~on i the College Bookstore commenting assoon 
as pebble. The ~ will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement between 
the College and B.C.0.E.U Support Staff ,~.,ale, Level 2. 
Front-lisa ~Mce and sales Including handling c~sh and bank deposits; tock. 
Ing shelves and displays; hipping and receiving freight indud~9 packing and returning 
Items to IM011she~; recording In~nto~, i~0cessing purchase requests and flnandal 
document~on; coding and dis~but~ng of stock; other duties as assigned. 
( ~  CompleUon fGrade 12 tttth computer xperience Including Lotus 1-2-3, 
WudP~ and MIctseofl Publisher;, pr0fidon~ inkeyboarding and standard alice 
eqtdpment; demons~ed typing, math and computer skiffs ere required. Must be able 
to commudc=e vM, relate well with the student body and community, wo~k an a team I 
member and be able to work with ndnimum supeMdon. Accuracy and attention to
detail In all v~xk Is mandatory. Applicants must I~ able to lift 25 kg boxes on a frequent 
basis, Prefer two years previous retail sales experience. 
We tha~ aJl ap~ for their Interest, however, only those selected for an Intowtew 
v~l be c0mcted. 
Resumes hould be aubedtted no Inter than July 24,1990 to: 
Competition OO.084B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VeG 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Abs0 et Cure OurW o,o,u.,n..'M 
I !~:~1 / ~ . . ~  Pmfmslenal ~ Fun educational toys, books, Y~I 
H ~aeree~ I ~ Petand ~ gamesandawardwinning H
Pet Groomer Hot//# Cam B r ~ n  from birlh to adult. Home L!ii!:! 
ii! Representative: Koran D. Hatzl I ~!il =i!il Jayne Bur,/ 
H ~h~gtg~ Phone. 250-638-1866 .111! I i~::~| Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0t30 
TOW, JUST CALL "JOE" 
Automotive,/V~. Duty.Trucks, RVs, Hadeys, 
ATVs, Pressure Washing, Jump Starts 
At home, at work, or on the side of the road 
Enclosed trailer with winch 
i!l .~ ~UNOWm ~,/~. (~50) 638.0352 
::i J Ce. 615-7052 
SATELL ITE  SYSTE~tS  
,~)EClAB~NG IN OIGRAI. SA1-d.BR W 
L\\\~I P~ m~n~uNMm'r 
~ IN1~RNAIlONAL PROGRAMS IN: 
O,rmon. ~ .  ~lton 
Sp~l,h • Gbem • E=t k~d'm (Hirdl) 
"1~'~--~ nr~dlS FOe Bi~ESS VU & STA~ 0t01~ 
J "~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ For Information cog Karam 
TERRACE, BC 250-638-0315 
~,~'~P" S~ COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
' " INE iiiii   
¥&X:  (250) 638-1880 
Starlight 
Decorating &Party Rentals 
Weddings & Special Events 
* ~ * Bubble Ms~:bl:m 
. c~ *~, ,  -ICBC Claims -Safely Gloss -Plate Glass 
. Cenue#leces * ~ml~dr~..J -Insurance Replacements -Screens 
*Flomw~mkels "Ll&bl~ Russell Billson Phone 638-0912 
635-4583 5504 Uoyde Ave, Fox 638"0916 
r - . . . .  J . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  J . - , .  z. . . . .  ~^~ ... Terrace, B.C, VSG 4R6 Cell 615-6241 
i!i ]~ !  Offers you bubbling soft drinks, soda water, fizzy Fruit juices, 
: health drinks and even beer and 
sparkling wines in your own kitchen. 
*Totally safe in normal um , Free in home delivwy 
Tentsforbar;quets.,wqd&'ngsproutdoor J I:!!/ .w~.,up~C~ "masy to dean ond maintain 
~ t ~ y  Ihe clay, ~eek or month. I ~0,~,~5.43o5 
BONUS: RECEIVE SUPRJES TO MAKE 12L Of: FOP FREE 
l i!l 
I II' " . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,!Tii;, p p ry L~ I°seebalan%~g:t~j~Cl°mtngnne Ji:~i!:•J i  iiI Lawn and Yard Service' lq • 
mowlr~, clean-up, rotorllllng, mulching, lii 
thatchlr~, snow removal, exterlor washing i~fl 
(250) 638-92:1.6 Terrace, B.C. [i~l 
J ALSO SERVING KITIMAT l : !!!J 
300: HELp' , " 
WANTED :~ 
i ' 
THE ROCK Cut Nelghbourhood 
Pub, Rossland BC. Opening fall 
'98. Needs expedenoed first 
cook. References. Sond re. 
aurae: Box #569 Rossland BC. 
VOG 1Y0. Attention: Lori. 
i i i 
WANTED- a person' wr~o is 
flexible, dependable, and caring 
with a nursing backgroundor a 
health care certificate, to work 
casual hours, Monday to Fdday. 
Apply at Terrace & District 
Communltv'Services. 635-5135. 
The Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
is now taking applications for 
Concessions 
summer SChedule: 
and the 
. . . . . .  Beer Garden 
for  the 1998 Fall Fair, held 
September 5 -  6 
Written appl icat ions should be addressed  to: 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association 
PO Box 495 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5 
Or for more Information phone Sandra at 638-0322 
*Beer Garden applicants are responsible for liquor 
licence and garden security. 
PRE-QUALIFICATION FOR 
SITE REPRESENTATIVE 
SERVICES 
• At  
Terrace, B.C. 
(Public Tendercall#1080-9899/11 ) 
.B.ritlsh Columbia Housing Management Commission, (BC 
i-lOUsing), wishas to pre-quaiify Individuals/companies mr Site 
Heprasentatlve uervtces, mr the tarnishing o~ vfoperty 
Management Services, for a social housing development In 
Terrace, B.C. 
The respondents must provide information, documentation, 
references and meet the following minimum requirements, Io 
be considered for evaluation:: 
i A minimum of three (3) years of related proPerty 
management experience with on-site residency 
On-site residency, in terrace, B.C v i.s required by the 
individual, contractor or employee,s); 
Individual, contractor or employee(s) must be bondable wm 
proven e .xpedan.ce in .cash contro~ procedures and subject to 
a cdmmm recoros rewew; 
• Demonstrated ab ity n the performance of building, 
• grounds, janitorial and custodial duties; . . 
• Good commun caton skills, both written ano orm; 
hbility to deal tecta. Ily and eft .e.ctively with the public, 
• govamment agencies aria seniors; 
Good organizational nd admthisb'stive skills; 
• Ownership or access to,.suitable tools and equipment.. 
required to penorm the ouues o~ rasiaant manger/caretaKer; 
• 0 must hold a valid BC Drivers Ucense and have the use m 
a reliable vehicle; 
• A working knowledge of the British Columbia Residential 
tenancy Act. 1 
Resl~ndant(s) selected from this pro-qualification process will 
be invited to respond to a selective tenser for Site . . . .  
Representative Services for the above locations. ; ~ ~ ........ ~'~ 
Pre-qualification documents and instmctlons Will be available 
after 2:00 p.m. Monday, July 13, 1998 at the office of 
Coastal- Pdnce Rupert Area Office 
..... 1400 Kootenay Street 
Pdnce Rupert, B.C. V8J 3X5 
Telephone: (250)627-7501 
Pro -quaiifoation documents will be receiv, ed _at the above 
address, only up to 2:00 p.m. Friday, 4u,y 2~, ~'~u ano 
opened at that tlme. 
Please direct all Inquiries to: Unda Movold, Pro .perry Portfolio 
anager at BC Housing, P.rlnce Hupert, B.C. Te~Bpnone: 
(250)627-7501, Facs~mt~e: (z50)627-8975. 
n.J. C hspman 
PurcnasIng 
RITISH 
~LUMBIA 
BC Housing is an oRen~ of 
the Provincial govemment 
Food 
for 
At~ ~dt~ ,=ti N d~ht, daily Fl~tca! 
~7:::'2',~::"" 
~heS~ oCE=et=~e 
Requires a 
Automotive Technician 
Required by a large Tire & Auto Service Co. 
Journeyman with experience in all makes of 
manufacturers and a clean driving record. 
Excellent company benefits. Apply to: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, July 15, 1998 - B9 
i t Northern Hea.r!ng 
& Safety Training 
Unemployed? Contact your counselor at 
Human Resources or EI for information 
on funding to improve your ability for 
work with some training 
Sharin 9 o ~ 5130 A H ighway 16 West ,  Terrace,  B.C. ! | 
Heallhrar , 
Future~ ~1~1 (250) 635-4344 Fax:  (250) 635-4354 WCB OFA LEVEL  1 
July 18 
PaRTI[IPBD'Ion ~m" ® Aug 7 
Development Authority Association SPORTATIONE DORSEME 
I  wn=, C I 
Employment  I ~ (604)849-~739 Fax: (604)849-5276 I L 3 , i $595 Opportunity I /oh Pearl.,, I AWuCg?0 .X~ vE 
Environment Youth I Part-Tlm~ Elementary Teacher I WIt .S  (Also wa computer) .~0  
Team Pro jec ts  I Duties:  I July23 
Mariah Recreation I "To teach Grade Four Class in the A.M. only I 
Management Services is I - implement  he Provincial Curr iculum at  grade I TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
seeking Express E-Team crew July 24 $75 
I level, or  other  curr iculum approved by the I members for employment for l 
approximately 10 weeks on \G.C.E.D.A.A. Board I Forgroups #6 ormore we can specialize 
various environmentally 
oriented work projects in | -To evaluate s tudents  both by formal  and informal I 
northern BC, Activities focus on I ~esting I a date to suit your needs. 
facilitiesthe d velopmentinioca] provlncialOfrecreati°nsl I "Be  wil l ing to  part ic ipate in extra-curricular activi I ehedu]ed  O]1 l )emand : 
parks. Employment includes I t ies of the school  I 
specialized training. There are . . R re  Suppression $100 $200 
opportuuities for crew members I "Be  a team member ;  social ly and academica l ly  I Traffic Control $150 
in the following communities: Falling & Bucking $200 
Prince Rupert, Prince George, I Qualifications: I ChainsawSafety $200 
Chetwynd, 100 Mi]eHouse, and I - Hold a valid B.C. Teaching Cert i f icate I 
Terrace. 
Participants: I "B.  Ed. E lementary  min imum I • . . . . .  
s Must be between the ages °f 16-24 i "Excel lent  c°mmunicat i °n  and Interpers°nal  Ski l ls I 
• hardMUStworkingbe physically fit and. I Term: ~ I I'J|[*]~l=ll~bll~l,~¢51,$gIII31/;~31Vbg)i',~],~$?Z'! 
• Must be willin~Jeble to work I "The  posi t ion is f rom September  8,  1998 to  June I 
weather outdoors in all kinds of 130,1999.  I 
• Must have an interest in JOB POST ING 
environmentally rehted I Clos ing Date:  I 
work I " Ju ly 24,  1998 ' I RADIO HOST/ANNOUNCER • Must not be returning to 
school I I (FULL TIME) 
Wages: $8.00/hr/35 hr week I Send Resumes to: I 
Start Dote: July 2'/, 1998 I Sally Jones, Principal I ~ Northern Native Broadcasting 
To apply, fax resumes by I Gitsegukla Elementary Schoo l  I C.F.N.R. Radio Station (92.1 FM) 
July 20/98 to: 4562('o) Queensway Drive ,,,. 
Mariah Recreation I Box 21, Seymour Ave., RR#1 I Terrace B.C. V8G 3X6 
Management Services I South Hazelton, B.C. I 
Fax: (250) 964-2286 ~ ; 
Phone : (250) 964-2243 I VOJ 2Re , . i  1. Is responsible to perform 'on air' hast on a daily basis; 
i 2. Is responsible to plan end produce own radio show as well as 
IIN  
ACCOUNT MANAGER 
.... ~ ~,, ~;~,~, ..... If you want to earn s.ubstantially more than average 
~ income, a sales career at Ricoh may be for you. 
Join a pioneer: in the development of digitalfaX and multi~functiotml'systems; 
and enjoy working in a"fast-paccd high-tech environment. RicohiS a ~oHd 
leader in automated office equipment, such as digital copiers, facsimiles, digital 
duplicators, as Well as office management services. In the fast-growing colour 
copier market, Ricoh colour products are the envy of the industry with their 
unique capabilities. 
We contribute to your development with cxtensivc training and ongoing support 
to ensure your success. As an added incentive, we offer a salary plus 
commission and a full range of benefits. Sales opportunities are currently 
available in the Interior of B.C. 
If you arc a University or College graduate with computer literacy and/or 
proven sales success, please forward your resume to Ricoh Canada :Inc., c/o 
Doug Young, 1896 Dayton Street, Kclowna, B.C. Vl Y 7W6. 
Fax: (250)860-0130. ¢rnaih brkelow@ibm.net. 
We thank all applicants for their interest.• Only candidates under consideration 
will be contacted. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  .,..EKOF COMMUNITY NIwsP~t '~ . JULY 13, less 
A $ $ 0 C I A I I 0 N Theeeadeeppearlnapproxlmatelyl0O (~r ) ( '~r~ for25words To place an sd call 
Bdthk Col,mtis ~=1 Yst¢s community newspapers In B.O.and Yukon NJ~-%~U $ fi.0Oesch this paper or the BCY- 
, and reach more than 3 m on readers, additional word IGNA st (604) 669-9222 
FREE MUSIC BARN cata- 
logue/recordings of Carter, 
Snow, Meseer, Oracle 
Fields, Vera Lynn...hun- 
drads more.,, www.themu. 
slcbarn,com, 3655 Don 
Mills Road, Unit 8-307, 
Wlllowdala. Ontario. M2H 
8N3. F: (g05) 513-6918, 
Info@themuslcbem.com, 
AUTO VICTORIAN AND COUN. 
* evenings, 7-10pro, $15. 
*NEW & USED Car/Truck TRY DECOR. P/T 
Financing. No turn downs1 $0/hr, Must drive. Suits 
Good credit, bad credlt, no "stay-st-home" mum. If you 
credit, even bankrupt. No have a flair for decorating, 
one walks away, everyone Call Carol 1-888.261-1199, 
drives awayl Minimum 
$1000. down, DO YOU WANT TO EARN 
Bteve/Chdstlne 1.888-814- EXTRA MONEY WHILE 
1293. SHOPPING? We are seek. 
lag reliable & self.motivated 
Indlvldu=,ts (on a contract 
basis). A fax machine Is a 
daflnrte asse~ If you are In. 
terested In thts great oppor. 
tunlty, fax your resume to: 
1.800.683.3678 SEn. 
VICES DIMENSIONS IN. 
BU8INEeB EDUCATION FOR BALE MISC, PERSONAL8 
OPPORTUNITIES H E L I C O P T E R SAWMILL $4896. SAW ADULT ENTERTAINMENT. 
LOGGING/Si lviculture LOGS INTO BOARDS, Order the beet by mall & 
Training. Men and women - planks, beams. Lai'ge ca- pay less. FREE ~talogue, 
train for exciting, high pay- poclty. Beet sawmill value FREE video offer. 
the careers in growth ssc- anywhere. Free Information Discretion guaranteed, 
tom of the forest Industry. 1.800-586-6099, Norwood 
W.C.B. 'Workeafe' races- S~l l l s ,  R.R.2, KIIworthy, HMC Video 4840 Acorn, 
nlzed training, Pflvste Post- Ontario POE 1G0. 201.C Montreal, Quebec, 
secondary Institution, Job H4C 1[.6. 
p~acement ass~tanco. I H-L 
Training Institute Ltd. 
(250)887.1108. DIRECT, Splash, bounce, BC "FOR SALE BY OWN .• 
FOR SALE MISC, 
TRAMPOLINES FACTORY 
mesa bounce. Parts, re- 
palro, all makes, Dealer hz- 
qulrles, 1.800-683-2261. 
Visit our webelte at 
www.trampollne.com. 
HELP WANTED 
VANCOUVER ISLAND 
AIR IS SEEKING an M2 
Engineer with seaplane and 
metal working experience. 
Competitive wagee and 
benefits, Fax resume to 
260-286-3269. 
REAL ESTATE 
ERS" Improve their odds of 
finding a buyer by adverfis- 
Ing on the Intamst with BO 
Homese l le ra  
(www, bchomeeallere,com), 
4 month od only $98, For 
details cell toll free: 1-888- 
248.5581. 
PARTIAL OCEAN VIEW in 
Central Powell River. 10 
acres total. 24 lots ready to 
be serviced +3,6 acres 
zoned RM~. $600,000 eed- 
QUa Investors only, (604) 
485.6601, 
8ALES HELP WANTED 
JOURNEYMAN AUTO- 
BODY TECHNICIAN for 
busy 4pemonehop. Pa~ 
$20+~r. hr. wlthrocm for 
advancement. To start Im- 
mediately, Improve the 
quality Of your life in beauU. 
ful Bums Lake, B.C. Great 
recreational " area, 
Flahthg,boallng, anowmo- 
blUng, etc. Good houelng, 
family odented area. 1.250- 
892.708§, fax 1-250.892- 
7444, 
SUNFLOWER CHILDC~,-R-I~ 
Centre (licensed facility), 2903 
Kerr St. will be open during the 
summer months from June 29- 
Sept. 4/98 and Is accepting ap- 
plications for full time.and part 
time childcere. Call 635-1512 
for more information. 
a cultural program; 
3. Performs research for interviews inorder to present awall informed, 
balanced and current program; 
4. Hosts remote/on location interviews when necessary; 
5. Assists other staff membem with lhe produc'don orhosting of their 
shows when necessa~/; 
6. Contributes tothe overall statim production by suggesting and 
Initiating story lines, documentaries; 
7. Performs other elated uties as assigned by Management. 
0UALIRCKIIOXS: 
1. Grade 12 education i  combination with accredited training in 
broadcasting and/or 2 years related won expedence; 
2. Prior braadcasttng expedence; 
3. Provide a Demo~lrstion Tape on request; 
4. Criminal Record Chesk . . . . . .  
-p~TE OF PAY: Negotiable - Depending on F.xpedence 
HOURS OF WORK= 35 HOURS/WEEK (BETWEEN 05:00 AM - 8:00 PM 
Monday through Fdday 
C.U.RE. LOCAL3849 
eBEFnS: As per collective agreement 
REPORTING TO: Executive Assistant & Genera] Manager 
THIS JOB POSTING WILL REMAIN OPEN UNTIl.= 
4;00 PM FRIDAY. JULY 17.1998 
POSTING DATE= JULY 8,1998 
APPLICATIONS FORWARDED TO= 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
Attn. B. Mercer, Executive Assistant 
4562(10) Queensway Dr,, T6rrace B,C. V8G 3)(6 
Ph: 250-638-8138/Fax: 250-638-8027 
BAR TENDER, We specialize MOVING? TRUCK and 24'trail- 
MANUFACllJRED 
HOMES 
OWN YOUR OWN menu. 
featured home lot In 
Sundre, Alberta. 80 lots re: 
malnlng. 6,700 aq.ft. 
($17,926.) to 13,400 eq, fl, ( 
$2S,000.). Please call the 
Sundre Town Offloe'403- 
B38-3§81, fax 403.638- 
2100 or small: 
aundre@egt.net. 
MOBILE HOMES 
LEASE REPOS- Returns, 
4x4'e.trucka-vana, luxury 
care-gas aver, caravans- 
explorers-Jimmy's, Take 
over lease-club cobs-gee. 
diesel. All makes and mud. 
als. Mary Koz~ (6O4) 882. 
ONLINE CHRISTIAN NET. 
WORK. Serve the Lord & 
Community. Join growing 
network of Christian 
Franohlsses. Full Veining & 
support, Protected terrlto. 
dee, Investment required, 
SIGNIFICANT ROI. Call 1. 
800-663-7326. 
.TERNATIONAL , , 
WELL EeTABLI8HED 
OPPORTgNmES GROCERY Store In North 
CASH IN/CASH OUT Central SK. Meat, Dell & 
Coke,Pepsi, Hostess, Bakery Departments, 
Recently renove!ed, good 
turn over, Greet potential In
the meat dept. Excellent 
opportunity for • paraoh 
with meat cutting & 
sausage maldng skills, Very 
reasonably priced. Must 
sell dub to health. Lucky 
Dollar Foods, Box 230, 
Hafford, SK, S011AO, 
549-2222, or 306-549. 
2401. 
. .  4654, 
BUSINESS 
M&M, Re.stock e~sbllehed 
unique vendors In your 
area. No selling. Full-time, 
part-time, Minimum Invest- 
meal $1=],980, 1.268.S03. 
8884 (24hours) member 
B.B.B, 
HI PROFITI Vending mutes 
from $2200, Financing 
available, Phone toll-fres 1. 
800.887-2274 (Oapt 790) 
BUSINESS PERBoNAL~ 
EDUCATION 
WANT TO EARN OVER 
$1ooo weekly & travel B.C. 
or (e04) 897-~3~, 
KWIK KERB, Own you own 
Bualne~, Part-tinle or full- 
A CAREER CHANGE? 
Train to be an 
Apartment/Condo Manager. 
Many Jobs-All araul Free 
Job placement ~elatance. 
17 years of euoceesl For 
Infororochure 881-S458/1- 
800-665-8339,RMTI, 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER...wrlta for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home.study cousin. 
You get Individual tuition 
from professional wrttare on 
ell aspect of writing - ro- 
mattes, shon storl~e, radio 
and 13/scdpta, artlole= and 
chlldren'e storles, Send 
today for our FREE BOOK. 
TolHree1.800.267.1829, 
Fax 1.613-748-8581, The 
Writing School, 3055 • 38 
McArt~ur Ave,, Ottawa, ON 
KI L 81~,, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Conade offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward e 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice to begin this 
month, Free catalogue, coif 
24hre 1.800-665-7044, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNmE8 
BAKERS AND MEAT CUT- 
TEn8 are required for Fort 
St. John Garden Market 
IGA. The su~fu l  cendl- 
time, Installing on.site, con. Attraotlve,' ambitious, dates will be trained In your 
tlnUou8 concrete, land. Females that went o work sy~ema, msth.ode .and pro: 
ceourea, Applicants must scape edging, Total equip, smart not HARD should h~ Pz~mmltted tOcustomer 
. mere Proven system trots, apply st 1-88E.~g.0013, ~l'ce',"~ motivated and 
~ i  : : , , i  h~I,.i.a00-e87-KERB;:.~::',: ',(~n,~,,~l~,~:,',: ! . : ; '  , hem ~lant  mrnmur~.a..- 
01scOVER" WHY Travel ' ¢~REER~IN~ tfon. ekllb: Prevlo~e l~klng 
la rva l18  the on~ way t,~uo~ n.==o u^ ~ .  one meat cutting experl- 
• '" ~ " . . . . . . . . . . .  ' '  P'"' ' '= once would bs assets. to enter the In.el Industry, ~omputer xpedenoe nm. ~m=~u~d l~m~ are Io 
Canadian company legal eesary, Exeifthg opportunl, forward'~'---thel-"~"resu--'mas as 
re~=leiretlon expanding in ties now available In cam. anon as noulble to' Store 
.;; %~, ~ .B.C. mlnlmumlnvestment ,'~l~uterl~fftL(l~.Wewill Manag~ '~, Fort St.'John, 
::~!:~ : ab1~;:i~1~00-~/I)9;9910,:~i! ~'" Celt CMetoll'frse t.800, aalented for sn Interview 
-one(~l~.¢& 477.S878 wlif be corltantsd. 
in organizing and catering to 
your ovary need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
yrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
G a ,'e l 
CAREER or just need 
some extra money? Sell 
C&M Gift,,' unique line of 
affordable home decor, 
toys and gifts. Cell 519' 
268.7905, Fax: 5t9.268- 
0707 for tree catalogues 
end Informatlonabout this 
wonderful opportunity. 
STEEL BUILDING8 ~ : 
~ ~ "  I If you have an odd job for a 
.NOS ,~,p=o, st=- student contact Alison or Natalie lures: 100% usable 
space. Factory-Direct I at the Human Resource Centre 
8 a v I n g e 
A30X40=$8,558;  
835x50=$9,108 (in, i : 
01udes sliding doors). :::, :, 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load fof 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
NEED CUSTOM built home, 
framing, concrete work or rBno- 
vations? Call Edan Construc- 
tion. 635-1926. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
ssniors. Free Estimates. We dc 
it right oncel Call 635-3763. 
RESIDENTIAL OR commercial 
cleaning service, Hourly or dai- 
ly, Flexible. $12,50 hr. Will pro- 
vide own suppllss for residen- 
tial. Will do ironing. Senior dis- 
count. 638-878,3. 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 132, ' : III 
TUNED Homes Ltd. Ask TRUCKS " 
~.wio. ~.s.~,. ~_ ;~, ...... . Hire dent Todayl i 
We Deliver' 1.800.3a9. uuarenteeo c red l rap ,  . . . . .  
5133, D1.#681'3 provals. Truok$, 4x4'8, m 
=~m~ON/¢ 8 ..... crew cabs, diesels, sport 1 
. :_. .  _..'-'"- . . . . .  Utilities. Repo'a, broken 
KNOW YOUR Pate in'us. ,u'a'ess , heav" u"u'zy" " 
Truth honesty and wisdom 1 
on r;mance, career and 6qulpm.ent_, TaKe over 
dally oriels, Genuine pay,.~. P.eY..nl_enm'..~ree °,e.l~.e.rY,.' : ~ . -~- l ,  
oh oa 1,900,461-0778, ~ uan -Ins untouonaola$~ : - ' :  : : l  
24hm. 18+ $2:99 per mln, nowi 1-800-995-$673, ' i  
I.O.C. Vancouver 327-77S2, 
• mm a l l  B1  a l l  BIB BIB BB B1  BBI BIB BIB 
TERRACE DAY Care, 3425 
Kalum has full/part ime spaces 
available. Please call 635-3424. 
TUTORING. 1998 Caledonia 
Honous Graduate. Available for 
all courses to grade ten, Ref. 
avail, Call 635-7106. 
BEANIE BABIES Show. Sat. 
July 11th, 10am-4pm. Croatian 
Cultural Center, 3250 Commer- 1 mm 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 lm 1 i l l  
~oo , ,o ,o~, - -  :1 National Odd I clal Drive, Vancouver. Adults • $5. Kids $I. Info (604)253- 
i 6727. 
Camp Caledonia We have 11 Job Week [1 camper spots leftl July 3-9 (ages 12-15), July t2-17 
(ages7-9), July 19-25 (ages 10- 
. 12). More info? 250-846-5476 
II Ifyou have an odd job fc a i! (Judv)250-6~.l~o(su.nl. 
. Istu  t  II A mVANAU~rAPHYS,: 
'l'',t t ~ nt .= II L.~ ~HU~NGCENTnE 
I I  : for Students at I ~~~,~:~~~ 
I I  635-7134 local 303 I II 
Many .a..s a mode,,, or fax us at 635-4073. Aura.~o~gn,~= Call 1.800-688-5111 ext 
| ,  :', 1 QueetionsAnswered- 
i ' : I By Appointment 
635.7776 
I a student. Canada I 
, ) 
t I 
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Sealed Tenders for the following Fall Planting contract will be received by the 
Dlatdct Manager, Ministry of Forests, lOdum Forest District, 200-5220 Kenh 
Avenue, Terrace, Bdtiah Columbia on the dates shown below:. 
Contract:. PI.99DKM-COCe Located: At the Nasa/Hectare nd North Hlrsch atoM, 
within the Kalum Forest DIotdct, for planting on 38.5 hectares. 
Viewing Data: July 21,1998, leaving Ness Camp at 8:00 am 
Viawing of this site Flor to submitting a bid is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders Is 8:30 am, July 28, 1998, at which time aJI tenders 
v~ll be oporled. 
Eligibility to Bid: 
Contraotom ust have successfully completed contracts In the Kalum Forest 
District withic the past wo (2) years. 
Contractor must have successfully completed a planting contract consisting of at 
leaat 20 K trnes within the past wo (2) years. 
Tsnders must be submitted on the form and In the snveicpee supplied which, with 
the pmticuiam, ay be obtsJned at the time of the vlewtag from the Forest Officer 
conducting the viewing trip, Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying 
clauses wl~taoever and the lowest of any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
The work w:ll be administered bythe ~-itbh Columbia MintstW of Forests, 
All inquiries hould be directed to Wendi Knott Forest Tnohnlclan.Contrant 
Coordinator, atthe above address, Phone: (250) 638.5100. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the time, 
NOTICE INVfflNG APPUCATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A59013 
Take notice that, pursuant o Section 20 of the ForestAct, sealed tenders 
will be received by the District Manager, North Coast Forest District, 125 
Market Place, Pdnce Rupert, 8.C. VSJ 1B9, not later than July 31, 1998 at 
3:30 p.m., for the sale of Timber Sale Ucence A59013, authorizing the sal- 
vage of timber located in the vidnity of CapOn Cove. 
VOLUME: 5287 Cubic Maters, more or less; 
TERM; 3 months, no extension 
SPECIES: Ba 20%, Cw 17%, Hw 54%, Sp 8%, Cy 1%, more or less 
UPSET PRICE: $0.25/m =
LOGGING METHOD; aerial/overhead cable system 
Applications will be accepted only from Registrants in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program (Category 1 and2) 
Due to a number of critical issues and obligations surrounding this ~e,  dis- 
tdct staff will be conducting a site viewing on July 28, 1998. Although not a 
legal requirement prospective bidders ere strongly advised to attend this 
viewing to ensure their full understanding ofall aspects urrounding thb. sate 
opportunity, Transportation will be provided by the district, dep~ rting 
Rushbreok Float government docks at 09:00 hrs (PST) weather peril flee, 
Should weather conditions be such that a site viewing not be poasibl~ thai 
day, the Mewing will occur on July 29, 1998 at 09:00 hrs with the tame 
an-=ngaments. Those wishing to attend the site viewing miJst rag ~r ~ ~ ~ the 
district office no later than 2 working days pnor to the viewing ne ai ,~ct 
reserves the d9ht to limit the number of representatives from e~ ~ cc m )any 
attending the viewing. 
Full details of the proposed .timber Sale Uuence and application packages 
may be obtained from the District Manager, North Coast Forest District, 125 
Market Place, Pdnce Rupert, B,C. VSJ 1B9, (250) 624-7460. 
Sealed tenders will be opened at North Coast Forest District office on July 
31,1998 al 3:30 pm. 
330. NOTICES 330. NOTICES 
•C• PUBLIC VIEWING OF PROPOSED ~,  1998-2002 
FOREST DEVELOPMENT 
Notice is hereby given that l~e Small Bus ness Forest Enter~ ;e 
P.mgmm will holds oubllc v;~no of fne propg..~J Forest DevaloF nt 
Hen for the Kelum F'omst Distrld.'~ll~is plan will cover operqti~s ir le 
vicinily oF Hawksbury Island, Kjtimat, Terrace, Rosewood, the Nass 
Valley; West Nass and Barney Lakes. 
~is draft Fo.~t Developmen t Ptan,sh.ows.the location and dev.%bpm n! 
ot progosed harvesting and r.oa.cl d.eyelopment . or me next rive ~! 
years (h'om 1998 to 2.002).and ideali6.as the .rgad deactivation for ~e 
next It~ree (3) years. 1he pla, n also includes in~m],ofion on ~.e main- 
ianonce and protedlon ot o~er resource values m me area. It is avas!- 
able for review by .q~ource a9encies and Ihe public before approval ss 
considered by the Ministry ot Foresls. 
The purpose of presentino the p.lan is to provide Ihe opp£rtunily fo 
a&Jm. ss any ~ncems,,of I~e public or ot~er resource use.. "~e Fores! 
Devet.opm, eof ,Ran will be available tor review or me dates, ~mes ona 
iocotions listed below: . . : 
Ju~y t .5,1998 .b Sep~ber I~, 1998 ~n;Wy d Fore~- Kolum Fo~ D~¢rid 
(Moodo~ IoF~,  8..00 om Io 4.~0 i~ } 200-5~(~e;~A~e~e, T~rroce, B.C 
~p~1998 Io Sep'e~r 14,1998 T~roce I~ic Ulxory 
Operolin 9 Hoe,) 4610 I~  Avenue, To,race, B.C. 
Anyone wishi~ to vle~. ihe Forest Development Ran may.conloct 
Kalum Forest D,lrict Office to arrange on a~opoinlmeat nd ~ 
of Foresls representative will be available to ~scuss fne rolx ~ p[ I. 
P~mse.ronvard any commen~,.qu.esfions r con.corns, in..wfilir 1o Lr~ 
Lanardt, R.RF. or to Dave Nicholson, R.P.F. at the.r~imsm/ Fo Is, 
200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. not later than Sept, be 5, 
1998. 
i 
WOODLOT LICENCE 1867 
TAKE NOTICE ~al Intsrested and 
eligible persons, corporations and 
Indian bands are Invited to submit 
applications to the District M=magor 
for Wood lot Ucance Number 1867, 
over an elan whtch Includes 557.7 
hectares of Crown land In the vidnlly 
of McCutcheon Creek. The Initial 
allowable annual cut of the Crown 
land ia 1450 m ~. 
Applications In sealed and properly 
designated containers must be 
received by the Distdct Manager, at 
#2210 Hwy, 62 West, Hazenon, B.C., 
on or before 14:30 hours on 
September 9. 1998. Applicadon~ m'e 
not to Include abonus bid. Welgl~ng 
of the evaluation factors shall be: 
~dvale land 30%, applicant qua~lfica- 
irons 30%, management I tent 40%. 
Appllcatlsns will be opened at 14:40 
hours on September 9,1998. 
Application forms and further pa,'Ucu- 
may be obtained from the District 
Manager, Ministry of Forest, I~splox 
Forest District on Monday, June 22, 
1998 at 10:30 &m. 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE 
UCENCE ASg341 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
Section 20(1) of the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be received by 
the Distdct Manager, North Coast 
Forest District, 125 Market Place, 
Pdnce Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B9, not 
later than July 21, 1998 at 3:30 
p.m., for the sale of ` timber Sale 
Ucence A59941, authorizing the 
removal of felled and bucked dght 
of way timber located in the vicini- 
ty of Welds Creek. 
VOLUME: 949 m =, more or less 
TERM: 3 months, no extensions 
SPECIES', Ba 2%, Hw 67%, Sp 
26%, Cy 4%, more or less, 
UPSET PRICE: $5.47/m ~
LOGGING METHOD: Log loading 
of decked timber at various 
Icoat]ons; 
A )licetions will be accepted only 
f in  Registrants In the Small 
B ;iness Forest Enterprise 
Program (CalegoP/1 and 2) 
An informal explanation of the 
contents of the particulars pack- 
age will be held m the conference 
room of the dlstdct office located 
at 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, on Fdday July 17,1998 at 
1:00 p.m. Small Business repre- 
sentatives will be on hand at that 
time to explain all aspects of the 
lioance. 
Full details of the proposed 
.timber Sale Ucence and applica- 
tion packages may be obtained 
from the District Manager, North 
Coast Forest District, 125 Market 
Place, Prince Rupert, BC, VSJ 
1B9, (250)624-7460. 
Sealed tender will be opened at 
North Coast Forest District office 
on July 21,1998 at 3:30 p.m. 
C~U~CH / 
S day~S~r~lc~I&:451 , 
At Lr~ ~.~eH'" I 
's CoolCl~b For qts 2-12 9:301. 
Co,lJ;  ...... t rcens ~@ul~ Groups /
: '&ld'w~:k~llble Studies I " 
.da~ 9~h .M,S 
days 9 O- " Oct-May 
Z ~ . '  t r oke
t l rreszs  :ible 
to the last bz te 
't ' 
NOTICE 
All playing fields at the TerraCes Thoruhill & Kiflmat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998. 
i 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
In Land Recording District of Smithers and situated at 
Terrace, B.C., take notice that Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd,, Vancouver, B.C. natural gas transmission & distri- 
bution corn pany, is applying for a Licance of Occupation 
for statutory right of way purposes over portions of the 
following described lands; 
k 
A portion of UnsUrveyed crown land in the 9lcin~ 0f' 
Arden Creek, Range 5, Coast District, as shown on 
Right of Way Plans 7015 and 7097 containing approx- 
imately 15.0 hectares. ~:~ " 
The purpose for which the disposition is required is 
for the relocation and replacement of a 8" natural gas 
pipeline. The new pipeline Will be constructed adjacent 
to Pacific Northern Gas Ltd's existing 8" natural gas 
pipeline Right-of-Way as shown on Plans 7015 and 
7097. Comments concerning this application maybe 
made to the office of the Senior Lands Officer, Ministry: 
of Environment Lands & Parks, 3726 Alfred Street, 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0. Telephone (250) 847-7334. 
Be advised that any responses to this advertisement 
will be considered to be part of the public record. For 
information, contact a Freedom of Information Advisor, 
B.C. Lands, Vancouver Island Regional Office, 
Telephone: (250) 387-5011. 
NOTiCeOeSuewr~coum-eTIONOe .~a ¢ 
HUNTERCREE&KM~.TANDTAYLOR CREEK Few= 
BRIDGES IH THE KALUM FOREST OlS'TRI¢I" 
In the matter of construction of Hunter Creek Bd _dge onUpper KlUmat 
Forest Service Road, Km 32.7 Bridge and West Kalum I-erect ~ervlce 
Road, and Taylor Creek Bddge on Naso.AIIce Arm Forest Service Road 
Inthe Kalum Forest District. 
OWNER: MinlaW of Forests 
Government of British Columbia 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: White River Logging Ltd, 
3104 Hampton Street 
Terrace, British Columbia V8G 5R5 
Take notice that, in accordance with the Builder's Uen Act of British 
Columbia, Substantial Performance. has been established for the above 
project on July 4, 1998. 
Regional Manager : , ,. 
Mintstn/of Forests 
Prince Rupert Forest Region , 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF 
NOTICE OF CLAIM , 
In the matter Rondi Tucker eta1 v. CathedneD. O'Donnail et 
ai Vancouver Small Claims Registry #97-36711 Robson 
Square Provincial Court, Box #21, 800 Hornby Street, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6Z 2C5 
TO: CATI.IERINE D O'DONNELL, last known address #11. 
4616 Haugland Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
TAKE NOTICE that the Claimants, Rondi Tucker et el, have 
commenced a claim against you for damages for personal 
injury and property damages as a result of a motor vehicle 
accident on or about June 27, 1995, In North Vancouver, B.C. 
TAKE NOTICE that an Order has been made in this matter 
granting the Claimants the dght to serve you substitutionally 
by posting this Notice in the Terrace Standard and the 
Vancouver Sun newspapers, 
Be advised you have 21 days from the date of this Notice in 
which to file a Reply to the Notice or DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
WILL BE TAKEN AGAINST YOU. 
Chr i s t  Lutheran  
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
Summer  Workshop 
Schedule: 
Sundays - 11 am 
Mid-week:  
Thursdays - 7:30 pm 
The little church with 
a big heart 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
We would like to express 
our gratitude to the 
Doctors, Nurses, and staff 
at Mills Memorial Hospital 
for their skill and kindness 
during the time that 
C-~met was in dzeir cam. 
Thank you. 
Garnet & Margaret Gibson, 
ar~. the Gibson families of 
I 6~5-5520 ~ ~ Dawson c~e~ •
5.TIPS 
